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Abstract

The number of people living in cities has been increasing considerably since 1950, from
746 million to 3.9 billion in 2014. The continuing population growth and urbanization
are projected to add 2.5 billion people to the world’s urban population by 2050. This
situation brings new challenges on how to conceive cities that host such amounts of
population in a sustainable way, which should address several aspects, ranging from
economical to social and environmental matters.

Urban processes take place as a consequence of different interacting factors, linked
between them in such a way that the resulting process is complex to measure and
understand. Given the increasing number of people living in cities, understanding
the underlying complexity of these urban patterns is thus becoming a pressing issue.
To this end, we propose in this thesis decision-support tools applied in the context of
urban analysis, which allow to study land use mix and urban sprawl phenomena.

In our first contribution, a framework for capturing spatial land use mix in cities
is presented. In the first place, urban data are extracted from OpenStreetMap. Using
Kernel Density Estimation techniques, land use density estimations are carried out
for residential and activity uses. The outputs are employed to calculate spatial mixed-
use development indices. Additionally, density estimations for different activity types
(i.e. commercial and industrial, leisure and amenities, and shops) are proposed. We
provide fine-grained Geographic Information System outputs, which happen to be an
asset particularly for urban planners, supporting and aiding their decision-making
procedure – specially in relative comparison to aggregated measures.

In a second contribution, the above work was extended for calculating spatial
urban sprawl indices. The proposed approach formalizes sprawl under a sustainable
development angle, namely into three dimensions: land use mix, dispersion of built-up
area, and accessibility to activity opportunities. This results in a manageable number
of dimensions, where each dimension is formalized in an easy-to-interpret way, and in
particular pertinence to the aspects of sprawl that impede sustainable development.

In our third contribution, we propose two approaches for performing disaggregated
population estimates. The first one exploits information on residential surfaces, as-
suming a constant residential surface consumption per-capita. By means of employing
gridded – i.e. aggregated – census tract data, a fine disaggregation is carried out to
distribute population count data into buildings. The second one consists of a fully
convolutional neural network that maps coarse-grained to fine-grained population
data. We use the OpenStreetMap database to extract a set of urban features which
describe a local urban context and guide the disaggregation procedure. Population
densities are estimated for grid-cells 25 times smaller than the input resolution, i.e.
200m by 200m.
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Resumé
Le nombre de personnes vivant dans les villes a considérablement augmenté depuis
1950, passant de 746 millions à 3,9 milliards en 2014. La croissance démographique et
l’urbanisation continues devraient ajouter 2,5 milliards de personnes à la population
urbaine mondiale d’ici 2050. Cette situation pose de nouveaux défis sur la manière
de concevoir des villes qui accueillent telles quantités de population d’une manière
durable, qui devrait aborder plusieurs aspects, allant des questions économiques aux
questions sociales et environnementales.

Les processus urbains sont le résultat de différents facteurs en interaction, liés
entre eux de telle sorte que le processus qui en résulte est complexe à mesurer et à
comprendre. Étant donné le nombre croissant de personnes vivant dans des villes,
il devient urgent de comprendre la complexité sous-jacente de ces processus urbains.
Pour ce faire, nous proposons dans cette thèse des outils d’aide à la décision appliqués
dans le cadre de l’analyse urbaine, qui permettent d’étudier les phénomènes de mixité
et d’étalement urbain.

Dans notre première contribution, nous présentons un cadre permettant de saisir
la répartition spatiale de l’usage des sols dans les villes. En premier lieu, les données
urbaines sont extraites d’OpenStreetMap. À l’aide des techniques d’estimation de la
densité du noyau, des estimations de la densité d’usage des sols sont effectuées pour
les utilisations résidentielles et les activités. Les résultats sont utilisés pour calculer
les indices spatiaux de mixité urbaine. En outre, des estimations de densité sont
proposées pour différents types d’activités (c’est-à-dire les activités commerciales et
industrielles, les loisirs et les aménités, et les magasins ou boutiques). Nous four-
nissons des résultats à grain fin dans un Système d’Information Géographique, qui
s’avèrent être un atout en particulier pour les urbanistes, en soutenant et en facilitant
leur processus de prise de décision – surtout en comparaison relative avec des mesures
agrégées.

Dans une deuxième contribution, les travaux ci-dessus ont été étendus au calcul des
indices spatiaux d’étalement urbain. L’approche proposée formalise l’étalement ur-
bain sous l’angle du développement durable, c’est-à-dire en trois dimensions : la mix-
ité urbaine, la dispersion des bâtiments, et l’accessibilité aux opportunités d’activités.
Il en résulte un nombre gérable de dimensions, où chaque dimension est formal-
isée d’une manière facile à interpréter, et en particulier pertinente aux aspects de
l’étalement urbain qui entravent le développement durable.

Dans notre troisième contribution, nous proposons deux approches pour effectuer
des estimations démographiques désagrégées. La première exploite l’information sur
les surfaces résidentielles, en supposant une consommation de surface résidentielle
constante par habitant. Une désagrégation fine est effectuée au moyen de données
maillées – c’est-à-dire agrégées – des secteurs de recensement afin de répartir les
données de dénombrement de la population dans les bâtiments. Le second consiste
en un réseau neuronal entièrement convolutionnel qui cartographie les données de
population à grain grossier à fin. Nous utilisons la base de données OpenStreetMap
pour extraire un ensemble de caractéristiques urbaines qui décrivent un contexte local
et guident la procédure de désagrégation. Les densités de population sont estimées
pour des mailles 25 fois plus petites que la résolution d’entrée (200m par 200m).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The number of people living in cities has been increasing considerably since 1950,
from 746 million to 3.9 billion in 2014 (United Nations, 2015). More than 66% of
the world’s population are projected to live in urban areas by 2050, against 30% in
1950. Even though the global rural population is expected to only slightly decline
by 2050, the continuing population growth and urbanization are thus projected to
add 2.5 billion people to the world’s urban population by 2050. This situation brings
new challenges on how to conceive cities that host such amounts of population in a
sustainable way, which should address several aspects, ranging from economical to
social and environmental matters among others.

Urban processes take place as a consequence of different interacting factors, linked
between them in such a way that the resulting process is complex to measure and
understand. Nonetheless, given the increasing number of people living in cities, un-
derstanding the underlying complexity of these urban patterns is becoming a pressing
issue. As a result of the increasing availability of massive amounts of urban data, it
is now possible to analyze the ways citizens interact within cities. Consequently,
considerable efforts have been emerging recently, aiming to understand the relation
between different urban patterns and their impact on sustainability. In the following
we briefly outline some issues related to the measurement and modeling of urban
processes which are relevant to the sustainable condition of cities.

1.1 Context and objectives
As sustainability is becoming a central common issue in several scientific fields, we
advocate that computer science tools can help to better understand the dynamics
of ongoing urban processes. Then, decision-making in the context of an augmented
comprehension of the underlying complex phenomena is desirable towards improved
urban sustainability and resilience. The objective of this thesis is to develop a set
of computer science tools which will aid, firstly, to better understand the ongoing
complex urban phenomena.

Land use mix Land use mix, or mixed-use development, is a type of urban develop-
ment that blends residential and activity (commercial, industrial, amenities, shops,
institutional) uses. Measuring the degree of mixed-use development in cities is of
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paramount importance for urban planners – mainly used during the decision-making
procedure. Efforts on measuring land use mix abound in the literature (detailed later
in Section 4.1). Measurements are largely inspired by landscape ecology metrics and
spatial statistics analysis, whereas each one has its own strengths and weaknesses.

Adversely, the software is rarely made public – despite the large number of con-
tributions made in the literature. Even worse, in some cases commercial or private
data-sets are employed, raising concerns upon their replicability. For this reason,
there exists an explicit need for tools able to calculate mixed-use development indices
which are publicly available and easy-to-use.

Urban sprawl The phenomenon of urban sprawl, sub-urbanization or peri-urbanization
refers to the expansion of human populations away from central urban areas into low-
density, single-use and generally car-dependent communities. This phenomenon has
been related to numerous negative environmental and socioeconomic impacts. Mean-
while, urban areas have been growing at alarming rates, urging for assessing sprawl
towards a more sustainable development.

Sprawl is an elusive term, and different approaches to measure it have led to
heterogeneous results. Besides, in the literature several ad-hoc solutions have been
employed, proven to be effective to analyze particular regions, but poorly applicable
elsewhere. Furthermore, comparisons between contributions are rarely made.

Moreover, most studies rely on private and commercial data-sets, similar to the
case of land use mix. Also, their software is rarely made public, impeding research
reproducibility and comparability of a nowadays important phenomenon. Further-
more, many works give as a result a unique value for a region of analysis, dismissing
vital spatial information – specially for urban planners and policy makers.

Spatial analysis The Modifiable areal unit problem – a statistical bias introduced
in the context of spatial analysis due to the utilization of areal data – is a recurrent
problem in these works – both land use mix and urban sprawl. In particular, results
depend upon the geography of division employed for the input data-sets. For instance,
the scale of analysis (i.e. the size of elementary spatial zones in the analysis), often
is a sensitive factor. In addition, this fact is occasionally discussed in the different
contributions, whereas it potentially represents an important bias on their results.
Therefore, this happens to be undesirable, urging for alternatives which are able to
deal with this problem.

Disaggregated population estimates Numerous urban-related activities, such
as business development evaluation, demographic studies, disaster prevention, trans-
portation models, and urban planning among others, require population count data
at a fine resolution. Nonetheless, population count data generally exists at coarse-
grained resolutions, which is insufficient for many of these applications.

In the literature, several contributions have been made in order to carry out dis-
aggregated population estimates, employing different kinds of auxiliary data. Given
the difficulty of the problem, validation errors tend to be relatively high.

Among the ancillary data employed in related works, remote-sensing based tech-
niques are found to be the most common approaches, using satellite imagery to infer
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population densities at a finer resolution. Then, it follows the employment of Land
use and Land cover (LULC) data-sets, as well as LiDAR data providing 3D models of
cities. Also, some works have employed statistical surveys and crowd-sourcing urban
data.

Contributions The goal is first to provide a framework to assess both land use
mix and urban sprawl. A second contribution consists in performing disaggregated
population estimates. The developed tools are intended to serve as a support for the
decision-making procedure of urban planners and policy makers.

In order to accomplish the objectives, we develop a set of open source tools which
employ open data. The former will allow to easily adopt and extend the provided
contributions, whereas the latter allows for an augmented replicability – avoiding data
access constraints.

Given a desire for broad applicability, the chosen input data-set depicts a world-
wide coverage – avoiding geographical application constraints. Ergo, we intend to
develop a framework which ensures replicability, providing the means to augmenting
research discussions as well as aiding towards finding consensus upon complex urban
matters – which happens to lack in the literature.

The OpenStreetMap data is employed as main input data-set. It consists of crowd-
sourced and open data, depicting a world-wide extent. Whereas a wide coverage
is ensured as input, we employ a set of statistical tools in order to cope with the
shortcomings – i.e. missing data – of the input data.

Given the context in which the contribution will be employed, geo-spatial map
outputs are accomplished – i.e. Geographic Information System. As for the urban
spatial analysis contributions, the outputs’ granularity consists of an arbitrary user-
defined resolution. To this end, the objective is to be able to cope with the so-called
modifiable areal unit problem, which is a common issue in spatial analysis.

1.2 Contributions
In the following, we present the organization and a summary of the contributions
made in this thesis.

Chapter 2 We present land use mix and urban sprawl concepts, including their
historical background. Then, we exhibit a series of facts and trends, depicting the
motivation for studying both concepts under a sustainable development lens. For
each concept, we review their effects impeding sustainable development. Finally, we
summarize the causes of sprawl, introducing a discussion on its formalization.

Chapter 3 We review a series of characteristics common to urban spatial studies,
which are later analyzed with respect to the contributions made in this thesis. Later,
the employed data-set is described, the procedure of extracting the data is presented,
and details on its pre-processing are given.
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Chapter 4 We present two main contributions regarding the assessment of land
use mix and urban sprawl. The contributions consisting on the calculation of spa-
tial indices for both of these urban phenomena are demonstrated, followed by the
presentation of numerical results for a set of cities.

Chapter 5 Many applications related to the analysis of sustainable development
goals require fine-grained population count data. However, this data is most often
available in coarse-grained resolutions. Thus, we present two methods for carrying
out disaggregated population estimates. The first approach performs proportional
downscaling of coarse population data guided by residential surfaces. The second
approach employs a convolutional neural network to learn a downscaling model using
urban descriptors. Their evaluation is carried out using fine-grained data available
on French cities.

Chapter 6 The developed software-package is presented, and reviewed under dif-
ferent angles. The implementation is publicly available, and made in such a way as to
allow even users with minimal programming skills to evaluate and employ the frame-
work. To this end, we hope that this software becomes especially useful for urban
planners and geographers, among others.

Chapter 7 Finally, the concluding remarks about the contributions made are pre-
sented, followed by a discussion on possible future works.

1.3 Publications
• Gervasoni, L., Bosch, M., Fenet, S., and Sturm, P. (2016). A framework for

evaluating urban land use mix from crowd-sourcing data. In 2016 IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Big Data (Big Data), pages 2147–2156.
• Gervasoni, L., Bosch, M., Fenet, S., and Sturm, P. (2017a). Calculating spatial

urban sprawl indices using open data. In 15th International Conference on
Computers in Urban Planning and Urban Management.
• Gervasoni, L., Bosch, M., Fenet, S., and Sturm, P. (2017b). LUM_OSM: une

plateforme pour l’évaluation de la mixité urbaine à partir de données partici-
patives. In Atelier Gestion et Analyse des données Spatiales et Temporelles.
• Rezakhanlou, L., Fenet, S., Gervasoni, L., and Sturm, P. (2017). USAT (Urban

Sprawl Analysis Toolkit): une plateforme web d’analyse de l’étalement urbain à
partir de données massives ouvertes. In Atelier Démo de la conférence SAGEO
(Spatial Analysis and Geomatics).
• Gervasoni, L., Fenet, S., and Sturm, P. (2018b). Une méthode pour l’estimation

désagrégée de données de population à l’aide de données ouvertes. In 18ème
Conférence Internationale sur l’Extraction et la Gestion des Connaissances.
• Gervasoni, L., Fenet, S., Perrier, R., and Sturm, P. (2018a). Convolutional

neural networks for disaggregated population mapping using open data. In IEEE
International Conference on Data Science and Advanced Analytics (DSAA).
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Chapter 2

Land use mix and urban sprawl:
impacts and their relations to
sustainable development

Sustainable development refers to the organizing principle for meeting human de-
velopment goals while at the same time sustaining the ability of natural systems to
provide the natural resources and ecosystem services upon which the economy and so-
ciety depend1. When a society fulfills sustainable development goals, living conditions
and resource use will continue to meet the different human needs, without overthrow-
ing the integrity and stability of the natural systems where they live. Viewed under
a different angle, sustainable development stands for a state where present needs are
met without compromising those of future generations.

In this chapter, sustainable development is reviewed under a land use mix and
urban sprawl lens. Both refer to an ongoing urban process, and have a significant im-
pact on the state of cities with respect to sustainable development. Urban population
growth has been significant in the last years. This evidence, combined with a series of
facts which are mentioned below, make of paramount importance the consideration
of the urban processes in regards to sustainable development.

In the following, both land use mix and urban sprawl concepts are presented,
including their historical background. For each, their impacts in regards to sustain-
able development are thoroughly reviewed. Then, for urban sprawl its causes are
summarized, and its formalization is discussed.

2.1 Land use mix
Land use mix, or mixed-use development, is a type of urban development that
blends residential and activity (commercial, industrial, amenities, shops, institu-
tional) uses. Similarly, another definition comprises the co-occurrence of differing
land uses: “Mixed uses means the degree to which two different land uses commonly
exist within the same small area” (Galster et al., 2001). In the literature, this notion
of small area usually refers to “walkable distances”.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_development
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Mixed-use development is a term which enjoys a clear-cut definition. In the con-
text of sustainable development, mixed-use development is agreed to be desirable.
For instance, the question of dense and compact cities, on it being amenable to sus-
tainable development goals or not, has been discussed in the literature (Gordon and
Richardson, 1997; Breheny, 1995; Burgess, 2000; Neuman, 2005) leading to no general
consensus. On the other hand, a wide agreement exists on the positive aftereffects of
land use mix.

2.1.1 Brief historical background

Before the 20th century, mixed use was a natural trend in city development, since
scarcity of transportation possibilities imposed geographical proximity on the loca-
tion of every-day activities. Early in the 1900s in the United States, zoning practices
started to assign unique land uses, inducing segregation between residential and ac-
tivities uses.

This has been occurring particularly from the 1910s to the 1950s, where mixed
use development was quite infrequent. During this period, segregated development
was the norm. In later years, starting from the 60s and 70s, and after having been
neglected for several decades, mixed uses started appearing again, bringing altogether
their advantages in various aspects to the society.

More recently, since the late 90s, mixed use development has (re-)emerged as a
major concept in the context of urban planning. In this sense, a variety of proposals
have materialized, all of them having in common a particular goal – a good mix of
land uses:
• New Urbanism
• Smart Growth
• Transit-Oriented Development
• Traditional Neighborhood Development
• Livable Communities
The Congress for the New Urbanism (Leccese and McCormick, 2000) campaigns

for pedestrian-friendly, and mixed-use neighborhoods, and the Smart Growth Net-
work (Emerine et al., 2006) includes mixing uses as one of their ten principles. The
concept of Transit-Oriented Development and several transit agencies also support
the provision of a mix of land uses (Cervero et al., 2002).

Traditional Neighborhood Development also states that amenities should be within
walking distance of residences. In order to attain this state of highly mixed devel-
opment, both intensity and diversity of land uses are promoted, together with the
integration of the segregated uses.

2.1.2 Impacts of reduced mixed use development

In this section we briefly outline the principal issues and effects related to the absence
of mixed use development. Both direct and indirect effects have been studied in the
literature, as described below.
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Urban sprawl

Absence of mixed uses is one the most distinctive characteristic related to urban
sprawl. For instance, residential and industrial sprawl are in essence the development
of land for a single land use. Besides, urban sprawl has been proven to account for a
variety of undesirable effects. These effects are demonstrated later in Section 2.2.2.

It has already been pointed out that land values tend to rise with increasing
mixed-use development (Song and Knaap, 2004). In general, this fact has not proven
to be positive or negative in general. Nonetheless, expensive housing within mixed-
use developments make urban sprawl attractive at an individual level, encouraging
people to shift towards the periphery.

In the literature concentrating on the US, it has been pointed out that the lack of
coordinated land use planning induced the appearance of land development for single
uses. Thus, poor mixed use appears to be one of the key components of urban sprawl
(Nelson and Duncan, 1995; Ewing, 2008; Sierra Club, 1998; Department of Housing
and Urban Development, 1999a).

Health considerations

It was shown that land use diversity has an impact on different types and amounts of
physical exercises (Christian et al., 2011). The existence of activity land uses (com-
mercial, amenities, leisure, etc) within residential neighborhoods has been possitively
associated with a higher rate of walking for exercise and for transportation (Hoehner
et al., 2005; McConville et al., 2011; Christian et al., 2011).

Similarly, augmented mixed-uses depicted “stronger associations with perceived
presence of neighborhood destinations and walking outcomes” (Duncan et al., 2010).
Another study claims that the additional walking trips associated with mixed-uses
lead to less obesity (Frank et al., 2004), thereby are effective as health intervention.

Car dependency and public transportation

The choice of travel behavior, considering modal choice and distance traveled, has
been strongly related to urban land use balance in (Cervero, 1996; Kockelman, 1997).
The presence of nearby commercial land uses was associated with both shorter com-
muting distances and lower commuting times (Cervero, 1996; Ewing et al., 2003a;
Miller, 2011; Khattak and Rodriguez, 2005). This results in a positive outcome under
an environmental angle, since the sources of vehicle pollutant emissions are reduced.

Studies on designing urban forms that reduce vehicle dependence (Newman and
Kenworthy, 2006) determined that a lower automobile dependence requires a mini-
mum value of “urban intensity” (i.e. residents and jobs per hectare), which is directly
related to the urban land use mix concept.

In terms of public transportation, a mixed-use community centered around a tran-
sit station “invites” its residents, workers, and shoppers to ride mass transit more, thus
reducing the car utilization (Cervero et al., 2002).

The so-called Land Use and Transport Integrated models (LUTI) are very im-
portant tools in the context of urban planning. The locations of land uses, together
with the transportation network, interact with each other and determine one another
(Wegener, 2004).
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Figure 2.1: Metro-Land
booklet published in
1921, promoting a subur-
ban lifestyle (Wikimedia
Commons, 2012).

Thus, these models explicitly model the relation between transportation and land
uses. This being said, a high degree of land use mix is desirable when shaping the
near future of cities, due to their positive outcomes.

2.2 Urban sprawl
The phenomenon of urban sprawl, sub-urbanization or peri-urbanization refers to
the expansion of human populations away from central urban areas into low-density,
single-use and generally car-dependent communities2.

2.2.1 Historical background and facts

According to several authors in the literature, sprawl is a relatively new concept in
terms of urban development (see (Bruegmann, 2006) for a counter point though):
“Urban dispersion rose from the struggle against the first industrial cities, which were
important foci of congestion, pollution and disease. Hence, for many years planners
and reformers complained not of low-density settlements, but of high-density built
environments. Conversely, decades latter, the desire for the compact city resurfaced
after the myriad of problems associated with the dispersed form. In sum, the compact
and the dispersed city have been constructed in opposition to each other” (Catalán
et al., 2008). Figure 2.1 shows an ancient booklet promoting a suburban lifestyle.

During the 1950s and 1960s, a rapid sub-urban development surged in the United
States, and concerns about this type of urban development started to show up (Jack-
son, 1985). Early in 1958, William Whyte referred to the new notion of “suburban
sprawl”, alerting that cities in the United States were becoming more sprawling, start-
ing the debate over its impacts (Whyte et al., 1958). As a matter of fact: “Within
less than twenty years, the U.S. population increased by 50 million people from 150
million in 1950 to 200 million in 1968 [...]. In the same period, the Los Angeles

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_sprawl
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area more than doubled from under 4 million to more than 8 million people. The
Phoenix urbanized area grew almost fourfold, the San Jose area more than fivefold”
(Patacchini and Zenou, 2009).

By then, “suburbia was not much of a problem when it served only a favoured
minority” (Catalán et al., 2008). After all, and given the advent of the automobile,
it is notorious that “Sprawl is a result not just of population growth but also of new
lifestyles that require more space” (Jaeger and Schwick, 2014). At that point it started
becoming a mass phenomenon, and a list of negative effects started emerging whilst
“without producing anything, but a dreary substitute, devoid of form and even more
devoid of the original suburban values" (Mumford, 1961).

As stated, it must be noted that at the outset sprawling studies have been focused
merely in the United States. For instance, it was affirmed that there exists “a long
tradition of studying sprawl in the US, after all, the term was coined first with that
country in mind” (Arribas-Bel et al., 2011).

Nonetheless, the German word “Zersiedelung” started to be employed after the
second world war: this term was introduced due to the need to find a “(negative)
characterization of a complex process that people generally perceived as disturbing”
(Jaeger et al., 2010b). Even though suburbanization took place in Europe during the
post-war period, “its dimensions were by far less expansive than in the United States”
(Patacchini and Zenou, 2009).

A similar idea is affirmed by another publication, stressing that very few empirical
investigations have been conducted in Europe, whereas it has been extensively studied
in the United States (Patacchini and Zenou, 2009). Only a few decades later, concerns
about sprawl started appearing all over the globe.

This historical background led to an undesired outcome in the sprawling research
agenda. A great number of studies have been firstly addressing solely cities in the
United States. Thus, related works which started focusing on other regions of the
world have adopted assumptions about the morphology of cities which hold only for
the US.

An illustration of this problem is the sprawling assumption about poly-centric
cities. On the one hand, considering the nature of cities in the US, a lot of studies
have largely related poly-centric cities to sprawling outcomes.

For instance, one work among many others characterizes sprawl through quanti-
fying “the extent that high-density sub-areas are clustered” (Tsai, 2005). According
to their computed metric, “It is high, intermediate and close to zero for monocentric,
polycentric and decentralised sprawling forms respectively”. Thus, it is essentially
making the assumption that poly-centric cities lie in-between sprawling and non-
sprawling forms of urban development.

Nonetheless, the former kind of studies go in conflict with the concept of sustain-
able and low-sprawling poly-centric cities. For instance, a great quantity of European
cities are naturally poly-centric, yet they depict very low sprawling degrees under
any possible point of view. In this direction, one can find relatively high-density de-
velopment within each pole-centre, a high degree of land use mix, and a very good
connectivity and accessibility between each of these poles.

Even though there is an ongoing debate, several studies agree that there exists no
unique solution in terms of optimal urban form. Furthermore, under a transportation
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energy consumption point of view, “in the case of high-density cities, multinuclei cities
are better than mononuclear ones” (Shim et al., 2006). Also, under an ecological
angle, “sustainable urban development points towards decentralized concentration,
i.e., relatively small cities with a high density and short distances between the houses
and public/private services” (Holden, 2004).

A well-known fact is that over the years data availability, precision and complete-
ness has always grown. The early works which started studying urban sprawl were
constrained on the available data to materialize their study. Thus, the definitions of
sprawl adopted by these early works have been shaped and influenced by this data-
availability aspect. Consequently, an increased reasoning is demanded whenever one
analyzes and compares these works, given that the historical context shaped their
definition and formalization of sprawl.

In connection to the existence of data, it has been pointed out that among others,
one of the reasons why studies have been extensively performed in the United States
in relative comparison to European cities is the “limitations in the availability of
actual data for Europe” (Patacchini and Zenou, 2009).

Nowadays, significantly more data exist. In this matter, it is quite frequent to
witness updated versions of earlier works. The additional existence, precision and
completeness of data allows for refinements on the formalization, measurement and
conclusions relating to urban sprawl.

To summarize, and under a historical perspective, two concepts of paramount im-
portance reinforced the fact that such heterogeneous sprawling definitions and mea-
surements have been found in the literature. Both were materialized in concurrence,
and in a relatively short period of time:
• Sprawl firstly emerged in the US, and it later spread to cities all over the world.
• Data availability and precision is quite heterogeneous across different cities and

continents, though it generally increased in time.
As for the former point, it led to a sprawl characterization particularly adapted

to the sprawling context of the US. As for the latter, recent works are in many cases
established, analyzed and compared with relatively old works. Data availability was
then very distinct to nowadays, thus this must be taken into account to understand
the limitations faced by previous works.

Numerical facts and trends

A series of pertinent facts have been collected from the literature, addressed in the
following paragraphs. All of these evidences urge for the necessity of attaining sus-
tainable development policies within the context of urban sprawl expansion.

A series of processes at world-wide scale such as “accelerating rates of urbanization,
changing demographic and consumption patterns, technological changes, deepening
market integration, and climate change, impose unprecedented demands on land”
(European Environment Agency, 2015). Nonetheless, availability of land is finite.

It has been estimated that 400,000 km2 of the Earth’s surface is currently covered
by built-up areas (i.e. cities), and this number is rising quickly (Jaeger and Schwick,
2014). In addition, by 2030 it is predicted – ever increasing – to range between
700,000 km2 and 1,200,000 km2 of built-up area.
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From 2000 to 2006, 1,117.9 km2 of natural and semi-natural areas were lost each
year in Europe, transformed to urban and other artificial land development (Hennig
et al., 2015). Remarkably, in Switzerland and Baden-Württemberg, Germany, it
has been proven that at least as much area has been built-up within 50 years –
from 1950 to 2000 – as during the preceding 10,000 years (Jaeger, 2002; Häberli,
1992). According to another study, cities in developing countries are expected to
increase three-fold their built-up area, from from 200,000 km2 to 600,000 km2 or
more. Similarly, in developed countries it is predicted to increase from 200,000 km2

to at least 500,000 km2 (Jaeger and Schwick, 2014).
On the one hand, land and soils are finite resources, and their destruction is ir-

reversible within human-life spans (Jaeger et al., 2010b). Even worse, “Supply of
renewable energies will require large tracts of land; food production needs grassland
and arable land with suitable soils; housing, industry, transport, land-fill and recre-
ational areas all take up further land. These demands for land compete with each
other. There is no adaptation that can bypass the demand for land, food and energy,
especially if the demands continue to increase globally” (Jaeger and Schwick, 2014).
For this reason, is has already been expressed that “The EU appears largely unaware
of the real scale of its land consumption, its spatial distribution, patterns and tempo-
ral trends, as well as the environmental, social and economic impact” (Soukup et al.,
2015).

The typical process representing urban sprawl has been depicted under a different
angle: “Valuable farm-land is built over, the surface of the ground is sealed and most
ecological functions of the soils are destroyed. Other effects are to disproportionately
increase infrastructure costs of transport, water and power, aggravate noise, loss of
open landscapes, considerable loss of habitats in key biodiversity hotspots, spread of
invasive species, significant loss of carbon pools, greater distances between home and
work and correspondingly higher numbers of commuters” (Jaeger and Schwick, 2014).

Urban sprawl continues to spread. For instance, it advances rapidly in Mediter-
ranean Europe, where it was documented that urbanization expands at much faster
rates than population growth (Catalán et al., 2008). Similarly, “pronounced” urban
sprawl has been experienced in eastern Massachusetts since 1970 (Tu et al., 2007).
In Milan, Italy, approximately 600,000 residents shifted to the urban fringes over the
last 15 years (Hennig et al., 2015) and a comparable situation was documented in
Barcelona, suggesting that “extensive suburban development is likely responsible for
the largest population loss of any European city in the last 25 years” (Hamidi and
Ewing, 2014).

Sprawl has been emerging across the world, whereas different authors focus on
different regions. For instance, urban sprawl in India – where the population is over
one billion, one-sixth of the world’s population –, “is taking its toll on the natural
resources at an alarming pace” (Sudhira et al., 2004). In the US, “The extent to which
average residential development is scattered was essentially unchanged between 1976
and 1992”, suggesting that massive sprawl emerged only more recently, particularly
when manufacturing employment shifted to suburbia (Burchfield et al., 2006).

Even though more than half of the world’s population lives in cities or urban
agglomerations, the population density within cities has been declining since 2000, at
an annual rate of 1.7% in developing countries and 2.2% in industrialized countries.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a fast rising urban population. Estimations forecast a
continued urban population growth, together with a slight decline on rural population
(United Nations, 2015).

Furthermore, the unprecedented rates of urban population growth have occurred
roughly on <3% of the global terrestrial surface, whereas the impact has been global:
“with 78% of carbon emissions, 60% of residential water use, and 76% of wood used
for industrial purposes attributed to cities” (Grimm et al., 2008).

The energy consumption within the United States is a matter of concern, given
that “the energy use per person for transport in low-density built-up areas is an order
of magnitude higher than in high-density urban areas”. Further, this will be even
more important in the near future, since energy production will need to be based
on sustainable practices – as referring to the post-fossil era – and will increase the
competition for land (Jaeger and Schwick, 2014).

Even, it has been referred that “urban sprawl is a prime example of the tragedy of
the commons where the benefits of the use of a common pool source – the landscape –
go to the single citizen and the detrimental effects are shared among all of the society”
(Jaeger and Schwick, 2014).

Sprawl has been affirmed to counter-act efforts of reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions, as stipulated in the Kyoto protocol (Hennig et al., 2015). For example, in
sprawling regions it has been documented that cars are driven longer distances on a
per-person basis than in areas with lower-than-average-sprawl. In the end and for an
entire region, “that adds up to millions of extra miles and tons of additional vehicle
emissions” (Ewing et al., 2002).

Still, sprawl develops at an important pace: “There are also some positive effects of
urban sprawl, e.g., that it responds to the wish of people for affordable single houses
with a garden and more privacy” (Hennig et al., 2015; Bruegmann, 2006). Also,
sprawl is still encouraged in many ways: “through its attractiveness for individual
homeowners and property developers, in many cases supported by public funding of
infrastructure to service the developments or mortgage subsidies to promote home-
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ownership” (Stan, 2013).
In 1960, the global urban population was estimated to be 34%. By 2014, it has

already grown to 54% – and continues to increase. Further, this proportion of popu-
lation living in urban areas is expected to attain 66% by 2050 (United Nations, 2015).
This is visually depicted in Figure 2.2. Naturally, an increase of 43% in global food
demand is expected by 2030 – according to The Food and Agricultural Organization
of the United Nations (FAO) (United Nations, 2011). Hence, there exists an increas-
ing motivation to understand the differing underlying processes, which will later aid
to reach sustainability goals.

2.2.2 Effects related to urban sprawl

Urban sprawl has been linked to many negative effects in terms of sustainable de-
velopment, such as health, environmental, traffic and social impacts amongst others.
Although some of them are still subject to discussion, most are now relatively well
known.

The main issue related to quantifying sprawling effects, is the definition and for-
malization adopted of urban sprawl. Even though numerous studies have been done,
a great quantity of them embrace vague definitions of sprawl, which do not necessar-
ily yield to a general consensus. And thus, general trends can be identified, but no
punctilious conclusions can be drawn. Therefore, it is necessary to quantify sprawling
outcomes under a more rigorous definition, formalization and operationalization of
the same.

In the following we present different documented effects related to urban sprawl.
A large number of studies reveal correlations between sprawl and different effects (i.e.
health outcomes, etc.). However, we shall point out that correlation is different from
causality. Therefore, in these cases it is not necessarily concluded that sprawl causes
the different outcomes, but they rather focus on the correlation between sprawl and
these effects. For example, there may be underlying causes common to both.

Water and air quality and exposure to air pollution

Concentrations of Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH), a group of contaminants
with multiple urban sources, have been studied for several reservoirs and lakes in
the United States. The study shows that these concentrations have been increasing
during the past 20-40 years, which “tracks closely with increases in automobile use”
(Van Metre et al., 2000).

In another study, it is established that urban sprawl and related surface sealing
have considerable impact on both water fluxes and the urban water balance, which
may become imminent in the longer run according to the authors (Haase and Nuissl,
2007).

High spatial correlations are found between water quality indicators and urban
sprawl indicators. Using a per-capita developed land use indicator, “central cities
experienced lower increases over time in specific conductance concentration, compared
to suburban and rural areas” (Tu et al., 2007).

On the other hand, an important link between urban form and air quality has
been shown in (Marquez and Smith, 1999), where it is concluded that: “The rigid
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separation of housing, employment, commercial and recreational activities creates a
dependency on road-based transport, which in turn contributes to high levels of urban
air pollution and greenhouse emissions”. In addition, “Pollutants, such as particulates
(PM10) and ozone, primarily resulting from emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and
hydrocarbons/air toxins (HC or VOCs), destroy sensitive tissues (in people, animals
and plants) and impair respiratory functions”.

“The American Lung Association estimates that over 60,000 people die prema-
turely in the USA (by up to two years) due to exposure to PM10 particles” (Marquez
and Smith, 1999). Bangkok has three times the rate of lung cancer as the rest of
Thailand, which has been mainly attributed to transport-related miasmas (Manins,
1997).

Yet, the question of optimal density is not yet answered, given that: “In an inter-
esting twist for proponents of the compact city, the scenario yielded, as expected, low
levels of pollutant emissions, CO2 emissions, fuel usage, travel distance and travel
time. However, because of Melbourne’s weather pattern, it also placed new residen-
tial and service activities in areas of high urban air pollution, thus exposing more
residents and workers to high dosages of air pollutants, resulting in the highest ex-
cess dosages for the winter months and the second highest for the summer period”
(Marquez and Smith, 1999).

Similarly, following the hypotheses that the optimal density question has not been
solved so far, on the one hand ozone concentration is found to be significantly lower
in compact agglomerations (Stone, 2008). Nevertheless, ozone exposure is higher in
these compact regions (Schweitzer and Zhou, 2010).

Another study, remarkably cites “findings of several studies provide evidence that
the shape of a city and the land use distribution determine the location of emission
sources and the pattern of urban traffic, affecting urban air quality.” (Borrego et al.,
2006). Based on their simulation results, it is concluded that “compact cities with
mixed land use provide better urban air quality compared to disperse and network
cities”.

A European assessment within the context of traffic-related air pollution has been
conducted, concluding: “Air pollution caused 6% of total mortality or more than
40,000 attributable cases per year. About half of all mortality caused by air pollution
was attributed to motorised traffic” (Künzli et al., 2000).

Similarly, it has been interpreted that “Long-term exposure to traffic-related air
pollution may shorten life expectancy” (Hoek et al., 2002).

Another study conducted in Canada affirms that “Chronic exposure to air pollu-
tion is associated with increased mortality rates” (Finkelstein et al., 2004). Its findings
reveal: “Subjects living close to a major road had an increased risk of mortality”.

Unrelated to sprawl studies, and directly associating it to transportation, the fol-
lowing findings were made: “Significant correlation was observed between VOCs and
CO concentrations, indicating that the petrol engine vehicles are the major sources
of VOC air pollution in central Copenhagen” (Palmgren et al., 1999).

Often, it is claimed that it is unhealthier to commute by bicycle rather than by car.
Though, the contrary has been proved: “even after taking the increased respiration
rate of cyclists into consideration, car drivers seem to be more exposed to airborne
pollution than cyclists” (Rank et al., 2001).
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Health relationship

An ongoing heated debate exists whether sprawl has a negative relationship with
health.

“Public health researchers have demonstrated how the built environment — homes,
roads, neighborhoods, workplaces, and other structures and spaces created or mod-
ified by people — can affect human health adversely. [...]. There is considerable
evidence that urban sprawl has adverse environmental impacts and contributes to a
variety of health problems — including obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and
respiratory disease” (Resnik, 2010).

After conducting cross-sectional analyzes in the United States, it is suggested that
“urban form is associated with overweight among U.S. youth. The strength of these
relationships proved comparable to those previously reported for adults” (Ewing et al.,
2006).

A study relating sprawl and physical activity in the United States claims that
“residents of sprawling counties were likely to walk less during leisure time, weigh
more, and have greater prevalence of hypertension than residents of compact counties”
(Ewing et al., 2008), while it advocates that further research is needed to refine
measures of urban form.

Similarly, in another work it is claimed there exists an “association between urban
sprawl and obesity” (Lopez, 2004). Within the same conclusions, a study affirms:
“We find a negative association between population density and obesity” (Zhao and
Kaestner, 2010).

Nonetheless, previous results are subject to debate, arguing that “Measures of
sprawl have no significant relationship to frequency of walking, body mass index, or
diagnosis of various chronic diseases” (Kelly-Schwartz et al., 2004).

Another work neglecting previous results ensures: “Using data that tracks indi-
viduals over time, we find no evidence that urban sprawl causes obesity” (Eid et al.,
2008), while it argues that individuals who are more likely to be obese choose to live
in more sprawling neighborhoods.

On a study conducted in the United States, it is affirmed: “Total cancer mortal-
ity rates were higher in less sprawling areas and contrary to our initial hypothesis”
(Berrigan et al., 2014). Still, it should be noted that far less people live in total in
sprawling areas compared to the compact and more dense areas.

Given the previous works disputing the sprawl-health relationship, a recent update
of the work claiming the relationship between sprawl and physical activity, obesity,
and morbidity has been done; it is undoubtedly claimed: “Compactness measures are
negatively related to BMI, obesity, heart disease, high blood pressure, and diabetes”
(Ewing et al., 2014).

The main problem associated to these studies is the formalization of sprawl. Each
work uses its own definition and formalization, which is inherently different. As a
consequence, contradictory results, claims and conclusions arise.

Environmental impacts

Urban sprawl has been associated to several environmental impacts (Johnson, 2001),
mainly:
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• Loss of environmentally fragile lands
• Loss of farmland
• Reduced diversity of species
• Increased risk of flooding
• Excessive removal of native vegetation
• Ecosystem fragmentation
Similarly, sprawl in the Andean piedmonts (Romero and Ordenes, 2004) has shown

negative environmental effects “with a consequent decrease in vegetation productivity,
biomass and soil moisture, and generation of heat islands”, leading to a degradation
of environmental services such as water infiltration and flood control. Additionally,
it states: “These land cover and land use changes have in turn increased the fre-
quency and magnitude of natural hazards, and the concentration of air, water and
soil pollution”.

Comparably, sprawl “fragments forests, removes native vegetation, degrades water
quality, lowers fish populations, and demands high mobility and an intensive trans-
portation infrastructure” (Alberti et al., 2003).

Coastal sprawl has been studied (Beach, 2003), raising two main environmental
issues: (1) “Many states are finding that urban and suburban runoff is reducing
the ability of their rivers to absorb pollution without becoming degraded”, and (2)
“The only aquatic systems that will retain the full range of species and ecological
functions will be those where less than ten percent of the watershed is impervious”.
Meanwhile, it reminds “the wholesale transformation of coastal watersheds – from
living communities of soil and plants to cities of concrete and asphalt – is irreversible”
urging for more controlled land use changes.

Wildlife-human interactions are increasing as a cause of urban sprawl development.
Species are exposed to anthropogenic stresses that differ from the selective pressures
under which they evolved, leading to “changes in morphological, behavioral, and ge-
netic characteristics of the population over time” (Ditchkoff et al., 2006). According
to several studies, “evidence suggests that wildlife residing in urban areas may not
exhibit the same life history traits as their rural counterparts because of adaptation
to human-induced stresses”. And thus, the study concludes that our control or man-
agement efforts for urban wildlife, such as population control and mitigation efforts,
may not be entirely effective because they may be based upon incorrect data.

Ecological resilience of urban ecosystems — the degree to which they tolerate alter-
ation before reorganizing around a new set of structures and processes — is influenced
within urbanizing areas, given that “fragmentation of natural habitats, simplification
and homogenization of species composition, disruption of hydrological systems, and
alteration of energy flow and nutrient cycling reduce cross-scale resilience, leaving
systems increasingly vulnerable to shifts in system control and structure” (Alberti
and Marzluff, 2004).

The effects of sprawl on native bird communities has been examined (Blair, 2004)
in southwestern Ohio and northern California, suggesting that “urban sprawl affects
birds at multiple levels of biological organization, from individuals on a local scale
to communities across a continent”. A distinct homogenization of the avifauna was
found with urbanization: “The overlap in the bird communities in California and Ohio
increased from approximately 5% in the least developed sites to approximately 20%
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in the most urbanized sites”. While these values may not sound alarming, “it does
highlight a global conservation challenge”. As well, it is stated that in many instances
local extinction of endemic species is followed by local invasion by ubiquitous species.
Finally, it is concluded: “Apparently, it is not a serendipitous circumstance that
House Sparrows (Passer domesticus) can be found begging for french fries outside
McDonald’s restaurants anywhere in the world”.

As reviewed in other works, it is affirmed that sprawl results in higher emis-
sions of greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide, due to its higher energy use in
transportation (Ewing and Anderson, 2008; Ewing, 2008) in addition to the heating
and cooling of spacious homes on the urban periphery (Gonzalez, 2005). In another
study, the relation between sprawl and climate change is addressed, while handing
over an important fact for the United States: “The transportation sector is the largest
emitter (33%) of CO2, outpacing the residential, industrial, and commercial sectors”
(Marshall, 2008).

On the other hand, it was found that lately in the United States “the annual
number of extreme heat events in the most sprawling metropolitan regions was more
than double compared to the most compact metropolitan regions” (Stone et al., 2010).
As well, ecological footprints of households have been studied for Greater Oslo and
Førde (Holden, 2004).

The loss of agricultural land and open space is also a well-recognized sprawl issue.
A remarkable case is the situation of Egypt, a country where roughly 97% of its surface
is covered by desert. Alarmingly, agricultural land around the Nile is gradually being
replaced by buildings due to urbanization (Osman et al., 2016, 2015; Megahed et al.,
2015). The transformation of fertile areas to impervious surfaces is a growing matter
of concern. This fact emphasizes the morphological aspect of sprawl development.
The matter of loss of agricultural land and open space has also been reviewed in other
works (Ewing, 2008; Bhatta, 2010).

Economic and social

Under an economic point of view, sprawl involves “higher costs for transportation
infrastructure, traffic congestion, water provision and waste-water collection, elec-
tricity, waste management, and so on” (Hennig et al., 2015). Similar findings have
been encountered by other works, ensuring inflated costs of infrastructure and public
services (Ewing, 2008; Bhatta, 2010).

Large empirical evidence has been provided ensuring that urban sprawl raises the
cost of providing public services (Carruthers and Ulfarsson, 2003). While it admits
that “US metropolitan areas will continue to suburbanize”, given the results they
suggest that one can maintain “a more cost-effective urban form by doing so at higher
densities and by consuming less land”.

A similar study has been carried out in Spain, indicating that “low-density devel-
opment patterns lead to greater provision costs of local public services” (Hortas-Rico
and Solé-Ollé, 2010).

Under a social angle, a study reveals higher spatial segregation of social classes as a
result of sprawl (Hennig et al., 2015). On the other hand, according to a study made
in the United States, sprawl aids to reduce the black/white housing consumption
gap, given the increasing housing affordability (Kahn, 2001). In a study analyzing
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the effects of sprawl on neighboring social ties, it is affirmed that “neighborhoods that
force people into cars and inhibit face-to-face contact somehow undermine socialties
among neighbors” (Freeman, 2001).

Car dependency and traffic

The sprawl effects on car dependency and traffic which are mainly related to the land
use mix nature of sprawl, were depicted in Section 2.1.2. We therefore now address
the other sprawl aspects which relate to these phenomenons.

Suburbanization has been directly linked to higher traffic fatalities and pedestrian
fatalities (Ewing et al., 2003b). In later refinements of the initial work (Ewing and
Hamidi, 2015b; Ewing et al., 2016), an explanation is given, attributing this fact to
“the greater number of vehicle miles driven and the higher traffic speeds in sprawling
environments”.

A very limited number of works suggest that sprawl has a positive outcome in
terms of commuting times. According to one of these works (Zolnik, 2011), “Private-
vehicle commuters benefit from the decentralization of employments”. Thus, the study
area is limited to a particular case of land use distribution, while it recognizes “much
work has yet to be done to improve the model specification”. Similarly, other work
states that only in the case of jobs decentralization to the outskirts, trips tend to be
shorter but still more often by automobile (Handy, 1992).

Car dependency is directly linked to sprawl in a great number of works. While they
all agree that sprawl induces a higher car dependency, different solutions are proposed
to cope with it. For instance, “high-quality higher-density housing integrated with
public transport” is suggested in one of these works (Newman et al., 1995). In another
work, it is stated that “mixed land-uses encourage non-auto commuting” (Cervero,
1996).

The subject of car dependency is as well addressed in other works, mainly but
not limited to the United States (Ewing, 2008; Newman and Kenworthy, 2006; Kock-
elman, 1997). For instance, in China it has been proven that “trip distance and car
use for travel on the city fringe have increased greatly due to urban sprawl” (Zhao,
2010). In the US, similar findings have been reported (Department of Housing and
Urban Development, 1999b).

It is physically impossible to preserve large open spaces in reasonable proxim-
ity to people when they are spread out in uniform low densities. For this reason
and on a general basis, it is agreed that sprawl affects the duration and length of
private-vehicle commutes. An empirical illustration of this relationship is depicted
in Figure 2.3a (Newman and Kenworthy, 1989a). Notwithstanding, these outcomes
have been largely criticized. The reason is that within the relationship, the popu-
lation term appears once in the denominator and once in the numerator, leading to
a potential spurious correlation. Because of this, a new examination (Newman and
Kenworthy, 1989b) led to the results depicted in Figure 2.3b.

Energy consumption

Sprawl implies a “significant contribution to energy consumption of a territory es-
pecially due to transportation requirements” (Marique and Reiter, 2012). Various
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the relationship between petrol consumption and urban
density (Newman and Kenworthy, 1989a,b). The Y-axis denotes petrol/gasoline con-
sumption per person. The X-axis stand for (a) persons per hectare, and (b) area
(squared meter) per person.

studies established a “connection between land use characteristics and household con-
sumption of energy and transport” (Holden and Norland, 2005). This study lends
support to the compact city as a sustainable urban form.

One study finds that as population increases (i.e. higher density), “transportation
energy represented by yearly gasoline consumption per automobile and the average
yearly energy consumption as a result of surface transportation per 1,000 persons
tends to decrease” (Shim et al., 2006). This result goes hand in hand with the
illustration shown in Figure 2.3.

During an investigation made for the largest cities in Brazil, sprawl was found to
increase the energy use for transportation purposes (da Silva et al., 2007). Throughout
the study, it was established that urban density has a strong impact on the energy
consumed for urban transportation, while it calls for “the importance of physical
planning in developing country cities in order to reduce energy use for transportation”.

Very few works have concentrated on analyzing the sprawling effects on residential
energy use. In this sense, a work carried out in the United States concludes that
“residents of sprawling counties are more likely to live in single family detached houses
than otherwise comparable residents of compact counties and also more likely to live
in big houses. Both lead to higher residential energy use” (Ewing and Rong, 2008).

The energy intensity is compared between sprawling and compact developments
in the United States. Sprawl was found to be “only” 17-19% more energy intensive
than compact living (Shammin et al., 2010). Still, it is revealed that lifestyle choices
(e.g. household type, number of vehicles, and family size) which could be independent
of location play a “significant role in determining households energy intensity”.

Notwithstanding, the point of optimal density in order to minimize energy con-
sumption remains an open question, while it has been largely discussed in the liter-
ature (Gordon and Richardson, 1997; Breheny, 1995; Burgess, 2000; Neuman, 2005).
A visual description of this comparison is depicted in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Visual comparison of (a) a low-density, dispersed and single – residential
– use urban development against (b) a dense, compact and mixed-use downtown.
Yet, the optimal degree of compactness in terms of sustainability remains an open
question.

2.2.3 Causes of urban sprawl

The causes and reasons of the advent of urban sprawl have been studied in the lit-
erature. A summary of the main reasons grouped according to the nature of their
materialization is illustrated in Table 2.1. The different sprawl drivers, which repre-
sent a recapitulation of those presented in the literature, were taken mainly from the
following references: (Burchfield et al., 2006; Hamidi and Ewing, 2014; Altieri et al.,
2014; Hennig et al., 2015; Jaeger and Schwick, 2014; Nazarnia et al., 2016; Arribas-Bel
et al., 2011; Resnik, 2010; Ewing, 2008; Bhatta, 2010).

The principal issue related to the causes of urban sprawl is the possibility of
capturing these type of data. On the one hand, sprawl is a complex phenomenon.
Thus, it is impossible to explain and understand sprawl by means of employing just
a few factors, when it is well-known that an important number of circumstances
influence its expansion.

Even worse under a data-capturing angle, sprawl is known to be a dynamic pro-
cess which is continuously evolving in time. Thereby, consequences become causes
of further consequences: “Today’s sprawl could turn into compact and sustainable
development in later years as the pace of urban extension drives developers to fill-in
previously undeveloped sites [...]. Understanding of sprawl dynamics requires exami-
nation of change in the space–time distribution of each of the characteristics discussed
thus far” (Torrens, 2008). To these days, there exist no sources of data which capture
the different elements, mainly those described in Table 2.1, with time-series availabil-
ity.

For instance, it has been recently stated that “information about unplanned set-
tlements in developing cities is often unavailable, due to their rapid development and
capacity constraints of planning authorities to keep track. There are still very few
tools to assist in the identification of unplanned areas as well as monitoring their
development” (Altieri et al., 2014).

On the contrary, trying to deeply understand and explain a complex phenomenon
without the appropriate tools and data, will lead to a misconception of an already
complicated subject. This recalls the fact that contradictory results have already
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been published, e.g. on the sprawling condition of a city (Torrens, 2008).

2.2.4 On quantifying urban sprawl

Urban sprawl is an elusive, ambiguous and complex concept. Its definition is subjec-
tive and yields to no general consensus (Galster et al., 2001; Bruegmann, 2006). It
has been pointed out that “urban sprawl is often discussed without any associated
definition at all” (Bhatta et al., 2010). Besides, sprawl “suffers from lack of clarity
even though many would claim to ‘know it when they see it’ ” (Bhatta et al., 2010).

Moreover, “even though urban sprawl has been a topic of scientific research for
more than 20 years, meaningful and reliable measures of urban sprawl are still lack-
ing.” (Jaeger et al., 2010b). Besides, “A universally accepted, well established def-
inition of urban sprawl does not exist” (Altieri et al., 2014). “It is fair to say that
the phenomenon is not fully understood to satisfaction in the academic, policy, or
planning communities” (Torrens, 2008).

Further, the term is claimed to be politicized: “Sprawl is surrounded by contro-
versy” (Torrens, 2008). For instance, an investigation focuses on describing “how the
techniques of urban sprawl were developed and championed politically by landholders
and developers in the US” (Gonzalez, 2005). For this reason, it remains even more
difficult to establish a general consensus on the definition and characterization of this
concept.

Nevertheless, as it has been revealed before, it is an important phenomenon nowa-
days. Despite everything, we emphasize that a consensus needs to be reached: “All
efforts for sustainability will ultimately fail if land use is not organized in a sustain-
able way. Urban sprawl appropriates landscape and is one of the most serious dangers
to sustainable land use” (Jaeger and Schwick, 2014). Still, it can constructively be
stated that a certain consensus exists on qualifying extreme cases of sprawl.

Measuring sprawl is a key step towards the implementation of policies focusing
on its limitations and the mitigation of its known negative effects. In the same vein,
“The quantification of urban sprawl is a prerequisite for establishing verifiable objec-
tives for environmental quality (e.g. limits to curtain urban sprawl), identification of
trends and changes in trends (in time and space), for detecting statistical relationships
between urban sprawl and ecological effects, and for an unambiguous determination
of thresholds in the effects of urban sprawl” (Jaeger et al., 2010a).

Given that “urban sprawl is a matter of degree” (Hennig et al., 2015), it is very
important to highlight: “More constructive criticisms, which recognize both negative
and positive effects of each model, are therefore needed. Only in this way, the urban
debate would dissociate from the never-ending reprobation of extreme urban models
(dispersion and densification), which, in any case, are undesirable. Then, the debate
could move towards more moderate positions where agreements are easier to achieve”
(Catalán et al., 2008).

Given all the context previously presented, we urge to address the urban sprawl
phenomenon using a pragmatic approach, rather than solely focusing on a subjective
discussion of its definition. Thus, urban sprawl measurement is the first step towards
fulfilling sustainable development policies.

In either way, urban sprawl measurement and modeling is motivated by a domi-
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Category Driver details

Economic

Economic growth and increasing income
Rapid development (lack of time for proper planning)
Price of land for residential development (urban fringe is cheaper)
Price of land for industrial uses (urban fringe is cheaper)
Expectations of land appreciation (land withheld for future develop-
ment)
Lack of affordable housing (property costs are higher in the main
city area than the countryside)
Gross density of urban vs suburban areas

Development Percentage of the population living at medium to high densities
density Degree of urbanization sparsely distributed over space (dispersion)

Degree of uptake of built-up area per inhabitant or job

Employment Land-use mix (local balance between jobs and population)
Commuting times house-job

Demographic
Population growth pace
Value of holding on to undeveloped plots of land (uncertainty re-
garding future population growth)
Capacity of cities to provide services in the context of rapid growth
(energy, education, health care, transportation, sanitation, security)

Housing
Residential surface consumption per-capita
Second vacation home
Single family housing (horizontal growth, wasting vertical space)

Transportation

Transportation systems
Road infrastructure accessibility (connectivity)
Intersection density (huge roads pose a problem)
Price and coverage of public transportation
Private car ownership
Roads topology (e.g. linear branch development)

Policies

High levels of taxation (or subsidies)
How much more expensive are costs related to public services devel-
opment and maintenance in periphery?
Outskirts of the city are lesser controlled, loosely regulated
Land in the urban fringe not subject to municipal planning regula-
tions
Infrastructure expenditures

Inner city Social segregation and fragmentation
issues Lack of open space (higher desire for having a garden)

Damaged infrastructures

Other

Ease of drilling a well: Aquifers underlie the urban fringe? (Water
infrastructure is expensive)
Topography: surrounded by hills and/or mountains?
Climate (reduced sprawl levels found in Scandinavian countries)
Public health (car fatalities probability, etc)
Loss of agricultural land

Table 2.1: Urban sprawl drivers identified in the literature
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nant key-aspect: The understanding, tracing, and mitigation of its negative effects.
For instance, urban sprawl is attractive at the level of individuals, because it stands
for affordable housing, access to open spaces, possibility to have a garden, etc. Still,
in the literature these facets were hardly ever found to be the motivations to study
sprawl: “Definitions based on benefits are comparatively rare” (Torrens, 2008).

On the contrary, it is the negative sprawl effects which triggered a variety of
analyzes across the globe. These can be summarized by the following points:
• Water and air quality
• Health outcomes
• Environmental impacts
• Economic and social consequences
• Car dependency and traffic
• Energy consumption
One of the main challenges for sprawl measurement and modeling is the formal-

ization and operationalization of the approach. As it has been pointed out before,
data-availability is a key driver on the formalization of sprawl. A lot of works tend
to fail during this process, given that the ideal set of data still does not exists.

Thus, one needs to carry out the studies with what there is, and on this spot
over-simplifications and alterations of sprawling definitions appear. Further, this is
why in many cases the final results may depict outcomes which go in disagreement
with other relating works (Torrens, 2008). Indeed, capturing all pertinent aspects of
urban sprawl given limited data availability is still a challenge nowadays.
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Chapter 3

Spatial urban studies and data used
in this work

This chapter first reviews the most important characteristics common to studies
based on spatial analysis, followed by a presentation of the contributions made in
this manuscript with respect to these attributes. Later, the data-set used as input
is described, followed by an explanation of the way this data is retrieved, as well as
providing details on its pre-processing for its further usage.

3.1 Characteristics of spatial studies
There exists a set of attributes which are used to categorize spatial studies. These
attributes firstly refer to the granularity, scope and geographical coverage of an anal-
ysis. Additionally, in the context of urban studies, the usage of time-series data is
inspected. Later, the replicability of studies is addressed. Finally, these characteris-
tics are examined in the context of the contribution of this work.

3.1.1 Granularity of analysis

The granularity of scale of analysis is an important characteristic of spatial urban
metrics. Indeed, different scales may lead to rather different conclusions and the
choice of the appropriate scale for a study must be done with care. In general, no
scale invariant method of analysis is widely agreed upon for spatial statistics.

Spatial measures can be categorized in divisional or integral metrics, as depicted
in (Song et al., 2013), corresponding to fine-grained and coarse-grained analyses re-
spectively. The effects of differing spatial granularity have been largely studied and
documented. For instance, in the context of landscape patterns it was found that:
“Qualitative and quantitative changes in measurements across spatial scales will differ
depending on how scale is defined” (Turner et al., 1989).

Generally, we may distinguish between continuously and discretely defined spatial
measures. By the latter we refer to the situations where a finite set of measures across
the study area is provided. This can for example be done by associating one value to
each sub-area defined in a spatial decomposition of the study area, or by attaching
one value each to a set of points within the area (typically, a grid of points). An
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extreme case corresponds to the so-called integral measures, where a single value is
attributed to the entire study area.

When one defines or computes a measure for an ever finer decomposition, one
may theoretically reach the other extreme, that of an infinitesimal scale, leading to
continuous measures: measures where a value is defined in every geographical point
within the study area. These are of theoretical interest but can also be considered in
practice. In particular, it is easy and sometimes useful to define a continuous spatial
measure by spatial interpolation of a discrete measure; for visualization purposes such
a continuous measure may then be subsampled adequately. We use such an approach
in our method for computing land use mix and urban sprawl indices, detailed later
in Section 4.1 and 4.2.

Both concepts can be apprehended at different scales, from an entire agglomeration
to local neighborhoods. Nonetheless, there are limits to the degree of conformity
of coarse-grained scale analyses. Spatial aggregation at its most extreme point of
delivering a single value for a whole region of analysis is not always useful, since
valuable spatial information is lost. Besides, measuring the degree of land use mix
or urban sprawl for an entire agglomeration is not suitable enough for a wide variety
of studies which make sense at local levels – e.g. health impacts, car dependency,
energy consumption, water and air quality, etc.

Moreover, there exists no unique methodology to perform spatial aggregation, and
different techniques could induce completely different results. For instance, contradic-
tory results have been found in the literature for fully-aggregated single-values about
the sprawl condition of a same city (Torrens, 2008).

In terms of spatial analysis, land use mix often refers to the notion of “walkable
distances”, and urban sprawl commonly points to “local neighborhoods”. Thus, both
phenomena are most often best interpreted at a relatively local level. One can gen-
erally expect that the more fine-grained an analysis is carried out – up to a certain
granularity degree – the better. However, difficulties will be encountered in order to
accomplish such a fine-grained study. Table. 3.1 depicts a summary of the discussion
on spatial granularity for analyzing urban phenomena.

Explicit demands for spatial measures have been put forward in the literature on
sprawl: “On an operational level, measurement of sprawl is generally tabular in form,
and efforts to map and visualize the problem-space of the phenomenon have been few
and far between” (Torrens, 2008).

This applies similarly to land use mix: “for planning purposes it is not enough
to measure environmental impacts of sprawl; one must construct models in order
to evaluate potential environmental impacts of alternative development strategies,
including the status quo, both in the current region of interest as well as in other
regions in which the impacts of sprawl are currently absent. Such models require
a variety of assumptions, with which different observers may disagree, and require
a presentation mechanism, such as geographic information systems (GIS) to enable
meaningful communication of results” (Johnson, 2001).

Nonetheless, it should be noted that: “The methodology most commonly employed
in analysis relies heavily on descriptive and multivariate statistics that are prone to
unreliable results owing to spatial autocorrelation [...]. Use of geo-spatial metrics to
avoid spatial autocorrelation problems (usually a fatal roadblock when encountered
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Integral measures Divisional measures
Single value for a whole region Spatially descriptive statistics
Poor capability of interpretation Augmented expressiveness (up to a

certain point)
Different aggregation methods can in-
duce contradictory results

Challenging: Modifiable Areal Unit
Problem

Table 3.1: Comparison of two extreme cases of granularity of analysis.

in analysis) is exceptional when measuring sprawl” (Torrens, 2008).
Regarding the population density within sprawl studies: “There is also disagree-

ment regarding the scale of observation that should be used: all land (gross density)
[...], urban area [...], developable area [...], urban fringe [...], or smaller subsets, say
all area save that in which people could not possibly reside (net density)” (Torrens,
2008).

This is explained due to the fact that it is not yet clear how to formalize the sprawl
degree according to population density. Nonetheless, other aspects of sprawl are well
defined, such as the degree of land use mix, the accessibility to opportunities, or the
dispersion of buildings. In this sense, these aspects can be captured by a fine-grained
analysis, and be represented in a GIS.

Modifiable Areal Unit Problem

The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) represents the statistical bias introduced
in spatial analysis due to the utilization of areal (i.e. spatially aggregated) data. Thus,
the results of the analysis are sensitive to the size and shape of the aggregation units
for which data are collected. This problem is demonstrated in Figure 3.1.

Spatial analysis, and notably in the context of urban analysis, involves the utiliza-
tion of areal data. These usually refer to census areal data, land use and land cover
maps, etc. While the shape generally tends to be in the form of gridded squares, the
size is highly variable for different datasets.

In the context of land use mix and sprawl studies, a great number of works use
aggregated or gridded data. This naturally implies a potential statistical bias in their
results, due to the MAUP: “Depending upon the geography of the division, the same
mixed use measure will produce different measurements results” (Song et al., 2013).

This has been addressed by several authors, for instance in the literature relative
to sprawl: “many of the studies – and the dataware at their foundation – suffer from
problems of ecological fallacy and modifiable areal units [...], due to an over-reliance
on Census data that are reported at aggregate spatio-temporal units” (Torrens, 2008).

While this issue is omitted in a great number of works, dealing with this potential
bias without other sources of data is arduous. In any case, the sensitivity of the results
to the chosen aggregation strategy for the input data is undesirable and presents a
major concern when trying to compare metrics.

As a matter of further concern, a study has shown that: “The modifiable areal
unit problem is shown to be essentially unpredictable in its intensity and effects in
multivariate statistical analysis and is therefore a much greater problem than in uni-
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of the modifiable areal unit problem applied to the study
of illness rate (Wikimedia Commons, 2018).

variate or bivariate analysis” (Fotheringham and Wong, 1991), while it concludes to
have found: “strong evidence of the unreliability of any multivariate analysis under-
taken with data from areal units” (Fotheringham and Wong, 1991). This issue has
been further studied in the literature (Jelinski and Wu, 1996; Dark and Bram, 2007;
Horner and Murray, 2002; Zhang and Kukadia, 2005; Wong, 2004; Guo and Bhat,
2004; Xu et al., 2014).

3.1.2 Spatial extent of analysis

Urban spatial analyzes need to define, right from the start, the spatial extent – also
known as scope or borders – to identify a region of interest. For instance, this region
of interest may well be a city. Thus, the determination of these borders is not clear-
cut. Though, it should be noted that in the majority of cases, the extent defined by
the authors goes hand in hand with the resolution and extent of the utilized data
sets.

In the case of land use mix and sprawl studies, administrative boundaries will
tend to leave out the urbanized outskirts of a city. In most studies, there exists a
particular interest of considering these areas of peri-urbanization. Figure 3.2 depicts
differing spatial extents of analysis for the city of Grenoble, France.

Administrative boundaries answers merely for administrative and legal purposes.
Nonetheless, it is recognized that often they do not expose the natural borders in terms
of urban processes. The relationship between cities and borders has been evoked in
the literature, and affirmed not to be straightforward (Sohn and Lara-Valencia, 2013).

The choice of the scope of analysis will have significant impacts particularly in
aggregated measures. For instance, in general it is well-known that the degree of
sprawl of a city augments as one moves away from the city center or core. Then, if a
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Figure 3.2: Different spatial extents depicted for the city of Grenoble, France; (a) the
city center, and (b) the arrondissement (approximately the urban catchment area).

study computes integral metrics delivering one single value for the sprawling degree
of a whole city, the assumptions made on the definition of its borders will be crucial.
Two different scopes of analysis are able to expose strong differences for the exact
same city and metrics used.

In the US, efforts on measuring sprawl have been carried out using metropolitan
areas as main spatial unit of interest (Ewing and Hamidi, 2014). In Europe, a similar
work has been done using the NUTS-2 delimitation (Hennig et al., 2015). This scope
generally comprises the so-called regions or provinces.

The extent of analysis is also related to the so-called boundary problem: many
spatial urban metrics are defined such that their computation at a certain point
requires to look up data in a spatial neighborhood of a given size around that point.
For instance, to compute local population density at a given point, one would usually
look up the number of residents within a certain radius and divide it by the area
covered by the radius. However, if the point is close to the boundary of the study
area, needed data across the boundary may not be available. This may lead to
relatively strong biases in computed measures nearby the borders of the defined extent
of analysis, and it is often solved – if possible – by means of enlarging the region of
analysis by an appropriate extent.

3.1.3 Geographical scope of applicability

Within urban studies, the geographical scope of applicability of a study is an impor-
tant attribute. The extreme cases are a stand-alone city analysis, namely a case study,
or world-wide coverage investigations, namely generic studies. This scope determines
several characteristics for the investigation to be carried out.

On the one hand, generic studies encompass broad geographical scopes of appli-
cability. This can be in the form of whole countries, continents or even the entire
world. As a matter of fact, the wider the geographical scope, the higher the con-
straints on data. Data availability, precision, and completeness are strongly reduced
under a broad geographical coverage. Thus, one needs to stick to relatively simple
formalizations of the concept to study in order to be able to operationalize it.

A point in favor of generic studies is the potential for pertinent and generalizing
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conclusions. Given the broad coverage, it is feasible to carry out evaluations using a
great quantity of heterogeneous cities for example. If the methodology of the study
is carried out properly, relevant outcomes can be achieved.

Another positive aspect of generic studies is the comparability. Given the broad
coverage of application, an approach can be set side by side with a potentially large
number of related works. In such manner, one is able to depict if common findings
have been encountered – in the ideal case – or else, it is possible to explore and
understand why divergent results have been found.

Finally, generic studies are ample in the possibilities of metrics to operational-
ize. Absolute metrics are defined with respect to a fixed measurement scale, whereas
relative metrics are defined with respect to another metric or variable. Due to the
definition using a fixed measurement scale, absolute metrics can be indistinctly em-
ployed within generic or case studies. In regards to relative measurements, generic
studies have most often the possibility to compare their context using a wide range
of cases (i.e. cities). Under a hypothetical case, if all of the cities in the world are
included for a specific study, relative-based measurements can be appropriate – i.e.
given the large amount of cases to compare with.

On the other hand, a stand-alone city analysis symbolizes a case study. In this
case, one will encounter more data, with higher precision and completeness, and even
sometimes with time-series availability. In the worst case, the available data will be
just the same as in the general case, though this will rarely happen.

Challenging points are the validation and pertinence of the drawn results. One
needs to steadily question if theoretical assumptions hold, given that within one city
there is not enough statistical data to draw generic conclusions.

Also, a drawback of these case-studies is the reduced possibility of comparisons.
Further, comparability is a key-aspect in relatively subjective phenomena. In the
context of land use mix and sprawl, measurements can be formalized and opera-
tionalized in very different ways. Thus, comparability to other methodologies must
not be neglected.

Another limitation faced in the case studies is the constraint of metrics usage.
Generally, absolute-based metrics are more adapted to case studies than relative
ones. Relative metrics in case studies only make sense within an intra-urban analysis.
Otherwise, given that there are no other cities to compare and relativize the values
to, authors need to stick to absolute metrics. And then, defining concepts such as
land use mix or sprawl in terms of absolute values is a challenging task.

The specificity of case studies contrasted to the generality of generic studies, to-
gether with a summary of their advantages and disadvantages are depicted in Fig-
ure 3.3 and Table 3.2.

3.1.4 Time-series data

In terms of time-series urban analysis, “Sprawl is a dynamic phenomenon, yet work
on sprawl often focuses on a single temporal snapshot or disjointed snapshots, rather
than following longitudinally in synchrony with urban evolution” (Torrens, 2008).
The same comment can be made for land use mix indices. Still, a great number of
authors urge for studying both concepts under a time-series angle.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of studies coverage, denoting generality or specificity. (a)
stands for the most generic case, which is able to analyze any region in the world,
while (b) represents a case-study, given that it examines one particular region.

Case studies Generic studies

− Stand-alone city + Up to world-wide coverage
+ Data. Higher precision, completeness,
and time-series availability

− Limited data. The broader the scope,
the stronger the limitations

− Validation and pertinence of results. Do
theoretical assumptions hold?

+ Evaluation using heterogeneous cities.
Space for pertinent conclusions

− Reduced comparability + Comparable to other works
− Absolute metrics + Absolute and relative metrics

Table 3.2: Comparison of the two extreme cases viz. geographical scope of applica-
bility. + and − indicate, respectively, positive (desirable) and negative (undesirable)
characteristics.
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Though, it is clear that as one goes back in time, data quality and availability is
degraded. Data is poorer due to a reduced resolution and precision, up to the point
of no further existence of data.

Heterogeneous resolutions of data are frequent in the case of time-series urban
analyses. Thus, in order to carry out these studies, a common resolution needs to
be achieved. This is generally solved by means of aggregation all of the data to the
lowest-available resolution, e.g. often defined by the oldest data. This means losing
valuable spatial resolution data available for the most recent data, which goes in
detriment to the interest of using the best available data, i.e. the most specific and
high-resolution data available.

A non-trivial trade-off exists between the interval of time-series data and the spa-
tial resolution of analysis. The further one goes back in time, the worse the available
resolution, implying to convert all of the data to the worst available resolution. On
the other hand, if a higher spatial resolution is desired, the less one generally is able
to go back in time, reducing the time interval of analysis.

First, urban processes are known to operate along relatively large periods of time.
Second, current time-series data availability represents only a small fraction of these
urban processes. Hence, it is still challenging to comprehensively study urban pro-
cesses including the time dimension.

While time-series studies remain worth exploring, one needs to evaluate the appro-
priateness and pertinence of the conclusions that can be drawn. Given the trade-off
between the time-series interval and data resolution, the assumptions made on each
study will bring about an impact on the results to depict. Then, the pertinence of
results given the usage of heterogeneous data in terms of completeness, resolution
and preciseness, remains an open question.

3.1.5 Replicability

Another fundamental characteristic which is rarely analyzed in urban analysis studies,
is their replicability. In order to attain sustainable development policies, there exists
an increasing need to develop tools which are replicable under differing angles. This
includes aiding towards finding a consensus on subjective but vital contemporaneous
matters (i.e. urban sprawl), and an easier analysis and putting into practice of policies
which aim towards sustainable development.

The concept of replicability is generally omitted, though we insist that it is neces-
sary in the context of spatial urban analysis for sustainable development. The findings
of different works, in the ideal case, must be easily replicable by anyone who wants
to delve deeper in understanding and interpreting those results. Thus, for the sake of
a better understanding of the urban processes related to land use mixture and urban
sprawl, we argue that studies should encompass a high degree of replicability. The
degree of replicability of a study is defined by the following characteristics:
• Open source software
• Open data
• Geographical scope of applicability
• Selection of granularity and spatial extent of analysis
• Usability
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• Output format

Open source software: Open-source software (OSS) designates computer software
whose source code is made available with a license in which the copyright holder
provides the rights to study, change, and distribute the software to anyone and for
any purpose1. If a study releases the code under an open source license, it enables
anyone to inspect, modify and enhance the same. Under a replicability point of view,
it stands for a great incentive to ensure higher comparability and understanding of
different works.

On the other hand, if there exists no open source release, one needs to re-implement
the approach presented in the study. If ever this is done, it is known to be a time-
consuming task, creating in the best case a time-lag comparison between works, and
in the worst case no comparisons at all.

Open data: Open data is the idea that some data should be freely available to ev-
eryone to use and republish as they wish, without restrictions from copyright, patents
or other mechanisms of control2. Thus, the usage of open data in studies is desirable
in order to ensure a higher replicability for different users.

If the input data of studies are based upon commercial or private sets of data,
the degree of replicability is highly reduced, given that very few users will in the end
acquire these data merely for understanding or comparing other studies.

Geographical scope of applicability: The concept of geographical scope of appli-
cability of urban studies has been depicted in Section 3.1.3. In terms of replicability,
the higher the geographical scope, the more the frameworks or studies will be ana-
lyzed under differing angles. This situation is desirable, because a particular study
will benefit from the reviews of researchers across the globe. Undeniably, it leads to
the enrichment of studies by means of easing the discussion through its application on
completely different urban configurations and history, while bringing closer to finding
a consensus of subjective matters.

On the contrary, a very limited geographical scope of applicability eventually
allows for narrowly defined assumptions and conclusions. This aspect is remarkably
troublesome when it comes to studying relatively subjective topics. In the best case,
compelling studies will need to be changed and adapted to different characteristics of
sources of data for other geographical regions.

Selection of granularity and spatial extent of analysis: Both land use mix and
urban sprawl studies have different motivations, and hence different demands across
the globe. While some might focus on reducing the car dependency, others might well
be interested in mitigating the dispersion of the built-up area due to limited fertile
land availability. As well, improving the degree of mixed-uses might be prompt due
to the desire of evolving the walkability in cities. In summary, different objectives led
by distinctive motivations are carried out by means of defining contrasting priorities.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_software
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_data
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Consequently, the required granularity and spatial extent of analysis, concepts
discussed in Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, are distinct according to the particular context
of the investigation to be carried out. This concept has been hardly-ever discussed
in the literature, while it results in a great impact on the replicability of a study or
developed framework.

Ideally, one wants to be able to freely define the desired granularity and spatial
extent of analysis. However, to the best of our knowledge, this has never been the
case in previous studies. Thus, being able to define both aspects would be a plus
in frameworks, because they would be able to adapt to studies within completely
different contexts.

Usability: It is well-known that researchers without a computer scientist and/or
mathematician background actively participate in the investigation of land use mix
and urban sprawl studies. Scientists proceeding from several domains are involved in
the discussion (i.e. geographers, urban planners, policy makers, etc.), where part
of them have in addition a background and knowledge on computer science and
mathematics, though not necessarily all of them. In this sense, the usability of a
study or framework depends on two aspects: intuitive interpretation and ease of use
and maintenance. These aspects are associated to the cases of researchers without
mathematician and computer science background, respectively.

First, intuitive interpretation is desirable. If a heavy comprehensive study is
imperative in order to understand the complex indices or variables used to measure
and model respectively the phenomenon, the lesser the study or framework becomes
usable. In this sense, more complex is not always better (Zwietering, 2009), and the
simpler the indices or models to study these phenomena while still pertinent the same
way, the better.

Second, ease of operationalization refers to aspects such as the chosen program-
ming language to implement the investigation. Hence, a noteworthy question needs
to be answered: Is it relatively easy to apply the same study to other geographical
region of interest, or under different configurations (i.e. parameters)? If this is the
case, in all probability it leads to a process which is less time-consuming, and thus
more researchers will tend to use and adopt it in the best case, or at least to test it
in the worst case.

Output format: While it can be considered as a minor priority, the output format
of a study will have a role in the ease of integration to other platforms for further
analysis, as well as its visualization and interpretation. As stated in its definition, GIS
is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present spa-
tial or geographic data3. Therefore, it is chosen as the desirable output format in the
context of urban studies. This represents a minor aid towards an easier replicability
of previously carried out studies.

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_information_system
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3.1.6 Contribution

In this section we describe the characteristics of the framework we propose in this
thesis. The goal is to provide an analytical tool to measure and understand both
land use mix and urban sprawl. It is important to note that this work focuses also
on closing the gap between different definitions and formalizations of sprawl.

In this direction, a series of characteristics are embraced in order to avoid undesired
features within land use mix and sprawl studies, and thus push towards an increased
understanding of these phenomena. These efforts point towards accomplishing a
consensus on these phenomena, and an easier and faster way of carrying out their
analysis.

Granularity of analysis: As it has been previously argued, there exists an in-
creasing need to provide tools to aid geographers, urban planners, and policy makers.
These tools should preferably include the spatial information in their output, i.e. spa-
tial indices, rather than delivering an aggregated single-value metric. The latter fail
to explain the complex spatial distribution of both land use mix and urban sprawl
phenomena, and also suffer from an increasing trend to yield contradictory results,
leading to an undesirable confusion. On the contrary, spatial indices allow for a full
apprehension of the actual degree of these phenomena across a region of interest.

In this work, geo-localized data are used as input, which depict the precise location
of features. Thus, no gridded or aggregated data are used at all. A set of statistical
tools, which are able to cope with the Modifiable Areal Unit problem, are applied in
order to allow to carry out the desired analysis at an arbitrarily defined scale. Thus,
quasi-continuous indices can be calculated.

It is important to note that in this work we provide neither a way to compute an
integral measure of land use mix or urban sprawl, nor a method to merge different
dimensions of sprawl into one. Indeed, integral measures (a single value for an entire
region of study) induce a loss of spatial information. We thus avoid reducing spatial
indices into global metrics, which tend to be difficult to interpret.

As for merging multiple dimensions into a composite measure, we advocate that
there exists no general consensus on performing dimensionality-reduction in a plausi-
ble and objective manner without the loss of valuable information. Thus, carrying out
such a procedure is up to the user, heavily depending on the target application. For
instance, if a study related to car dependency is conducted, it is possible to retrieve
those aspects related to this dependency, while omitting others that are irrelevant to
the study of interest.

Spatial extent of analysis: In our developed framework, we impose no particular
constraints relative to the spatial extent of analysis. It is possible to choose whatever
extent one considers best adapted to carry out the analysis. Nonetheless, sufficient
data should exist along the whole selected scope. Otherwise, a significant bias will
be introduced in the results due to missing data.

Geographical scope of applicability: Mainly related to the chosen input source
of data, the geographical scope of applicability is world-wide. Nonetheless, one needs
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to ensure that sufficient data exist for the particular region of interest.

Time-series data: Our framework currently performs static-time analyzes. Nonethe-
less, it is possible to perform the same analysis for different time-snapshots, bearing
for comparisons which account for time-series analysis. Still, it must be noted that
as one goes back in time, data availability is reduced drastically. Thus, before car-
rying out studies with a time-series component, it should be identified beforehand if
sufficient data exists for each specific time-stamp.

Replicability: The framework depicts a high degree of replicability under any of
its possible (i.e. previously mentioned) perspectives:
• Open source software: the developed software is released under an open source

license.
• Open data: we rely solely on open data.
• Geographical scope of applicability: world-wide coverage. The same methodol-

ogy can be applied to any city in the world (as long as sufficient data exists, for
more information refer to Section 3.2.1), without the need to adapt or change
anything in the framework. Therefore, the analysis can be applied to any city
in the world.
• Selection of granularity and spatial extent of analysis: both can be arbitrarily

chosen without any constraints, given that a set of statistical tools (detailed in
Section 4.1.2) are applied to homogeneous, geo-localized, and well-defined map
features data (for more information refer to Section 3.2.1).
• Usability: the framework is fully-developed using the Python programming

language (known for its versatility and ease of use), and examples are depicted
using Jupyter Notebooks (augmented communication and visualization).
• Output format: The output is represented in GIS layers, which are easy to

integrate with other frameworks.

3.2 Data
This section explains in detail the data-set used as input, its extraction, and its pre-
processing for its further usage in application to urban studies. These studies include
the calculation of land use mix and urban sprawl indices, as well as the application
of disaggregated population estimates.

First of all, let us provide an explicit definition of land use. Land use is defined as
the total of arrangements, activities, and inputs that people undertake in a certain
land cover type (Bolin et al., 2000). Its definition also comprises the management and
modification of natural environment or wilderness into built environment such as set-
tlements and semi-natural habitats. Land use and transportation integrated (LUTI)
models explicitly investigate the interactions between the transportation system and
land use development. As acknowledged in these models, most often the transporta-
tion demand is explained by the journeys made between resident households and
different activity uses.

In a similar way to the studies made on LUTI models, and given the context of
our investigation, we adopt two main land uses of interest: residential and activity.
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These two uses are the most important attributes in order to carry out land use
mix, urban sprawl, and population density studies. First, residential use denotes the
utilization of buildings as a place for living. Second, activity land uses comprise a
series of cases – i.e. shops, offices, industries, restaurants, sports facilities, amenities,
leisure places, etc – which can be summarized as land uses generating jobs and/or
places of consumption.

3.2.1 OpenStreetMap

The OpenStreetMap4 (OSM) is a collaborative project to create a free editable map
of the world; it is a prominent example of volunteered geographic information (VGI).
It is a knowledge collective that provides user-generated street maps (Haklay and
Weber, 2008). Volunteers across the world share geographic information on OSM in
various ways and are sometimes considered as “intelligent sensors” (Goodchild, 2007).

Volunteered geographic information (VGI) is becoming an essential source of data.
VGI databases, and in particular in the case of open source data, are easy to access
and exploit. Although it has been initially criticized because of potential data quality
issues, the rising number of contributions made on platforms such as OpenStreetMap
have attracted the attention of researchers working on urban applications.OSM data,
for instance, often exhibits a better precision and completeness compared to commer-
cial or private data-sets. Since its creation in 2004, the adoption of OSM data has
been increasing across the world for a wide variety of purposes.

It has been largely recognized that the creation and growth of OSM has been
mainly motivated by the restrictions imposed on the utilization or availability of
map-based information across the world. One of the main impediments in the context
of urban-related research are the data-sets. A large number of them are private or
commercial, drastically reducing their accessibility due to the lack of availability,
contradictory licensing restrictions or having high associated costs (Barron et al.,
2014), hence also impeding research reproducibility. The possibility of carrying out
urban research without the need of paying large fees for proprietary data is then a
huge asset.

Quality assessment

A rising number of quality assessments have been proposed and carried out on OSM
data. An open framework to carry out OpenStreetMap’s quality analysis has been
developed, counting more than 25 methods and indicators across different categories
(Barron et al., 2014). A land use assessment of OpenStreetMap’s data in Europe has
been carried out (Arsanjani and Vaz, 2015), concluding the existing data to be highly
accurate. Further, it is advised that these data-sets can be integrated into planning
decisions both for stakeholders and policymakers.

Studies focusing on the street network of Germany have been conducted in (Neis
et al., 2011), where it is concluded that the data-sets can be considered complete in
comparison to a commercial data-set. Similarly, Hamburg’s street network is about
99.8% complete according to the surveying office of Hamburg (Over et al., 2010). In

4http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Figure 3.4: A world-wide analysis of the completeness of OpenStreetMap’s road net-
work. Extracted from Figure 6 of article (Barrington-Leigh and Millard-Ball, 2017).

a recent work, it is shown that in many places both researchers and policymakers
can rely on the completeness of OSM, or in the worst case will soon be able to do so
(Barrington-Leigh and Millard-Ball, 2017). This work suggests that globally, OSM is
∼ 83% complete in terms of street-network, visually depicted in Figure 3.4.

OSM building footprint data was associated with a high completeness and seman-
tic accuracy for the city of Munich, Germany (Fan et al., 2014). Similarly, OSM
data related to the city of Tehran, Iran, was proven to be fairly good (Forghani and
Delavar, 2014). OSM data have been proven to be superior compared to the official
data-set for Great Britain Meridian 2 (Haklay, 2010). This previous work was later
extended for France (Girres and Touya, 2010). In China, the volume of points of
interest has been increasing substantially, i.e. nine-fold in the period 2007-2013 (Liu
and Long, 2016).

Contributors and missing data

There are already more than 4 million registered users in OSM, whereas the accumu-
lated number of contributors has already increased to more than 1 million. Figure 3.5
visually depicts time-series statistics related to OSM and its contributors. Hence,
given the number of active contributors, OSM has the potential to rapidly adapt to
urban changes.

It should also be pointed out that still missing data exist for a large number of
regions in the world. Justification of the usage of this source of data relies on the
location and on its degree of VGI dynamism (Arsanjani and Vaz, 2015). As a matter
of trend, it has been proven that data completeness has a U-shaped relationship with
population density (Barrington-Leigh and Millard-Ball, 2017). This can be explained
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: (a) OpenStreetMap’s number of registered users (OpenStreetMap Foun-
dation, 2018), (b) accumulated number of contributors in time (OpenStreetMap con-
tributors, 2018a), and (c) number of active contributors on a per-month basis (Open-
StreetMap contributors, 2018b).
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by the important proportion of contributors lying in more dense cities. Also, data
availability highly varies across countries. For instance, some countries appear to
have very few contributors, and thus urban data such as buildings have not yet been
mapped for a number of cities within these countries.

Nonetheless, some official public institutions have started uploading their official
datasets to OSM. For instance, the entire French cadastral database has been up-
loaded5. Further, a project6 has been set up towards reaching the harmonization of
the French street address databases – several exist but do not always match – into
a single one via OSM. As for the US, the 2005 TIGER Line roads dataset has been
completely imported (Zielstra et al., 2013).

A large number of imports have already been made to the OpenStreetMap database7.
All of them consist of large-scale imports of external sources of data, enriching the
database. In addition, there are several ongoing projects either for semi-automated
or fully-automated – depending on the context – imports.

OSM data availability continues to increase over time under both a completeness
and quality point of view. In terms of OSM contributions and for a series of features
studied, it was shown that most often changes over time improve data quality (Touya
et al., 2017). Thus, quality measurements carried out back in time might become
obsolete quite fast. This is particularly remarkable for regions depicting a high number
of active contributors, and/or zones where large-scale imports from external sources
of data have been carried out.

Cities are well-known to be shaped by urban processes which are constantly chang-
ing throughout time. Therefore, VGI has the potential of rapidly adapting to these
changes, by making use of its “intelligent sensors”. Once more, VGI poses an im-
portant advantage in comparison to private data-sets, which might become obsolete
relatively fast. Making use of obsolete data is an undesirable aspect in the context of
urban studies.

Data-driven research

A large number of urban studies applied in the context of land use mix and urban
sprawl are found to be largely data-driven. Consequently, the choice made on the
data-sets to employ has a significant impact on the development of the study.

In the literature of both land use mix and urban sprawl measurements and mod-
eling, the input data-sets are rarely discussed. They are generally used to perform
studies on a certain region without further questioning, omitting the effects – positive
and negative – due to the employment of a certain data-set. Hence, we hereby review
the advantages and inconveniences of using OpenStreetMap as source of data in terms
of the characteristics of urban studies presented in Section 3.1.

Granularity of analysis OSM provides geo-localized data, where a granularity-
level is not defined per se. As opposed to gridded data, where the adopted granularity
is guided by the resolution of the input data, geo-localized data provides no constraints

5https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/WikiProject_France/Cadastre/Import_
automatique_des_bâtiments

6http://openstreetmap.fr/bano
7https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Import/Catalogue
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on the resolution to carry out spatial studies. Further, geo-localized data provides a
great advantage over gridded or aggregated data in terms of the modifiable areal unit
problem. Still, it should be noted that in order to both carry out fine-grained studies
and minimize the existence of the MAUP, the employment of spatial statistics tools
is generally required.

Spatial extent of analysis OSM data poses no constraints on the adoption of
different spatial extents to carry out urban analyses. For instance, the utilization of
data provided by a city or region directly imposes the constraint on the spatial extent
comprehended within a study. However, OSM depicts a world-wide coverage, thus it
is up to the methodology of application to choose the spatial extent for a particular
urban study.

Geographical scope of applicability The utilization of OSM data imposes only
one constraint in terms of the geographical scope for the applicability of urban studies:
data availability. Given the world-wide coverage of OSM, any region across the globe
is appropriate for applying an urban study as long as sufficient data exists for the
same.

Time-series data OSM data is time-stamped. However, OSM was founded in
2004, and it took several years to depict enough urban data so as to be able to
carry out urban studies. For this reason, OSM may not yet provide enough data for
longitudinal time-series studies.

Replicability Under a replicability angle, OSM data depicts several advantages:
1. it is open data, thus freely available to use.
2. it comprises a world-wide geographical coverage.
3. it prompts no constraints on the granularity and spatial extent of analysis.
4. throughout its Wiki and a well-defined and intuitive way to map urban features,

ease of understanding is ensured, granting usability.
5. given the existence of a variety of tools, OSM data can be extracted and handled

in different formats – i.e. XML, JSON, postGIS-enabled PostgreSQL, etc.
In summary, the main advantages of the OpenStreetMap dataset are:
• World-wide coverage
• Homogeneity of data
• Open data
• Geo-localized data
• Crowd-source data: rapid updates
On the contrary, the main inconvenient is related to:
• Missing data, to varying degrees across different regions

Data availability varies for different cities in the world. As pointed out before, the
trend indicates that the higher the density of a city, the higher the completeness and
precision of data – due to the larger proportion of active contributors.

In this sense, urban data availability is a key element to consider. Thus, the ap-
propriateness of application developed in this manuscript relies upon the availability
of data in the desired region of interest.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: OpenStreetMap data illustration for Manhattan, New York; (a) visual-
ization of available urban features, and (b) result to place queries depicting adminis-
trative boundaries.

3.2.2 OSM database structure

The OpenStreetMap database consists of geometrical elements – namely points,
(poly)-lines and (multi)-polygons – which are the basic components representing the
conceptual model of the physical world. The possible element forms are:
• Nodes: Define spatial points
• Ways: Define linear features and area boundaries
• Relations: Allow to indicate how a combination of node/s and/or way/s work

and have a meaning altogether
A node represents a specific point on the earth’s surface defined by its latitude

and longitude. Nodes are used to define stand-alone “point” features, also known as
Points of interest (POI) – e.g. park bench or a water well. Ways are used to represent
linear features – e.g. rivers and roads. They can also represent the boundaries of areas
(solid polygons) – e.g. buildings or forests.

A relation is a multi-purpose data structure that details a relationship between
two or more data elements (nodes, ways, and/or other relations). Some examples
include a route relation – listing the ways that form a major highway, a cycle route,
or a bus route –, a turn restriction – indicating it is not possible to turn from one
way into another way –, or a multi-polygon area – depicting the boundary with the
outer ways, and the holes with inner ways.

A tag describes the meaning and context of the particular element to which it
belongs to. An element can have zero, one or several associated tags. They consist
of a pair of ‘key’ and an associated ‘value’ – e.g. building = university defining a
university building. Still, not all elements have associated tags – e.g. nodes without
tags are generally used to shape ways. There exists a series of well-documented
conventions on how to map the different urban features8. An illustration of the
available data is shown in Figure 3.6a.

8https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features
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area[name="Bonn"];
node(area)[highway=bus_stop]->.bus_stops;
(

way(around.bus_stops:100)[amenity=cinema];
node(around.bus_stops:100)[amenity=cinema];

);
(._;>;);
out meta;

Figure 3.7: Example
of Overpass QL code,
retrieving both cin-
ema nodes and ways in
“Bonn”, which are at
most 100m away from
bus stop nodes.

3.2.3 OSM data requests: Overpass API

There exist two major ways of retrieving OSM data. The first relies on downloading
the raw OSM data and later perform local queries on it. A variation includes locally
converting the raw data to postGIS-enabled PostgreSQL databases, also known as
the Osm2pgsql process. Both involve downloading and storing the data locally, in
order to later perform queries according to each user’s need. The second consists
of using the read-only API called Overpass, which is able to deliver custom selected
parts of the OSM data.

The API9 works as a database over the web – a client sends a query and the API
sends back the data query results. A major advantage of the API is its versatility to
retrieve data in the form of queries without the need of downloading large quantities
of data. As well, there exists no need to perform any type of processing to retrieve
these data, since this is done on the server-side. Its main constraint is related to the
limits of queries and size of data to be downloaded on a per-day basis.

In this work, we employ the usage of the Overpass API to retrieve the required
data. Queries are made using any of the two existing languages, the OverpassXML
and the OverpassQL. The latter has a C-style syntax and imperative semantics,
dividing the query in statements processed in a sequential way. It should be noted
that the usage of this syntax has been highlighted as notoriously challenging (Boeing,
2017). An example of OverpassQL code is shown in Figure 3.7.

Prior to performing spatial analysis, one first needs to obtain urban data which
will enable to carry out the intended investigation. To this end, OSM data for an
input region is requested via the Overpass API, in a similar way to (Boeing, 2017).
The region of interest can be determined in several ways:
• Polygon: A geographic shape with latitude and longitude coordinates can be

used to fetch the data contained in it.
• Place: The OSM administrative boundary related to an input place can be

retrieved, illustrated in Figure 3.6b.
• Point: Latitude-longitude coordinates for a center point and an input distance

around it.
• Address: Retrieve the address from OSM as central point and an input distance

around it.
• Bounding box: Coordinates defining a bounding box.
Once the geographical bounds have been determined, we retrieve the needed data

and their associated meta-data. A selection on the data to retrieve is done in order to
9https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_API
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filter the size of queries, as well as to avoid retrieving data known to be unnecessary
according to our needs in this work. The following elements together with their
including meta-data tags are retrieved:
• Buildings: All buildings are retrieved
• Building parts: All building parts are retrieved in order to exploit all available

information about buildings
• Points of interest (POI): All POI which might be associated to either an activity

or residential land use, are retrieved
• Land use: All polygons with a non-null value associated to the ‘land_use’ key

are retrieved
In addition, the whole street network is retrieved making use of an available related

work (Boeing, 2017). All drivable streets are retrieved, including the service roads,
in order to be able to simulate vehicle journeys. This data is represented through a
graph structure, which results to be easier for its later employment for different uses.

3.2.4 Data pre-processing

A pre-processing step is applied to the raw data obtained through the Overpass API.
In the end, the objective is to retrieve various elements – buildings, building parts,
and points of interest – in addition to a series of aspects related to each of these
objects. More specifically, the following information is retrieved:
• Geometry
• Land use classification
• Activity type: For activity-related land uses, define their type of activity
• Number of building levels: This information allows to calculate the total surface

for each building
• Land use surface: Amount of estimated building’s surface area associated to

each land use (including activity specialization for activity-related uses)
First, useless data for our context of study are filtered out in order to reduce the

amount of data to process later, followed by a re-projection of the geographical data
into another coordinate system (see below for explanation). Second, elements are
classified according to their land use, followed by the calculation of number of levels
available for each building. Finally, the total surface associated to each land use of
interest is computed.

Filtering out useless data

First, building parts which do not yield relevant information are filtered out. More
specifically, in OSM building parts can be used to map other attributes rather than
a real part of a building. If this is the case, they do not yield important data in our
particular context, and thus are omitted. In addition, several building parts are used
merely to enhance the visualization procedure. Such is the example of building parts
denoted as roof. In practice, it corresponds to the following cases of tags:
• “building : part”=“no”
• “building : part”=“roof ”
Further, building parts which already exist as buildings are filtered out. This

occurs whenever an element is tagged as both building and building part at the same
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Figure 3.8: Grid zones covering South America with the Universal Transverse Mer-
cator coordinate system (Wikimedia Commons, 2015b).

time. Thus, we avoid repeating the same structure. In practice, these elements are
tagged the following way – where ∗ denotes any non-null value:
• “building”=∗
• “building : part”=∗

Data re-projection

One would naturally expect the location coordinates – constructing all geometrical
elements – to be represented with their latitude and longitude. Though, geographic
coordinate systems based on latitude and longitude do not depict a constant distance
across the globe.

Consequently, and for ease of analysis, all the retrieved data (i.e. including the
street-network) are projected to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate
system, which provides a constant distance relationship within the chosen projected
zone. This is particularly desirable within the context of spatial analysis.

UTM uses a 2-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system to give locations on the
surface of the Earth. Like the traditional latitude and longitude coordinates, it is still
a horizontal position representation. This means it is used to identify locations on
the Earth independently of their vertical position. This type of projection divides the
Earth into sixty zones, each being a six-degree band of longitude, and uses a secant
transverse Mercator projection in each zone, as shown in Figure 3.8.

For consistency, a unique zone number is used to project the coordinates. The
center point of the encompassing bounding box of all latitude and longitude extracted
coordinates is used to define the zone number for the UTM projection.

Land use classification

The objective of this step is to determine the land use associated to buildings and
points of interest. To this end, the procedure consists of the following: (1) we make
use of the available tags to classify its land use, (2) a land use inference is carried
out for elements with incomplete tags, (3) mixed-use buildings association is done
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by means of joining buildings and POIs elements, and (4) small-enough buildings are
filtered out.

Tag classification Buildings, building parts and POIs are classified according to
their input tags. We follow in this process the information provided by the OSM
Wiki10. To do so, tags are associated to a certain land use type according to their
value information. The list of key-value tags and its association to an activity land
use is depicted in Table A.2. Analogously, the key-value tags for their association to
the other land uses (i.e. residential, other, and “to infer”) are shown in Table A.1.

Once each tag has been classified independently, an aggregated-classification is
carried out: a mixed-use land use classification is set if both a residential and an
activity use are depicted according to the input tags. Thus, in the end the objects
contain one of the following land use classifications: “activity”, “residential”, “mixed”,
“to infer”, or “other”. The land use classification “to infer” is associated to the han-
dling of incomplete tags, requiring an additional step detailed below, which employs
polygons defining a land use as additional source of information.

Once the tags have been classified, objects depicting “other” land uses are filtered
out (i.e. do not depict a land use of interest). In addition, POIs depicting a land use
“to infer” are also filtered out. This is done due to the fact that a point of interest
determining a key-value tag of “building = yes” is of no interest (i.e. it should be
a polygon element delineating the building shape). Further, very often buildings do
not contain tags with information related to their land use, where their real land use
is associated by means of its encompassing land use polygon. For this reason, the
below procedure of land use inference is carried out only for buildings.

Land use inference Making use of the OSM Wiki11, the land use values of interest
are constructed. We classify land use polygons into “activity”, “residential”, or “other”,
as shown in Table A.3. These classifications will be employed to determine the use
of buildings contained within them. An example of a polygon land use is shown in
Figure 3.9.

Afterwards, buildings which do not contain a defined land use – a typical example
of missing data – are classified using a land use inference procedure. This step is
motivated by the scarce tagging related to residential buildings in OSM.

Given the existence of a great number of elements tagged as buildings without any
additional information, these elements’ land use will be inferred from other polygons
with a defined land use. Figure 3.10 shows an example of this procedure. The scheme
used to assign the corresponding land uses to buildings during the inference procedure
is shown in Table 3.3.

All elements which are denoted as buildings and do not contain any additional
information are processed to estimate their land use. Let P denote the set containing
all polygon land uses. For a building b, its land use is estimated as follows.

First, all polygon land uses (i.e. P ) which fully-contain the building b are retrieved,
i.e. Pc. Second, the land use corresponding to the smallest polygon within Pc is
associated to the building b. Note that polygons with different land uses might overlap

10https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features
11https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Key:landuse
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of a polygon characterizing a residential land use within a
local neighborhood.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: Illustration of a typical mixed-use building tagging context: (a) a build-
ing with no land-use associated tags, and containing activity-related points of interest,
and (b) a polygon defining a residential land use and encompassing the building.
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Building tag Encompassing land use classification Adopted classification

building=yes

“residential” “residential”
“activity” “activity”
“other” “other”
Non-existent “residential” assumption

Table 3.3: Procedure for inferring the land use of buildings with incomplete tag data.

Thus, we consider as relevant the information contained in the smallest encompassing
polygon whose land use is known, assuming it to be the most specific.

Sometimes, on the contrary, it might happen that a building which needs to be
inferred is not contained in any polygon with a defined land use value. In this case,
we empirically assign a residential land use to the building. This hypothesis is made
for two reasons. First, still relatively few residential tags exist on buildings. Second,
it was experimentally seen that if (1) a building is not associated to any land use,
and (2) is not contained in a polygon defining its land use, most often it corresponds
to a residential building.

Building structures association POIs in OSM are used to tag a feature occupy-
ing a particular point, whereas building parts are structures enriching the information
available of a certain building. Naturally, both tend to be contained within buildings,
depicting additional urban information of different kinds. For this reason, hereby we
associate to each building, its containing – geographically speaking – structures.

On the one hand, building parts associated to a building will allow the retrieval
of its 3D structure, as well as the eventual depiction of different land uses within
different parts – mainly related to levels – of the building.

Mixed-use buildings association On the other hand, POIs in OSM depicting
a land use of interest in our context are for the most part associated to activity-
related uses. This fact is illustrated in Figure 3.11. Thus, it is possible to exploit
this information to retrieve the real use for a large number of buildings. Buildings
containing points of interest will adopt their final classification by means of merging
all available information, as shown in Table 3.4. This procedure is motivated by the
high frequency of mixed-use buildings containing their activity land use in the form
of POIs. A typical example is shown in Figure 3.10.

Small buildings filter Finally, buildings with an area smaller than 12 squared-
meters are filtered out. It was experimentally seen that very often they are associated
to residential garages or other uses, which are not relevant in the context of our
studies. For this reason, we choose to explicitly filter these small buildings.

Activity type uses Given the rich information provided by the OSM tagging for-
mat, one can further classify activity-related uses in a more specific way. In this work,
we choose to categorize them according to three main activity uses – leisure/amenity,
shop, and commercial/industrial –, as shown in Table A.4. It should be noted that
they all still belong to an activity-related use.
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Figure 3.11: Manhattan’s POI associated to residential (blue) and activity (red) uses.

Building
Activity Residential Mixed-use

POI
Activity Activity Mixed-use Mixed-use

Residential Mixed-use Residential Mixed-use
Mixed-use Mixed-use Mixed-use Mixed-use

Table 3.4: Building’s adopted class given its own class and the contained point/s of
interest classification.

Building levels

Data related to building height and levels are used to determine the effective number
of levels per building or building part. This information will be used to calculate the
effective surface associated to each building, which is particularly useful in the context
of disaggregated population estimates (see Chapter 5). The objective is to output the
number of levels associated to each building, either retrieved using available data, or
estimated elsewhere.

Height-related12 and number of levels-related13 tags are employed – according to
the OSM Wiki – in order to retrieve the effective surface of each building and building
part. The specific tags exploited for this purpose are summarized in Table 3.5.

As pointed out before, OSM data is made up from contributions across the globe.
Nonetheless, the tagging procedure is not always without flaws, and a section includ-

12https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Key:height
13https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Key:building:levels

Height-related
key

min_height, height, building:min_height, building:height

Number of levels
related key

min_level, levels, building:min_level, building:levels,
building:levels:underground

Table 3.5: Tags associating a building to either its height or number of levels.
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ing common incorrectly tagged heights has been addressed in the OSM Wiki. Still,
such cases of incorrect format are frequently found in the database.

It is to be noted that omitting tags with incorrect format would lead to the
loss of valuable information. We therefore address the most common mistakes to
capture the most of the available information Therefore we choose to address the
most common mistakes – i.e. missing space between value and unit, comma used as
decimal separator, or spacing between feet and inches – to capture the most of the
available information. Then, all height-relating tag values are converted to meters,
in order to enclose the same system of measurement for all input values.

Afterwards, a conversion from height-related values to the equivalent number of
levels is performed. As either the number of levels or the height of a building are
frequently available – but rarely both –, one needs to determine the equivalence
between these two inputs. This relationship between number of levels and height is
computed according to a recently developed tool for the 3D visualization of building
footprints using OSM data, that approximates the height of one level to 3-meters14.
Under the case of missing data, a default height of 3 meters – i.e. single-level – is
assumed.

The objective is to be able to perform the equivalent of a 3D reconstruction, in
order to later calculate the total area associated to different land uses. The building
tags and its including building parts are considered to this end. An illustration of
the usage of building parts to perform a fine 3D description of buildings is shown in
Figure 3.12.

Height or levels information of buildings is not complete world-wide, but generally
available only within big cities. Thus, within urban sprawl studies, which are also
interconnected to land use mix studies, it has been stressed: “The identification of the
characteristics of buildings (e.g., their height) would require significantly more effort
given typically available data. This is especially true for an analysis of historical
trends, as this kind of data is generally not available” (Jaeger et al., 2010b). Given
the most recent outbreak in crowd-sourcing data, we suggest that it is now possible
to include such characteristics for a large number of cities in the world.

Calculation of surface dedicated to individual land uses

Once both the information of land use and number of levels are retrieved for all
buildings, we calculate the effective surface associated to each of the considered land
uses. This area is retrieved according to the land use classification of each building,
as well as its inner building parts.

If a building has no associated building parts, the surface is simply calculated as
the number of levels times its footprint, represented in squared-meter unit. In the
case of mixed-use buildings – with no inner parts associated, which might depict a
different land use – an assumption is made such that its area is evenly distributed
between residential and activity uses.

Elsewhere, the area associated to each land use is computed incrementally, con-
sidering all of the building parts of a building. Note that we must take into account
the fact that building parts might contain different classifications, each contributing

14https://www.mapbox.com/blog/mapping-3d-buildings/
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: The Empire State building in Manhattan; (a) 3D visualization, and (b)
OpenStreetMap plan of the building, employing several building parts in order to
allow a fine 3D description.

differently to different land uses.

Output

The output consists of buildings, building parts, and points of interest. Each one of
them has its own associated land use – residential, activity, or mixed. The number
of levels are also associated to buildings and building parts. Additionally, the total
surface dedicated to “residential” and “activity” is computed for each building, as well
as the surface related to each activity-specific use.

At the same time, the drivable street network of streets and roads is retrieved
for the region of interest. A visual illustration of the building parts and their height,
together with the retrieved street network is shown in Figure 3.13. The output related
to buildings and their land use classification is shown in Figure 3.14.

For more details regarding the computational time involved in each step described
in this section, refer to Table 6.2 shown in page 133. As well, Table 6.1 in page 132
shows the amount of data downloaded for several cities.
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(a) Buildings (not) including height informa-
tion depicted in (red) blue.

(b) Buildings containing building parts (blue)
mapping its 3D shape.

(c) Street network of Manhattan, New York. (d) Street network of Paris, France.

Figure 3.13: Processed data from OpenStreetMap; (a) building height information;
(b) buildings containing building parts; (c)-(d) retrieved street network.
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(a) Manhattan, United States. (b) Paris, France.

(c) Grenoble, France. (d) Lyon, France.

(e) Randallstown (Maryland), United States. (f) Mays Chapel (Maryland), United States.

Figure 3.14: Extracted and processed buildings with their associated residential
(blue), mixed (green), or activity (red) use.
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Chapter 4

Contributions to spatial urban
metrics

In this chapter we present our contributions related to spatial urban metrics, namely
land use mix and urban sprawl indices. Before presenting each one of them, their
related work is reviewed.

4.1 Land use mixture
In this section, we present our contributions related to the calculation of land use
mix indices. The goal of these indices is to determine to what extent the spatial
configuration of land uses is well distributed in a city, assessing the co-occurrence of
different land uses in local neighborhoods.

First, a literature review is carried out, considering the most relevant aspects rel-
ative to the development of such indices. Second, we present an approach to estimate
land use intensities by means of employing statistical tools for density estimation.
Later, the proposed mixed-use development indices are presented, followed by the
examples carried out for different cities.

4.1.1 Related work

Efforts on measuring land use mix abound in the literature. A comprehensive review
is provided in (Song et al., 2013), showing that each measure has its own strengths
and weaknesses.

The suitability of a certain measure of urban land use mix relies directly on two
aspects. First, it depends on the context of application, where the intended use is
the major driver for the measure’s behavior. Second, the input data characteristics
condition the performance of the different measures, in aspects ranging from missing
data to available resolution.

Urban land use mix measures are largely inspired by landscape ecology metrics,
or spatial statistics analysis (Raines, 2002). Several indices have been proposed in the
literature. In general terms, all of these indices are representative towards determining
extreme cases of high and low land use mix configurations. Nonetheless, the behavior
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of different indices might be heterogeneous in the cases of intermediate mixed-use
development.

In the following, we summarize the most commonly employed metrics found in the
literature of land use mix indices. For a detailed presentation of each measure, refer
to (Song et al., 2013). The implementation of each of these metrics, constrained by
the availability of data and the adopted resolution of analysis, is relatively straight-
forward:
• Percentages
• Balance Index
• Entropy Index
• Herfindahl–Hirschman Index
• Atkinson Index
• Clustering Index
• Dissimilarity Index
• Exposure Index
• Gini Index
Regardless of the particular metric used to formalize mixed-use indices, we focus

here on the concepts which need to be addressed in order to appraise the purposes
of these measurements, which are by far less discussed in the literature. To this end,
a phrase regarding land use mix measurement needs to be emphasized in order to
better understand the context of their formalization: “The concept of urban land
use mix implies that nearby land uses or activities have an influence over each other
across a limited spatial range. Therefore urban mixed use measures all contain either
implicitly or explicitly two concepts: distance and quantity” (Song et al., 2013).

Quantity First, an important discussion is hereby brought up regarding the quan-
tity of land use. In this sense, the main limitation of one of these metrics has already
been addressed: “The Entropy Index relies upon the assumption that land use mix is
most balanced when all land uses occur in equal percentages, an assumption which
lacks a theoretical basis” (Song et al., 2013).

Nonetheless, without this assumption, an even harder challenge arises. Charac-
terizing the degree of land use mix with absolute metrics remains quite challenging.
For instance, given as input X and Y values related to activities and housing units,
different degrees of land use mix can be computed, depending on the interpretation
of experts in the field. Plus, the total amount of activities and housing associated to
each city varies greatly, and even more as the size of cities increases, making it more
difficult to appraise for all of the possible input values.For this reason, we argue that
the desired amount of activities and housing within a city is not subject to discus-
sion in land use mix measurements, thus we rather focus on their spatial distribution
across local neighborhoods.

Many works avoid performing such an assumption, and hence calculate mixed-use
development indices by means of comparing the degree of balance between the area
associated to different land uses within a local radius (Manaugh and Kreider, 2013).
These studies are generally carried out using land use and land cover data. However,
they fail to model the intensity of land utilization. The notion of quantity of each land
use is characterized through its areal consumption, which is subject to discussion.
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These studies do not account by any means for the third dimension of buildings, i.e.
their height, which results in a great bias particularly in medium to high density cities.
There is no doubt that a single-level residential housing is not the same as a high-
rise residential building, while they account for the same ground area consumption.
Likewise for activity land uses; it is undeniable that a sky-scraper and a single-
story office do not account for the same quantity of land utilization (under a land
use mix point of view), while comprising the same ground area consumption once
again. While this observation seems self-evident, is seems to remain unnoticed in the
literature when it comes to formalizing land use mix measurements.

The notion of land use intensity needs to be addressed somehow in order to fully
account for land use mix assessments. Hence, we argue that studies based solely on
land use/cover data will remain insufficient unless they are complemented with other
sources of data.

In summary, measures of land use mix will usually depend on the implicit or
explicit assumptions made, of what is a good balance between the considered types
of land uses, i.e. activities and residential in our case. The quality of the information
conveyed by the land use mix measure directly depends on the plausibility of these
assumptions.

On the other hand, it is possible to assess land use mix within a particular region of
interest under the lens of experts in the field. Once more, this kind of studies is useful
and valid for a particular city or region of interest. However, it remains a case study,
and insufficiently generalizable. Given the approach proposed in this manuscript, we
mainly focus on measurements that can be adapted to a wide geographical coverage
of analysis.

Distance Second, the notion of distance is well-established in the literature of land
use mix measurement. This distance is often shaped through the concept of “walkable”
distances or local neighborhoods. While an exact value of distance is not clear-cut,
it yields to a general consensus. In consequence, this notion of distance denotes the
minimum resolution or scale of analysis one can reasonably take into account in the
context of land use mix indices.

Besides, works focusing on the measurement of land use mix depict heterogeneous
scales of analysis. Some are more fine-grained, while others remain coarse-grained.
The scale of analysis is rarely discussed, but often defined de facto given the con-
straints of input data resolution. Nonetheless, the modifiable areal unit problem,
reviewed in Section 3.1.1, is present in all of these works.

This issue has also been addressed in a review of land use mix indices, that ad-
vocates: “In many cases, it may be advisable to test out several different scales to
determine a measure’s level of sensitivity to district size” (Song et al., 2013). Despite
this remark, proposed methods in the literature rarely provide any insights on the
sensitivity of the results to the chosen geography of division.

4.1.2 Land use intensity estimation

Land use intensity can be defined in several ways according to the circumstances of
application. This concept is often applied in the context of agriculture and farming,
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draining and wetland, or surface sealing (Wellmann et al., 2018; Kuemmerle et al.,
2013; Tate et al., 2005).

In our case, the notion of land use intensity is tied with the definition made on
a work considering land in terms of sustainable urbanity (Boone et al., 2014). Thus,
land use intensity refers to the amount and degree of development of land, considering
the effects and environmental impacts generated by that development.

In order to avoid the most common issues related to land use mix indices, we first
perform a phase of land use intensity (or density) estimation, which directly accounts
for both quantity and distance of land use. The estimated intensities for each of the
land uses are then used to construct the spatial land use mix indices.

In the following, two methodologies are detailed in order to retrieve land use
intensity estimates: Kernel Density Estimation, and its variation Weighted Kernel
Density Estimation. The latter is able to explicitly address the building’s height or
number of levels.

For an arbitrarily user-defined scope of analysis, a regular grid of points is created,
and land use intensity is computed at each of these points. The density estimation
approaches are adapted to deliver land use intensity estimates at any arbitrarily user-
defined scale, linked to the resolution of the input regular grid. This methodology is
able to deliver a quasi-continuous representation.

Kernel Density Estimation

In this section we describe the process of estimating land use intensity by means of
statistical tools, namely Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). KDE is a non-parametric
way to estimate the probability density function of a random variable. Kernel density
estimation is a fundamental data smoothing procedure where inferences about the
population are made, based on a finite data sample.

We employ KDE to perform density estimation for activity and residential land
uses. As stated by (Silverman, 1986), the KDE is a well-recognized technique for
visualizing and analyzing complex and technical data in a clear and understandable
way to non-mathematicians. An example is illustrated in Figure 4.1b.

The KDE infers a density function f , given an i.i.d. (independent and identically
distributed) sample x1, x2, ..., xn from the corresponding probability distribution. Let
us define x as the point-location where the density estimation is performed, and xi
an input point-coordinate representing a sample of the probability distribution. The
kernel density estimator is defined as

f̂(x) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Kh(‖x− xi‖2) =
1

nh

n∑
i=1

K

(
‖x− xi‖2

h

)
(4.1)

where K(•) is the kernel — a non-negative function that integrates to one — and h
> 0 is a smoothing parameter called the bandwidth.

First, as for the kernel function K, we assume that both residential and activity
uses have a normally distributed spatial influence. Hence, the employed kernel is
Gaussian:

K(z) =
1√
2π

e−
1
2
z2 (4.2)
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(a) Illustration of the Modifiable areal unit problem. Using a histogram approach for density
estimation, and for the exact same input, two different estimations result when using shifted
grids (Wikimedia Commons, 2015c).

(b) Illustration of a 2D Kernel Density Estimation. Left: input data points with individual
kernels shown as grey dashed lines. Right: kernel density estimate output (Wikimedia
Commons, 2015d).

Figure 4.1: Density estimation from input points through (a) a histogram approach;
and (b) performing Kernel Density Estimation. The latter is able to cope with the
modifiable areal unit problem.
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of different Kernel functions and their behavior in terms of
their output subject to an increasing distance (Wikimedia Commons, 2016).

In practice, it mimicks the fact that as one walks away from a particular point
representing a specific land use (i.e. activity), the influence of this point decreases.
The way the influence of that point decreases with increasing distance (i.e. moving
away) is driven by the chosen kernel function, illustrated in Figure 4.2. The Gaussian
kernel has been the default choice in most works using KDE in similar contexts: “[...]
the weighting function K, which is most often a normal function. Authors agreed that
the choice of this function is less critical than the choice of the bandwidth” (Timothée
et al., 2010).

Second, the bandwidth h – also called smoothing parameter – stands for scaling
the kernel function and is thus associated with the distance of influence. In the
Gaussian kernel, the bandwidth plays the role of the standard deviation. In our
case, we are mostly interested in capturing information (i.e. residential and activities
points) within local neighborhoods. Therefore we relate the bandwidth to the extent
of walkable distance, obtaining a scaled kernel function:

Kh(z) =
1

h
K

(
z

h

)
(4.3)

Given the scaled kernel function, the impact of any land use (e.g. activity) is max-
imal in its original location, and reduces with increasing distance. Thus, according
to the normal distribution and due to the 68–95–99.7 rule illustrated in Figure 4.3,
the values less than one standard deviation away from the mean (i.e. origin location)
account for 68.27% of the set. Within the scaled kernel, this stands for those values
within what we define as “walkable distances”, the h parameter value.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the statistical 68–95–99.7 rule associated to the probability
densities within standard deviations (Wikimedia Commons, 2017b).

Thus, as one keeps on moving away, i.e. farther than the defined walkable distance
h, its influence is highly reduced, up to the point to be negligible. In other words,
we explicitly define that the strongest influence of a point associated to a defined
land use relies within a “walkable” distance radius around it. Then, the bandwidth h
stands for the distance up to which the point of this specific land use has a significant
influence.

Third, the KDE is estimated at point-location x, using as input point-coordinates
xi. The processed data obtained from OpenStreetMap are represented through points
– Points of Interest – and polygons – buildings – which are intended to be used for
the probability density estimation of a specific land use type. An example of the
input data is shown in Figure 4.4. As for the POI, points are naturally represented
through a pair of coordinates. The buildings – polygons – are converted to a point-
based representation through the calculation of their centroid. In summary, when
performing the density estimation of a specific land use type, all points and polygons
associated with the same land use are employed as input representing points xi.

As explained in Section 3.2.4, all geometrical data were previously re-projected to
UTM coordinates, ensuring a constant distance across the globe, measured in meters.
By this means, the Euclidean distance function is employed to determine the distance
between a pair of points – x and xi –, and thus avoiding the employment of more
complex functions. An example of the input points used to carry out the densities
estimation for each land use category is depicted in Figure 4.5.

This procedure has two major advantages, namely spatial smoothing and spatial
interpolation. Spatial smoothing is particularly desirable in our context. By this
means, the KDE can retrieve a smoothed value of land use intensity at any given
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Retrieved and processed data from OSM for Paris, France; (a) buildings
and (b) points of interest, both with their associated residential (blue), mixed (green),
or activity (red) use.

spatial coordinate, as shown in Figure 4.6. As well, given that missing data can occur
(i.e. a local shop not signaled), spatial interpolation is useful. Even if some missing
data occur, the KDE is still able to interpolate a reasonable land usage intensity at
any given point. Certainly, if missing data is predominant, the KDE will not yield
correct results.

Relative to the issue of the modifiable areal unit problem, measures are sensitive
to the chosen geography of division. Within the context of spatial analysis, and
referring to this issue of the MAUP it has been pointed out: “One way to address
these issues is to employ kernel density estimation (KDE) techniques rather than
geographic aggregation” (Carlos et al., 2010). Thus, the method is able to perform
an estimation at any given location. This is visually demonstrated in Figure 4.1.

Besides, another limitation of many land use mix measures is that: “Divisional
measures are not sensitive to variations of land use pattern within district boundaries”
(Song et al., 2013). For example, a geographical cell-unit might comprise a square
of 1km by 1km. Very often, different variations of a land use pattern can be found
within the same cell.Nonetheless, the whole spatial unit will be described by a single
value, disregarding local variations.Still, by means of employing an appropriate scale
and bandwidth, the KDE is able to capture these variations omitted by divisional
measures.

Other variations of this method have been proposed in the literature. Motivated
by studies of density within the context of urban networks, a Network Density Esti-
mation (NDE) approach has been proposed (Borruso, 2008). The NetKDE has similar
foundations to the KDE, but it uses distances measured along a network rather than
computing Euclidean distances.

While under a theoretical perspective the NDE looks promising, within the work
it is admitted: “the difference between the KDE and the NDE was not very high,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.5: Input data points (a)-(b) used to estimate their probability density func-
tion (c)-(d), respectively for activity (left) and residential (right) land uses; for Paris,
France.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of one-dimensional histogram and KDE approaches, where
KDE demonstrates spatial smoothing (Wikimedia Commons, 2017a).

but NDE seems to be more proficient in highlighting linear clusters oriented along
a street network” (Borruso, 2008). Nonetheless, a main draw-back of this approach
has been pointed out: “However, the calculated density does not take into account a
distance weigthing function such as that of standard KDE” (Timothée et al., 2010).
In our work, we stick to the classical KDE approach.

As done in (Song et al., 2013), we chose to adopt two land use types: residen-
tial and activity (i.e. related to non-residential uses, such as shopping, leisure, etc).
Consequently, all geo-localized POIs from the procedure described above, are used to
compute one KDE for each category: residential and activity KDE. Additionally, tak-
ing advantage of the rich classification provided by OpenStreetMap, we estimate the
probability density functions of specific activity types, namely commercial/industrial,
leisure/amenity, and shop. These activity types and their representing values were
depicted in Table A.4.

POIs and buildings associated with a mixed-use will be used during both density
estimations – activity and residential – given their involvement in both classes. As
well, given the fact that POIs contained in buildings were also used to adapt the
new land use classification – as detailed in Section 3.2.4 – , we avoid including these
POIs again. In practice, all buildings and POIs not contained in any building, and
associated to the land use of interest, are employed to perform the density estimation
previously detailed.

The probability density function is then estimated for a regular grid of points
covering the entire user-defined spatial extent of analysis. The granularity of the
regular grid – associated to the user-defined scale of analysis – is also user-defined.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that given the context of application of land use mix
indices, it is not advisable to use a too coarse-grained resolution lower than what the
user defines as “walkable distances”.

A specific “walkable distance” value needs to be assigned to the bandwidth h. In
(Atash, 1994), it is suggested that 400 meters correspond to the distance an average
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.7: Activity types density estimation for Paris, France; respectively (a)
leisure/amenity, (b) shop, and (c) commercial/industrial.

American will walk rather than drive. According to (Aultman-Hall et al., 1997), this
distance is also considered as the greatest distance someone is likely to walk to a
transit station. Similarly, in (Western Australian Planning Commission, 2007) the
implementation of an average destination within a distance of between 400 and 450
meters is promoted. Nonetheless, some studies promote walkable distances slightly
higher than the one adopted, as for example in (McCormack et al., 2008) that studied
the association between physical activity and the mixture of destinations located
within 400 and 1500 meters of residents’ homes.

In the case of Transit Oriented Development (TOD)1, the densest areas related to
residential and activity based land uses are ideally located within a radius of 400m
to 800m around a central transit stop. It is therefore considered to be a distance
appropriate for pedestrians.

In the context of development of land use mix indices, we decided to adopt a
default value of 600 meters. This value defines the spatial bandwidth h during the
density estimation procedure. Nonetheless, it is parametizable to any other user-
defined value.

As mentioned before, the KDE is a tool used to smooth spatial data and interpo-
late locally-missing data. However, in some cases this may lead to undesirable effects,
such as producing a non-zero density estimate for points within the sea. Generally,
this might occur in places next to natural frontiers (e.g. coastal regions or mountains)
or even artificial frontiers (e.g. a highway splitting a region in two separate parts).

An example of output of the density estimation made for activity and residential
land uses is shown in Figure 4.5c and 4.5d. Further, density estimations carried out
for specific activity land use categories are depicted in Figure 4.7. All of these outputs
are calculated on regular grids with a resolution of 200m.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transit-oriented_development
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Weighted Kernel Density Estimation

In the context of land use intensity measurement, it is of particular interest to assign
weights to land uses which characterize different intensities. Given the fact that each
object denoting a same land use will be represented as a point within the classic KDE,
in practice all of these objects will be weighted equally.

However, in real circumstances the idea of land use intensity can be conducted in
different ways. On the one hand, it can be related to the effective amount of surface
dedicated to a certain activity or housing use, i.e. the surface (M2) times the amount
of levels or its volumetric consumption (M3). Otherwise, it can be related to the
number of activities (i.e. jobs) or people living in each specific building.

In any case, regardless of the adoption of one or the other option, the underlying
idea is to incorporate land utilization intensity in a more realistic way. Ignoring both
options would lead to unrealistic measurements of land utilization intensity.

In this sense, the weighted KDE provides a more solid foundation to represent the
intensity of different land uses. Thus, it answers for the need of weighting differently
the input points used during the density estimation procedure.

The weighted variation of KDE involves the inclusion of a set of weights, i.e. one
for each input point. Then, w is a numeric vector of non-negative observation weights.
The weight wi determines the relevance of input coordinate xi when computing the
density estimation. The weighted KDE is thus represented as:

ĝ(x) =
1

nh
∑n

i=1wi

n∑
i=1

wiK

(
‖x− xi‖2

h

)
(4.4)

The classic KDE behaves exactly the same way as a weighted KDE when all input
are equally weighted. During this procedure, the same kernel and bandwidth are used
as in the classical KDE.

In practice, we model the input points weights by calculating their totaling squared
meter surface consumption. Thus, a building’s total surface area (including building
number of levels) dedicated to this specific land use will be employed. Then, the
contribution of each point to the density estimation procedure is directly proportional
to its effective squared meter surface utilization.

Points of interest which were not contained in any building will also contribute in
the density estimation procedure, by making the assumption that a POI is equivalent
to a 9 square-meter surface use.

The fact of indirectly including the information of height or levels of buildings
is particularly important in cities where multi-storey buildings exist. In practice it
makes a considerable difference in terms of total land utilization. Thus, we explicitly
choose to integrate this information into the land use intensity estimation procedure
throughout the weighted KDE.

In specific contexts such as this one,the weighted KDE is a vital alternative for
better representing real situations such as estimating the land utilization intensity.
As well, it has been successfully employed in other contexts, where it was concluded:
“weighted kernel density estimator adequately describes the reality and provides a
solid basis for effective decision-making” (Kornatka, 2016).
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the Entropy Index behavior given as input the activity and
residential densities.

4.1.3 Spatial indices for mixed-use development

In this section, we focus on the measurement of mixed-use development or land use
mix (LUM). The goal of such a measure is to determine to what extent the spatial
configuration of land uses is well distributed in a city, as well as to assess the co-
occurrence within similar intensities of both residential and activity uses in local
neighborhoods. From a general point of view, it is desirable to achieve a high degree
of land use mix in most neighborhoods.

As input, spatialized data on land use intensities is harnessed to calculate the LUM
indices, as detailed in Section 4.1.2. The spatial output is given on the user-defined
grid, i.e. a LUM value is computed for each grid point.

It is important to highlight that the output can easily be integrated in a Ge-
ographic Information System (GIS). This is particularly important given the usual
application of LUM indices, intended as an aid in the context of decision-making
within cities and urban planning.

In the literature of land use mix, measurements account most often for the degree
of balance between land uses. However, the intensity of land use is not commonly
taken into account. In this work, both aspects are considered in the measurement of
land use mix, detailed later. As well, we assume that a good degree of land use mix
is attained when differing land uses occur in equal or similar percentages.

In this thesis we employ the Entropy Index, which has been widely used as a
measure of land use mix. It takes into account the relative percentage of at least two
land use types within an area of interest. The term “entropy” refers to an analogy
in the context of statistical mechanics, where it was early used to measure the mix
between two fluids and their integration over time (Song et al., 2013). Its range of
values varies between 0 and 1, where higher values depict a more balanced mixture.
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In the context of land use mix, the Entropy Index φ is employed as follows. Let
pj be the percentage of each land use type j at the considered point location, and let
k ≥ 2 be the number of land use types j. Then, the index is obtained as

φ = −
∑k

j=1 pj ln(pj)

ln(k)
(4.5)

A normalization step is carried out prior to the computation of the Entropy Index.
This is done due to the fact that the probabilities associated to each land use were
estimated from two different probability density functions, i.e. activity and residential
land uses respectively.

Let LUj denote the intensity of land use j, i.e. the output produced in Sec-
tion 4.1.2. Prior to computing the Entropy Index, we need to ensure that these
values sum up to 1 at the considered location. We thus apply the following simple
normalization:

pj =
LUj∑k
i=1 LUi

(4.6)

Let k = 2 given that in this study we focus on two major land uses, namely
residential and activity uses. Then, the cross-normalized densities related to these
land uses are depicted respectively as pR and pA, in practice the index calculation
comes down to the following:

φ = −pR ln(pR) + pA ln(pA)

ln(2)
(4.7)

The Entropy based measure is symmetric with respect to the input values. So,
the metric will behave equally for the following set of inputs: pR, pA = 60%, 40% and
pR, pA = 40%, 60%.

The maximum value of Entropy can be achieved with an equal balance of the
input land uses. Given that k = 2 for the utilization of two land uses, the values
which lead to the maximization of the Entropy Index are naturally pR = pA = 50%.

Nonetheless, we shall point out that due to the normalization procedure, values
close to 1 will be retrieved as output whenever sufficiently similar values are depicted
as input. The behavior of the metric within this context is shown in Figure 4.8.

Typical land use mix measurements consist of three-dimensional outputs, i.e. spa-
tial location plus a dimension indicating the degree of land use mix (i.e. Z-value kind).
In this sense, land use mix is computed according to the degree balance of the input
land uses (i.e. total land intensity is not considered). This concept can be visually
depicted in Figure 4.9.

In our analysis, a fourth dimensions is included in the analysis, the total land
use intensity. The idea is to be able to distinguish and emphasize the analysis and
visualization mixed-use development indices according to their relevance in terms of
land use intensity. For instance, one could imagine that there exists a higher desire
on improving the degree of land use mix within urban zones where the total land use
intensity are the largest. Thus, this information could be valuable to urban planners,
aiding the comparison between different neighborhoods in terms of total land use
intensity, additionally to their degree of land use mix.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.9: Illustration of different land uses intensities within different urban con-
texts. While possibly all of them depict a good land use mix, they demonstrate very
distinct land utilization intensities, namely (a) low, (b) medium, and (c) high.

To deal with the inclusion of a fourth dimension, and given the context of GIS,
we choose to employ bubble charts. The land use intensity is calculated as the sum
of the land uses intensities retrieved for both residential and activity uses. Thus, the
spatial results within a region of interest allow to account for the differences in land
use intensity in different neighborhoods.

The outputs related to land use mix indices, and intensity of land use, are depicted
respectively in Figure 4.10a and 4.10b. While the former is always delivered in the
context of mixed-use development indices – but not always in its spatial form –, the
latter is rarely delivered as additional information. An example of a bubble chart
allowing to visually depict both aspects is shown in Figure 4.10c.

In this work, a relative metric was chosen to be employed. Agreements on the
formalization of an absolute metric for mixed-use development indices will hardly
ever be made without the assumptions of local (but differing) patterns within some
cities, countries or continents.

At this point we explicitly remark that differing land use mix measurements can
easily be adopted by employing other metrics. The developed step of land use inten-
sity estimation enables to effortlessly plug-in other metrics, such as those reviewed in
(Song et al., 2013).

As expressed before, this work intends to be an aid for urban planners, hence the
visualization of geo-spatial land use mixture is of paramount importance to provide
support during the decision-making procedure. Thus, we are able to retrieve land
use mix indices at any given scope and scale of analysis, in addition to a broad
geographical coverage as long as sufficient data exists. This provides a great aid for
urban planners towards improving and planning mixed use development at particular
locations or neighborhoods.

4.1.4 Examples

In this section, examples relative to the development of land use mix indices are
presented. To this end, first land use intensity measurements are shown. Later, the
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: Land use mix output for the city of Paris, France; (a) mixed-use develop-
ment indices, (b) degree of land use intensity, and (c) both outputs depicted jointly,
where the color denotes mixed-use degree, and bubble size land use intensity.
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land use mix indices for different cities are shown and analyzed. The computational
time needed for each step described in this section is shown in Table 6.3 in page 133.

Land use intensity measurement

The output generated by the intensities estimation of activity and residential land use
is depicted in Figure 4.11. The general trend indicates that activity types appear to
be more concentrated at the core of cities, as well as depicting high concentrations in
some cases at the outskirts of cities. The latter is generated due to the placement – in
general – of big centers of industries and retail offices. On the other hand, residential
intensities are by far more evenly distributed, particularly between city centers and
outskirts.

As for the cases of London, Lyon, and Grenoble, a particularly high concentration
of activities lying around their historical center can be observed. This pattern can
be frequently seen in ancient European cities, where the historical centers contain
the biggest concentration of activities due to a long historical process. Regarding
residential uses, it is noticeable that the highest concentration can also be found
around the historical center, in agreement with the same historical process. Since
the advent of the car, mostly residential uses started to sprawl away and to relocate
within the periphery.

The intensity estimations made on the different activity type categories are pre-
sented in Figure 4.12. As a matter of trend, the shop activity category is very often
concentrated at the core of cities. This is mainly explained due to the fact that a
higher need for shops typically exists where more people access everyday – i.e. the
city center.

Likewise, although the presence of leisure and amenity facilities is still more im-
portant at the core of cities, they are more evenly distributed compared to shops.
Commercial and industrial activity categories tend to be typically located in the out-
skirts of cities. This is called industrial sprawling, and is mainly explained by the
reduced costs of locating at the periphery as well as the possibility of accessing to
more space.

A visual comparison between the estimated land use intensities using both the
classical and the weighted KDE approach is shown in Figure 4.13. Considering the
amount of buildings and points of interest located in the core of cities, we can see
that in general classic activity intensity estimations tends to depict higher concen-
trations within the core of cities compared to its counterpart. On the other hand,
weighted-based activity intensity estimations clearly depict larger estimated intensi-
ties wherever big industries or businesses are located. This is explained by the fact
that they account for the most part of activity related surfaces.

As for the residential aspect of intensity estimations, the classic approach tends
to depict more dispersed intensities, given the fact that residential buildings are lo-
cated far more uniformly spread compared to activity uses. On the other hand, the
weighted-based approach tends to concentrate the residential estimated intensities
closer to the core of cities. Once more, this happens due to the higher amount of
residential surface existing within core of cities, where residential buildings tend to
be more densely located and taller – with a higher number of levels – than in the
periphery.
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(a) Manhattan, New York. (b) London, England.

(c) Lyon, France (d) Grenoble, France.

(e) Mays Chapel (Maryland), US. (f) Randallstown (Maryland), US.

Figure 4.11: Land use intensities estimated using the classical KDE. For each city,
both the activity (left) and residential (right) intensities are presented.
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(a) Manhattan, New York. (b) London, England.

(c) Lyon, France (d) Grenoble, France.

(e) Mays Chapel (Maryland), US. (f) Randallstown (Maryland), US.
Figure 4.12: Land use intensity estimations for the different activity type categories;
(left) leisure/amenity, (center) shop, and (right) commercial/industrial uses.
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Finally, a remarkable case is shown for Manhattan, a city which contains very tall
buildings. In this sense, the choice of the intensity estimation approach – classical or
weighted – distinguishes easily for this city. On the one hand, intensities estimated for
both land uses are more uniformly spreaded over the city using the classical approach.
This approach uses as input only the buildings and points for each land use, whereas
their surface is neglected during the estimation procedure.

On the other hand, the weighted-based intensity estimations are far more con-
centrated in a specific location – namely in Midtown Manhattan – compared to the
classic approach. The reason behind this is the vast amount of surface dedicated to
each land use within that neighborhood, in relative comparison to other neighbor-
hoods. Very tall buildings in high frequency push the scale towards a much more
concentrated intensity estimation within a few local neighborhoods. Throughout the
presented cases, Manhattan is a remarkable case that helps to understand the different
assumptions and their impacts in the land use intensity estimations procedure.

There exists no strict advice between the employment of either the classic or the
weighted-based intensity estimations. The appropriateness of utilization of one or
another relies on the target application. One needs to consider that the weighted
approach acknowledges the total amount of surface dedicated to the different land
uses. To this end, one needs to ensure that buildings data need to be quite complete,
particularly their number of levels or heights, in order to expect correct results of the
intensity estimations. Otherwise, by default one can always employ the classic KDE.

Land use mix indices

Land use mix indices output are presented hereby. Results are visualized by means
of employing a bubble plot, capable of illustrating information in four dimensions.
The first two dimensions denote the spatial location. The third dimension indicates
the land use mix degree output through colors, whereas the fourth dimension denotes
the local land use intensity, represented by the bubble size. The output for different
cities is shown in Figure 4.14.

The city of Grenoble, France, is an ancient medium-size European city. It is
located at the foot of the French Alps, and possesses a distinctive Y shape because of
its surrounding mountain chains – namely the Chartreuse, Belledonne and Vercors.
The land use mix indices were calculated for the agglomeration of this city, containing
a population size of ∼ 665, 000.

The results in Figure 4.14d exhibit a particular observable structure: as the out-
skirts of the city are mainly composed of half-mountainous landscape, several res-
idential collections can be found in areas remote enough from the existing activity
centers, providing a good quality of life and access to nature, but still easily accessible
by car or public transportation. Thus, their degree of land use mix tends to be poor
– activity opportunities not accessible within walkable distances – increasing their
automobile dependence.

In terms of land use intensity, we can notice the degree of concentration matching
the urban development of the city. As one moves away from the core of the city and
enters the mountainous neighborhoods, the total land use intensity is greatly reduced.
As it was mentioned before for this type of cities, urban development is the result of
a long process dating back to long before the invention of the car. Consequently, a
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(a) Grenoble activity uses (b) Grenoble residential uses

(c) Lyon activity uses (d) Lyon residential uses

(e) Manhattan activity uses (f) Manhattan residential uses

Figure 4.13: Land use intensity estimations result comparisons. For each pair of
results, (left) weighted and (right) classic intensity estimations are provided.
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good degree of land use mixture is found around this kind of cities’ historical center.
The city of London went across big changes across history, a process which molded

the structure in which the current ∼ 8.78 million people live. London became the
world’s largest city from about 1831 to 1914. The city’s population fell rapidly in the
19th century and through most of the 20th century, as people moved outwards in all
directions to London’s vast suburbs, and many residential buildings were demolished
to make way for office blocks. Nonetheless, the core of the city still yields a remarkably
good degree of land use mixture, as shown in Figure 4.14b.

On the other hand, a direct comparison between the land use mix results depicted
from the employment of either the classical or the weighted version of kernel intensity
estimations is shown in Figure 4.15. As previously shown in Figure 4.13, different
land use density estimations – according to the chosen approach – will yield different
results in terms of land use mix.

Manhattan is a city typically associated with its very tall buildings, thus depicting
the biggest difference between a classical and a weighted kernel density estimation ap-
plication. For this reason, their mixed-use indices output are very different according
to the employed approach.

On the other hand, cities which do not contain a large number of sky-scraper
buildings will be less affected by the choice of the density estimation method, and thus
depict higher resemblance in their results – for instance Grenoble, France. Finally,
a noteworthy case is the city of Mays Chapel (Maryland), United States. This city
typically depicts an “American dream” style of urban development, but is still located
next to a highway connecting to the city of Baltimore. Isolated residential buildings
are located quite spread apart, whereas a series of activity-related buildings are mainly
located next to the highway.

The weighted-based approach captures a much more concentrated density of ac-
tivity use next to the highway – compared to its classical counterpart. Therefore, the
results yield a worse land use mix degree for the isolated residential buildings, ne-
glecting the very few activity uses (i.e. low surface dedicated to activity use) present
nearby.

As explained throughout the density estimation procedure, the distance of influ-
ence (i.e. bandwidth) of a certain point within its land use density estimation is
determined by the so-called “walkable distance”. Thus, this distance needs to be de-
fined in order to carry out the density estimation procedure, and is set taking into
account the adopted definition of land use mix – relating it to the closeness within
walkable distances between residential and activity uses.

Still, it should be noted that different distances can be set, depending on the
target application. One can imagine the application of land uses intensity estima-
tions for other indicators. Thus, the definition of these indicators will determine the
appropriate band-width to employ.

As a matter of trend, the higher the value associated to walkable distances, the
higher the smoothing effect encountered on the land use mix output. When land use
density estimations are carried out, points will have a higher distance of influence,
thus smoothing-out the results. The impact of the chosen walkable distance on the
land use mix computation is visually shown in Figure 4.16.
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(a) Manhattan, New York. (b) London, England.

(c) Lyon, France (d) Grenoble, France.

(e) Mays Chapel (Maryland), US. (f) Randallstown (Maryland), US.

Figure 4.14: Computed land use mix indices using the classic KDE approach; mixed-
use degree and land use intensity are depicted through the color, and bubble size
respectively.
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(a) Manhattan, New York

(b) Grenoble, France

(c) Mays Chapel (Maryland), US

Figure 4.15: Land use mix indices computed by means of the (left) weighted and
(right) classic Kernel Density Estimation approach.
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(a) 400m (b) 600m

(c) 800m (d) 1,000m

(e) 1,200m (f) 1,400m

Figure 4.16: Variation of land use mix indices, using the classic KDE, as a function of
the chosen walkable distance – ranging from 400 to 1,400 meters – applied to Paris,
France.
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4.2 Urban sprawl
In this section, the urban sprawl subject is treated. First, characterizations of sprawl
made in the literature are inspected. Later, an examination of different works which
operationalize urban sprawl measurements is carried out, considering both their ad-
vantages and their shortcomings. Second, the proposed development of urban sprawl
indices is presented, followed by the presentation of experimental results for a set of
cities.

4.2.1 Related work: Formalization and operationalization

The term sprawl evokes different definitions according to the domain of research:
“Urban sprawl is usually defined as the spreading of a city and its suburbs over
rural land at the fringe of an urban area. Urban planners emphasize the qualitative
aspects of sprawl such as the lack of transportation options and pedestrian-friendly
neighborhoods. Conservationists tend to focus on the actual amount of land that has
been urbanized by sprawl.” (Patacchini and Zenou, 2009).

Several suitability criteria on sprawl indicators have been presented in the litera-
ture (Jaeger et al., 2010b). One can highlight some of them: intuitive interpretation,
mathematical simplicity, and modest data requirements.

First, a complex phenomenon is desirable to be studied by measures or models
which enable an intuitive interpretation. Second, mathematical simplicity is prefer-
able given that urban sprawl relies on a pluri-disciplinary research domain, thus
researchers without a specific mathematical background might often be involved and
participate in the investigations.

Third, we are still far away from having all desired data at our disposal. Given in
addition the alarming facts about sprawl, one needs to explore solutions with what
there is in terms of data availability. Plus, modest data requirements will allow to
perform comparisons of sprawl across countries and continents.

In addition, the formalization of a metric should be pertinent. While this remark
might seem obvious, it is not possible to neglect the most important characteristic
of measurements given the fact that contradictory results have been found in the
literature.

A few reviews carried out in the literature grouped and categorized the findings
of different works. Namely, two of them consider a comprehensive number of related
works, and group them according to the aspects or features which are measured or
modeled in each case (Torrens, 2008; Ewing and Hamidi, 2015a). As for the former,
the different characteristics used to formalize sprawl in the literature comprise:
• Density: “Sprawl is commonly regarded as a low density phenomenon”. Often

measured through “housing units, development, population, employment, or
combinations of these attributes”.
• Accessibility: generally measured as “time wasted in traffic [...], activities ac-

cessibility for given urban designs, access to urban resources, and opportunity
diversity in land-use mix”.
• Decentralization: “Assumption of decentralization from a central core to the

urban periphery is often fundamental to sprawl’s characterization”.
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• Growth: “Urban growth has to go somewhere. Cities must expand or fill-in to
entertain growth and sprawl is one such accommodation”
• Social: naming the “White flight” as part of a social fragmentation, or the

“suburban life juxtaposed against perceived ills of the central city”.
• Aesthetic: “Sprawl is widely met with disapproval and distaste on the grounds of

design and morphology”, citing “dominance of commercial land-use and parking
along roads” as an example.
• Open space: “Ribbon sprawl may restrict access to nearby open space. Leapfrog-

ging development leaves open space but it is generally held in private hands and
it is often worth too much money to be used as farmland”.
• Dynamics: “Understanding of sprawl dynamics requires examination of change

in the space–time distribution”.
• Costs: “Sprawl is often defined in cost terms”.
• Benefits: “Definitions based on benefits are comparatively rare”.
The second work employs the following group of characteristics in order to cat-

egorize sprawl: density, mixed-use, street connectivity, centering, concentration or
clustering, shape or contiguity, and size. It should be noted that similar findings have
been done by both works. For instance, accessibility refers as well to the concept of
street connectivity and centering. Similarly, decentralization and open space, both
concepts reviewed in the first work, refer to an equivalent conception in the second
review – concentration / clustering and shape / contiguity. Still, different words can
be found for the same underlying concept. Moreover, the first study adds costs and
benefits of sprawl in order to make its formalization, while the second review focuses
on attributes to measure a sprawled condition of a city.

Additionally, a wide variety of urban sprawl definitions have been reviewed in
Table 1 of: (Jaeger et al., 2010b). Once the characterization has been done, its
operationalization follows: “Measurements should translate descriptive characteristics
to quantitative form” (Torrens, 2008).

Last but not least, we shall point out that translating from a sprawl characteriza-
tion into its operationalization is not a straight-forward task. Often, the data required
to carry out the work on a given sprawl characterization is not available. Hence, in
the end “Methodologies are highly variable and are often data-driven rather than
having a foundation in theory or practice” (Torrens, 2008).

Moreover, different points of view are employed to study sprawl (Torrens, 2008),
leading to different characterizations and their later operationalization. As well, the
different studies employ different kinds of input data, all along with different treat-
ment procedures and/or different indicators. For all of these conveyed reasons, it has
been stressed that “contradictory results are often reported for the same cities when
examination of sprawl is quantitative” (Torrens, 2008).

In the following, we review related works which operationalize the measurement
and modeling of urban sprawl, discussing several of their shortcomings. Computation
of sprawl metrics has started relatively recently: “Since 1997, the broader definition
of sprawl has been operationalized in quantitative measures [...]. The first attempts
to measure the extent of urban sprawl were crude and one dimensional” (Ewing and
Hamidi, 2015a).

The first attempt to measure sprawl using a multi-dimensional approach came
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quite late (Galster et al., 2001), principally due to limitations of data-availability.
This work was operationalized using eight distinct dimensions: density, continuity,
concentration, clustering, centrality, nuclearity of mixed uses, and proximity.

Ever since then, sprawl has been widely recognized and measured using a multi-
dimensional approach. Generally, a great majority of works have focused on consid-
ering a small and manageable number of dimensions in order to better interpret the
results.

Cellular automata (i.e. collection of “colored” cells on a grid of specified shape
that evolves through a number of discrete time steps according to a set of rules based
on the states of neighboring cells) and multi-agent systems (i.e. computerized system
composed of multiple interacting agents) have been widely-used approaches to model
urban growth (Fondevilla et al., 2016; Kamusoko et al., 2009; Li and Yeh, 2002; White
et al., 1997; Parker et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2012), where sprawl indicators can be
inferred from. Some models tend to analyze one single aspect of sprawl, for instance
the spatial dispersion of buildings. For example, they make the assumption that past
trends will repeat in the future, thus establishing that previous construction patterns
will lead to similar patterns in the future. A large number of this type of works focus
on modeling the land use and land cover changes through time, in order to be able
to predict the urban growth following current trends.

Within the context of simple models, a tool for simulating city growth has been
developed (Felsen and Wilensky, 2007), where it is indicated that “the rules by which
the environment changes and the agents interact are quite simple”. The model is
based on a topography of attractiveness, associating to the different agents a certain
probability of shifting away from the center. Still, it is capable of “demonstrating
that certain patterns of behavior and land usage can emerge without requiring overly-
complex rules”.

Other models attempt to capture and reproduce the complex decisions humans
make in order to predict the urban shift to periphery according to different criteria.
These approaches require vast amounts of different types of data, which is nowadays
feasible for specific cities (i.e. case studies), but not generalizable to many cities in
the world. Whenever models grow in complexity, it is well-known that “calibration
becomes a particularly demanding step” (Clarke et al., 1997).

Other examples of similar models are the Land Use and Transportation Integrated
(LUTI) models, which are a common tool for urban planners to evaluate the impact
of different policies on urban systems. These models emphasize on the relationship
and mutual impacts between transportation and land use (Wegener, 2004).

A spatial auto-correlation statistics approach for measuring the degree of sprawl
has also been carried out (Tsai, 2005). First, it is shown throughout a series of simula-
tions how the global Moran’s coefficient is well-adapted to measure sprawl. According
to this work, the degree of clusteredness of high-density areas is a determinant to-
wards assessing sprawl. Later, this metric plus other measures are applied to cities
in the US.

Self organizing maps (SOM) have been employed to analyze sprawl in Europe
(Arribas-Bel et al., 2011). In their study, six dimensions are used to characterize
the phenomenon: connectivity, decentralization, density, scattering, availability of
open space, and land use mix. The SOM approach allows for visualization and in-
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terpretation of an already multi-dimensional approach, identifying in their results an
archetypal sprawling city.

Time-series land-cover maps have been utilized to determine the sprawl degree of
the Barcelona Metropolitan Region (Catalán et al., 2008). Similarly, using land-cover
data, metrics based on urban land proportion have served to assess sprawl (Altieri
et al., 2014). Urban sprawl scatterplots are depicted by means of employing the
Moran’s coefficient.

A series of continued works have been developed and applied by Ewing and col-
laborators, mainly on cities in the United States (Ewing et al., 2003a; Ewing and
Hamidi, 2014; Hamidi and Ewing, 2014; Hamidi et al., 2015). In these works, urban
sprawl is mainly assessed through four dimensions:
• Development density
• Land use mix
• Activity centering
• Street accessibility
The main issue related to this series of works is that they rely on the assumption of

the existence of a single Central Business District (CBD). A Central Business District
represents the commercial and business center of a city, and it is generally (not always)
located within the “city core”. Still, it is true that many cities in the U.S. incorporate a
CBD. This assumption is however not valid for every type of city, particularly outside
the United States. For example, poly-centric cities naturally contain several CBD’s,
generally of smaller size compared to a mono-centric city. This fact undermines one
of the dimensions – activity centering – of these works.

First, a high degree of activity centering goes in conflict with the desire of achieving
high land use mix: It is physically impossible to locate all of the activity land uses
in a small concentrated sector of the city and as well achieve a good balance between
jobs and residences all across the city. Given the widely shared consensus of land
use mix as an aspect capable of tackling urban sprawl, it is undesirable to reduce
land use mix in detriment of the augmentation of the activity centering. There exists
a particular exception, which consists of developing Transit Oriented Development
(TOD), relying on a favorable public transportation infrastructure. Anyhow, a high
activity centering generally does imply a TOD urban development.

Second, low activity centering does not necessarily mean sprawl. For instance,
cities with low activity centering but with an overall high mix of uses are considered
to be little sprawled. The assumption on activity centering will hold in cities with
clearly defined CBD’s such as several North American cities, where the residential
uses located elsewhere contain a low degree of mixed uses. However, a large number of
European cities tend to be more poly-centric, with low activity centering, and depict
a high land use mix.

Moreover, and still relative to this series of works, the inclusion of another dimen-
sion – street accessibility – is subject to debate. Under a theoretical point of view,
street accessibility – i.e. often alleged to the accessibility of activity opportunities
through the available street network – is recognized as a characteristic of sprawl,
though a careful review needs to be done. For instance, the degree of accessibility
within the context of different land uses (e.g. residential to activity uses) is unequivo-
cally related to a sprawling condition (e.g. traveling time or distance from households
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Figure 4.17: Different cities with comparable average block sizes and number of road
intersections; (a) New York, United States, (b) Villanueva de los Infantes, Spain
(5,727 inhabitants) and (c) Chinchón, Spain (5,240 inhabitants). All images compre-
hend the same spatial extent.

to jobs).
Yet, in practice and in the context of these works, street accessibility is opera-

tionalized counting the number of road intersections found and the average block size.
This approach is done performing assumptions which only hold for cities in the U.S.
As a matter of fact, the number of road intersections and the average block size result
in metrics that help to make the distinction between highly sprawling and not-at-all
sprawling areas in the U.S, illustrated in Fig. 4.18.

In general, they estimate that sprawling regions, under a street accessibility point
of view, will tend to have higher average block sizes, while containing fewer road
intersections: “Busy arterials that are fed by residential streets that end in cul-de-
sacs are typical of sprawl; they create huge super-blocks that concentrate automobile
traffic onto a few routes and hamper accessibility via transit, walking and biking”
(Ewing et al., 2002).

Adversely, it is projected that non-sprawling areas tend to have reduced average
block sizes and a larger number of road intersections: “Compact development gener-
ally includes a network of interconnected streets with shorter blocks that allow greater
accessibility and a broader choice of routes for drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists” (Ew-
ing and Hamidi, 2014). While this argument holds for the great majority of cities in
the United States, it might not be generalizable to other continents. For instance,
several low-density urban settlements can be found in old European villages which
depict relatively reduced average block sizes, with an important number of road inter-
sections. Some examples of these patterns are; 1) Villanueva de los Infantes, Spain,
and 2) Chinchón, Spain, visually shown in Figure 4.17.

For this reason, we argue that indicators such as block size and number of 4-or-
more intersections (Ewing, 2008; Ewing and Hamidi, 2014) do not seem immediately
relevant to the assessment of sprawl in a general basis. They rather represent ad-hoc
indicators, which are still a valid claim to analyze the sprawl condition only within a
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of a non-sprawling region – (a) Manhattan – with a typical
sprawling city – (b) Mays Chapel. One can visually depict the number of road
intersections, and average block size, as two metrics which contrast the sprawling
condition of cities in the United States. Note that both images comprehend the same
spatial extent.

specific class of cities (i.e. within the United States). It needs to be noted that in this
work we rather focus on an approach to measure sprawl which can be generalized.

When it comes to measuring sprawl bearing in mind sustainable development
goals, it is preferred to measure the time or distance traveled between households
and activity uses – which are explicitly linked to car dependency and vehicle emis-
sions – rather than topological aspects of a city such as number of 4-or-more road
intersections, or average block size, which do not explicitly link – but might be cor-
related to – sustainable aspects of a city.

Finally, a particular issue that can be found in this series of work is the spa-
tial aggregation of measures. A sprawl ranking index is computed for a series of
metropolitan areas. It should be noted that metropolitan areas within the U.S. can
depict very big areas, and thus spatial information is lost by means of delivering a
single number for a whole metropolitan area that is difficult to interpret.

Comprehensive measures of sprawl are presented in (Torrens, 2008). In this work
carried out for cities in the United States, sprawl is divided in a series of characteristics
or dimensions:
• Urban growth: related to land development and urban footprint
• Density: associated to population density
• Social: measured through owner and renter occupation profiles
• Activity-space: measures of diversity and evenness
• Fragmentation: degree of compactness or scattering
• Decentralization: spatial autocorrelation of developed lands considering low

density residential areas
• Accessibility: measured accessibility to different closest public facilities and

activity uses
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A total number of 42 aspects are measured to represent the different dimensions. In
addition, time-series analysis is done for a 10-year period.

The study is capable of capturing a great quantity of sprawl aspects. Spatial
sprawl indices are presented, aiding an easier interpretation of the results. However,
data requirements are not modest and for this reason, comparability is limited to
cities in the United States.

As done in related works, accessibility to the CBD is one of the attributes measured
in order to assess sprawl. This concept has the same issue as exposed for previously
discussed works, where an assumption of a Central Business District is done. We
recall that this claim is valid only for a certain class of cities

Another category of studies has focused on measuring sprawl using a remote sens-
ing approach. Satellite imagery based studied are able to provide topological and
morphological urban features, as well as recognizing changes in land cover. These
works are able to deliver urban form indices (Sudhira et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2007;
House-Peters and Chang, 2011; Sarvestani et al., 2011; Poelmans and Van Rompaey,
2009; Martellozzo and Clarke, 2011; Jat et al., 2008; Bhatta et al., 2010; Inostroza
et al., 2013).

Identifying and retrieving buildings using remote sensing techniques and satellite
imagery data is challenging (Fauvel et al., 2006). For instance, it has been recently
shown how “A state-of-the-art CNN trained on a different dataset misclassifies most
of Lake Zurich as a building” (Maggiori et al., 2017). Further, several works have
focused on retrieving building height from satellite imagery, though it is recognized
as a difficult task (Liu et al., 2015).

In addition, due to the nature of its acquisition, they are remarkably sensitive to
meteorological conditions and annual changes in vegetation growth: “This can lead
to underreporting of low-density urban forms and can bias thresholds used to classify
different land covers [...]” (Ewing and Hamidi, 2015a).

Besides, another impediment is that these methods are not able to retrieve land use
information. Retrieving a building’s land use (i.e. residential, commercial, industrial,
mixed, etc) by means of remote sensing is highly difficult and prone to error. Similarly,
even if the land use were known, it would not be possible to retrieve the intensity of
usage of that specific land use.

Thus, neglecting these aspects will result in partial studies of sprawl, mainly
relating to the dispersion of the built-up area of a city. At this point we emphasize
as well that transportation demand is mainly dependent on the land uses locations,
rather than urban topology.

In the ideal case, this type of approach needs to be complemented with other
sources of data in order to consider other aspects of sprawl (e.g. land use locations,
street network connectivity).

An urban volumetric characterization using LIDAR data has been developed (San-
tos et al., 2013). Still, these approaches lack information on land use. For instance,
built-volume per capita indices are computed, while the land uses of buildings (i.e.
residential or activity) remains unknown. While the availability of LIDAR data is
generally quite limited to several cities in the world, impervious area per capita or
surface occupied by green areas indices are detected.

Moreover, a series of works to measure sprawl leading to a Weighted Urban Prolif-
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eration (WUP) index have been carried out (Jaeger et al., 2010a; Jaeger and Schwick,
2014; Hennig et al., 2015; Nazarnia et al., 2016; Soukup et al., 2015). These studies
are mainly centered on cities in Europe and Canada. Here, sprawl assessment is based
on three well-defined dimensions:
• Urban permeation
• Dispersion
• Utilization density
First, the urban permeation measures how large a built-up area is, and also cap-

tures its level of dispersion. This metric allows the comparison between values for
landscapes of different sizes. It refers to “the amount of built-up area”. (Jaeger and
Schwick, 2014).

Second, the dispersion measures the scatteredness pattern of settlement areas
under a geometric perspective. It refers to “The spatial configuration of the built-
up area (with the same amount), i.e. how much the built-up area is spread out
(dispersed)” (Jaeger and Schwick, 2014).

Third, the utilization density indicates the intensity of land use, namely for activ-
ity and residential uses. “The more people and jobs are located in a built-up area, the
better the land utilization as measured by utilization density” (Jaeger and Schwick,
2014). Thus, it is measured using the number of residents and jobs within an area.
“The utilization intensity of the built-up area (with the same amount and same spa-
tial configuration), i.e. how many people are dwelling or working in the said built-up
area” (Jaeger and Schwick, 2014).

It should be noted that the third dimension refers merely to the built-up area, and
not to the entire landscape. Finally, a composed sprawl index is delivered by means
of combining the three dimensions, within the Weighted Urban Proliferation index.

Results are depicted using aggregated metrics at the NUTS-2 level for Europe,
leading to a 1km2 grid level representation. Though, the study faces data limitations
at this scale, given that employment data rarely exist at such a scale, except for in-
stance for Switzerland. Thus, the dimension which theoretically represents utilization
density transforms, in practice, to a residential usage density. Still, it must be noted
that a full-analysis case-study is done for this scale on Switzerland, where job data
are available at this resolution.

4.2.2 Spatial indices for urban sprawl

In the following, we detail our contribution to the characterization and calculation
of urban sprawl indices. First, we discuss important aspects leading to the chosen
characterization of sprawl. Afterwards, the adopted characterization of sprawl is
detailed, followed by an analysis regarding its operationalization.

The main objective hereby is to develop a tool to support urban planners in their
decision-making process. Therefore, we conceived a framework to capture spatial
urban sprawl indices using open data. Under a research angle, there is an increasing
need to understand the different impacts of sprawl. Thus, the second main founding
principle of this work is to give researchers the possibility to compute urban sprawl
indices for a large number of cities in the world, increasing comparability and aiding
towards reaching a consensus.
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The assumptions on the urban sprawl definition made here take into account
goals of sustainable development. At this point, we recall an important aspect about
sprawl and its development pattern: “sprawl and compact development have both
costs and benefits, and no development pattern is optimal in all respects” (Ewing and
Hamidi, 2015a). Therefore, we particularly focus on some aspects of sprawl which
impede sustainable development. Once the undesirable effects of sprawl are correctly
measured, it is possible to aid and lead on ways for coping with and counter-acting
them.

In this case, we focus on static-time analyses. As it has been reviewed before, very
few relevant time-series data exist until now. Given our choice to calculate spatial
indices with a broad geographical scope of applicability, time-series data availability
is drastically reduced. Hence, beyond the circumstances of case-studies, we consider
that they do not yet meet the minimum requirements to draw valuable conclusions
in terms of sprawl.

In this work we provide neither a way to compute an integral measure of urban
sprawl, nor a method to merge different dimensions of sprawl into one. Indeed,
integral measures (a single value for an entire region of study) induce a loss of spatial
information. We thus avoid reducing spatial indices into global metrics, which are
usually difficult to interpret. As for merging multiple measured dimensions into a
single indicator, there exists no general consensus on how to do this in a plausible
and objective manner. Further, we believe that this might also induce a loss of
valuable information, hiding important underlying differences behind a single figure.

Given that there exists no general methodology for performing dimensionality
reduction or performing spatial aggregation without losing valuable information, we
argue that carrying out such procedures is up to the user, depending on the target
application. For instance, if a study related to car dependency is conducted, it is
possible to highlight aspects related to this dependency, while omitting others that
are irrelevant to the study of interest.

However, as detailed in Section 3.2.1, applicability of the sprawl indices relies
on the availability of data for the desired regions of interest. Therefore, it is not
appropriate to calculate sprawl indices for particular regions of interest where there
is a considerable amount of missing data.

A general consensus exists on the extreme cases regarding the extent of sprawl
of cities. For instance, Manhattan, New York is known to be a very compact city,
depicting a very low degree of sprawl. On the other hand, the “American dream”
urban development style is known to depict a high degree of urban sprawl. These
cases can be the starting point in order to formalize the concept of sprawl.

There exists a trade-off on the number of dimensions employed to describe the
urban sprawl phenomenon. On the one hand, the larger the number of dimensions,
the better one will we able to capture different aspects and characteristics of sprawl.
On the other hand, the fewer dimensions, the better one can provide an intuitive
interpretation of the results through a manageable set of sprawl descriptors.

The definition of sprawl used in this work is the following: “Urban sprawl is a
phenomenon that can be visually perceived in the landscape. A landscape suffers
from urban sprawl if it is permeated by urban development or solitary buildings and
when land uptake per inhabitant or job is high. The more area built over and the
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more dispersed the build-up area, and the higher the land uptake per inhabitant or
job (lower utilization intensity in the built-up area), the higher the degree of urban
sprawl.” (Jaeger and Schwick, 2014).

In the following, we consider three main dimensions of sprawl: land use mix, built-
up dispersion, and accessibility; each one of them leading to the computation of a
dedicated numerical index. The spatial indices are computed on a regular grid with
an arbitrary – user-defined – resolution. Thus, the indices can be computed for any
point within the region of interest.

The density aspect of sprawl is not considered, for two reasons. First, the relation
of density to sprawl is intricate: “A high density of inhabitants is generally considered
a positive characteristic that reduces urban sprawl. Therefore, it is not clear if a
highrise (or a neighborhood that has high population density) should be weighted
more (because it exerts a higher pressure on the landscape than a single-family house)
or less (because it houses more people). Thus, a measure of urban sprawl (without
including population density yet) and population density should first be calculated
separately, and be compared and interpreted only later” (Jaeger et al., 2010b).

Second, density measurement is problematic: “It remains unclear as to which
variables should be used to measure density: housing units [...], development [...],
population [...], employment, or combinations of these attributes” (Torrens, 2008).
In terms of density, it is further added: “Sprawl is commonly regarded as a low
density phenomenon, although there is debate as to whether this characterization
is appropriate”. For the depicted reasons, we avoid entering into the discussion of
density measurement, but we rather focus on quantifying well-defined attributes of
sprawl.

Land use mix

As it was mentioned before, mixed use development is a type of urban development
that blends residential and activity (commercial, industrial, amenities, shops, institu-
tional) uses. By land use mix, we denote the close-by co-occurrence of such different
land uses. It is a term directly related to sprawl, where sprawling areas typically ex-
hibit a low degree of mixed uses. An example of high land use mix degree – associated
to a low level of sprawl – is shown in Figure 4.19.

The concept of land use mix is explicitly and widely addressed in a great number
of works. The absence of mixed-use development, contributes to sprawl in the form
of “rigid separation of homes, shops, and work-places” (Ewing and Hamidi, 2015a).

Effects. A poor land use mix has been shown to favor several negative outcomes
(Song et al., 2013):
• Inefficient public transportation
• Car dependency
• Health issues – i.e. obesity and sedentarism
As for the aspect related to inefficient public transportation, it should be noted

that one exception exists: The Transit Oriented Development (TOD). The TOD is
a type of development which actively maximizes the amount of residential, business
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Figure 4.19: The U Square Loop, a remarkable case of mixed-use development, located
in Ohio, United States.

and leisure space within walking distance of public transport2. This way, they aim
to increase the adoption of public transportation, reduce the use of private cars, and
promote sustainable urban growth.

Nonetheless, a recognized issue related to this type of development is the generated
transportation demand. During the morning, the vast majority of trips are made from
residential to activity uses, whereas later in the evening it is done the other way round.
Hence, a large number of trips made from the mass transit vehicles are made either
nearly empty or with very few passengers.

Rationale. The calculation of a land use mix indicator, based on the Entropy Index,
is adopted as previously detailed Section 4.1.3. The degree of mixed use development
is retrieved by considering the intensity of usage related to residential and activity-
based land uses.

Implementation. In order to carry out the calculation of mixed-use indices, den-
sities of residential and activity land uses are first estimated. Thus, as detailed in
Section 4.1.3, the Entropy Index is calculated from these estimated land use density
functions.

Built-up dispersion

Urban dispersion in the context of urban sprawl can be defined in several ways.
Taking into account our focus on sustainable development, we assume dispersion to
be related to the density of urban form, which can be seen as the opposite of urban
compactness. As it has been reviewed in Section 2.2.1, too much dispersion of a
built-up area has been associated to several negative effects, impeding sustainability.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transit-oriented_development
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Figure 4.20: A prominent example of scattered real estate development.

Our formal definition is inspired by the dispersion of built-up area defined in
(Jaeger and Schwick, 2014): “A landscape suffers from urban sprawl if it is permeated
by urban development or solitary buildings [...]. The more area built over and the
more dispersed the built-up area, [...] the higher the degree of urban sprawl.” A
visual illustration of built-up dispersion is shown in Figure 4.20.

Effects. A highly dispersed or scattered urban environment has been linked to
several outcomes:
• Increased costs of infrastructure and public services
• Loss of agricultural farmlands (most often fertile areas)
• Water quality issues
• Inefficient public transportation (longer distances to travel for a lower demand)
As shown in Section 2.2.2, ∼ 97% of Egypt’s surface is covered by desert. Agri-

culture in this country is carried out around the Nile river. However, these places
are gradually being replaced by buildings due to urbanization. To this end, the de-
gree of scatteredness of the built-up area within this type of regions is increasingly
important.

Rationale. The objective is to quantify the dispersion or scatteredness of the built-
up environment, independently of their land use. As a matter of trend, the dispersion
is proportional to land consumption. Thus, the higher the dispersed built-up area,
the higher the land consumption for this area.

The desired metric needs to address for how scattered are the buildings among
them. This scatteredness will be directly linked to the relation between the space
needed to set up the built environment and the total amount of built-up area.

In our metric, however, we explicitly avoid evaluating the dispersion as the ratio
of built-up area, given that this type of metric would penalize parks or green spaces
within cities. We emphasize at this point that these green spaces located inside the
cities are in fact attractive and are one of the reasons that can refrain people from
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Figure 4.21: Built-up dispersion for the city of Lyon, France; (a) all buildings ex-
tracted from OSM, and (b) computed dispersion indices.

shifting to the suburbs. In consequence, we operationalize a proxy similar to the
mean nearest neighbor distance (MNN) used in landscape metrics (McGarigal and
Marks, 1995).

Accordingly, the distances between buildings have been highlighted before: “The
distances between all types of buildings are important for determining their dispersion,
including the distances between incongruous buildings and buildings of traditional
style. Therefore, the locations of the traditional buildings have to be taken into
account in the metrics” (Jaeger et al., 2010b). The closest-distance based measure
which most often avoids penalizing green spaces is detailed below.

Implementation. In a similar way to the land use mix indices, the goal is to
deliver built-up dispersion indices on a grid. First, all building polygons retrieved
from OpenStreetMap are used as input to this procedure. For each building, the
distance to its closest neighboring building is computed.

Second, for each point-node of the output grid to deliver, the dispersion is calcu-
lated as follows. All buildings lying within a radius of search considered around the
point are retrieved. The median or average of all the closest distance values computed
for each of these buildings is computed as measurement of dispersion.

By default, the radius of search is set to 750m, but it can be set to other values
by the user. The dispersion metric can be based on either the median or the average,
with the latter being more sensitive to data outliers. In this work we employ the
average for visualization purposes. Figure 4.21 shows an example of output for built-
up dispersion.

Closest distance calculation A requisite to compute the dispersion indices is to
calculate, for each building, the distance to its closest neighboring building, where
each building is represented by a polygon geometry. As it was depicted before in
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Section 3.2.4, all geometries have been previously projected to the Universal Trans-
verse Mercator coordinate system (UTM), ensuring a constant distance relationship
between geometries.

First, in order to speed up computations and given the potentially large number
of buildings within a region of interest, a two-dimensional space-partitioning data
structure KD-tree3 is created using the building polygon’s centroids.

In this manner, for each polygon P , its K nearest polygon centroids are queried.
This operation can be done efficiently – with complexity O(log n) where n indicates
the number of points – by means of using the tree properties, enabling to quickly
eliminate large portions of the search space. Note that this will provide the K nearest
buildings in terms of their centroids, which will be used to determine the final closest
distance.

Then, for each of the K neighbors, the complete polygon-based geometrical dis-
tance is evaluated using the polygon geometries – i.e. the smallest distance between
any two points on the polygon boundaries. Finally, the minimum of these values is set
as the distance of the building of interest to the closest other building. Even though
this does not necessarily imply the ground-truth closest distance value, it provides a
plausible approximation while ensuring a great computational speed-up.

In the end, the retrieved closest distance will be the closest distance to K neigh-
boring buildings – chosen according to their centroids distance. Under a theoretical
point of view, another building not considered might compute a smaller distance than
the other K retrieved so far. In practice, we argue that this not happen for the most
of the cases, whereas if it happens to be this way, the difference between the real and
the computed closest distance will be insignificant. Therefore, in the worst case one
can expect the bias to be negligible.

The parameter K is experimentally set to 50, ensuring a very good approximation
– most often ensuring the real closest distance and at the same time largely reduc-
ing the computational running time. A visual illustration of the results obtained for
different K, as well as demonstrating the chosen parameter hereby, is shown in Fig-
ure 4.22. As well, an illustration of the procedure together with the effects on the
chosen parameter K is shown in Figure 4.23.

The utilization of the KD-tree is justified in the sense that the geometrical distance
operation between two polygons is computationally expensive compared to point-
based distances. Besides, it should be noted that the construction of the KD-tree
is done only once, employing and enjoying its advantages N times, with N being
the number of buildings for the region of interest. Figure 4.24 visually depicts the
obtained closest distance values for each building.

Accessibility

By accessibility, we understand the distances between residential and activity land
uses, taking into consideration the street network – i.e. traveled distances as opposed
to straight “line-of-sight” distances – which is more relevant when considering urban
sprawl. The different locations of residential and activity uses create a demand for
transportation between them.

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-d_tree
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Figure 4.22: Closest distance approximation for the city of Paris, France. The mean
closest computed distance (left) and the computational running time (right) are shown
for different numbers of K used in the first step of our procedure.

Figure 4.23: Illustration of the behavior of the closest distance approximation pro-
cedure. Given a building of interest (black), the approximation using the buildings
centroid (red) will be incorrect if the given K-nearest is less than or equal to 4. Thus,
the centroid relative to the green (i.e. closest building) will not be considered, given
that other buildings (blue) centroid are closer.
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Figure 4.24: Closest distance calculation for each building in Lyon’s city center. The
bubble size denotes the building’s closest computed distance. Note that for a great
number of buildings its closest distance is 0, depicted in brown-color.

Therefore, the accessibility – also known as accessibility to opportunities – should
address for frequent journeys made by residents – i.e. to their jobs, to shops, to
leisure activities, etc. The degree of accessibility to opportunities is naturally shaped
through its street network, as shown in Figure 4.25.

Intuitively, accessibility to activity opportunities answers the following question:
“Do long distances need to be traveled from one’s home to come across activity oppor-
tunities?”. Naturally, the worse the accessibility to activity opportunities, the higher
the degree of sprawl.

In the literature, accessibility has been largely employed: “Sprawl’s accessibility
characteristics are among the most frequently measured. [...], used time wasted in
traffic as one measure of sprawl. Other examples include measures of accessibility for
given urban designs [...]; access to urban resources [...]; and opportunity diversity in
land-use mix” (Torrens, 2008).

Effects. A reduced degree of accessibility has been associated to the following out-
comes:
• Car dependency (longer traveled distances)
• Traffic congestion (depending on the existing street network)
• Air quality issues: e.g. fine particles pollution
• Higher emissions of global warming gases
• Health issues: Obesity and sedentarism

Rationale. A location-based accessibility measure is operationalized using the street
network and all activity uses extracted from OpenStreetMap. We define a cumula-
tive measure: given an input location (potential household), the number of activities
that can be reached by traveling a pre-defined distance through the street network
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Figure 4.25: Street network providing connectivity between residential and activity
uses in Los Angeles, United States.

are counted. The higher the number of activities that can be accessed within this
distance, the higher the degree of accessibility.

Cumulative measures are popular in urban planning and geographical studies
(Geurs and Van Wee, 2004). As depicted in that study, easy interpretation and
relatively low data requirements are the two major advantages related to this metric.
These two aspects are important in our context, in order to explain the complex
concept of sprawl and given the limited data availability, where no information related
to travel behavior or traffic congestion is available.

Various accessibility indicators are reviewed in (Páez et al., 2012). A categoriza-
tion on normative (desired) and positive (actual) accessibility levels is done. The
normative categorization responds to the question on how far it is reasonable to
travel. As for the positive characterization, it answers to the case on how far people
actually travel. In our case, we focus on a positive cost of travel and distribution of
opportunities, relating to the actual distance of travel given the observed locations of
activity uses.

In addition, we focus on the cumulative number of opportunities found within a
travel distance X based on the following arguments. On the one hand, short distances
to close-by activities are already captured by the land use mix indices, where the co-
occurrence of residential and activity uses are measured within a local radius (i.e.
walkable distances). On the other hand, longer distances – most often related to the
car utilization – are traveled in order to reach farther away, but still necessary to
reach activity uses. Therefore, there exists a need to address the latter – journeys
made covering longer distances.

Implementation. First, we retrieve the street network in the form of a graph, as
detailed in Section 3.2.3. Second, new nodes are created in the graph by means of
splitting long edges (see below for an explanation). Third, each activity use extracted
from OSM is associated to its closest node in the road network graph. For the latter,
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the euclidean distance is employed – all data have been previously projected into
UTM coordinates, as detailed in Section 3.2.4.

Given the fact that accessibility based measures are implemented hereby, the
edge splitting procedure allows to keep the approximation error of distances between
activities and the road network within acceptable limits. In practice, the maximum
tolerated length for an edge is set to 200m. For each of the edges that are longer
than tolerated, a node is added at the mid-point of the edge (i.e. cutting the edge
into two different ones of same length), and repeating the process recursively. Note
that curved edges (i.e. roads) are contemplated, thus the node creation is located
considering the actual shape of edges. The overall procedure is visually depicted in
Figure 4.26.

The accessibility measure for the grid point is then computed as the accessibility
measure for the closest node belonging to the graph. First, for a point in the grid,
its closest graph node is retrieved. If the distance between the grid point and the
closest node is larger than a given threshold, the accessibility is not measured. For the
results presented here, this threshold is set to 250m. This threshold is employed to
explicitly address the case where there exists no nearby access to the street network –
e.g. parks, forests, mountainous areas, etc. We consider that it is preferable to depict
a missing value rather than artificially compute a value which might not provide
valuable information in the best case, or will cause confusion in the worst case.

The travel distance X to calculate the accessibility indices is experimentally set
to 2,000m, and it can be easily modified and adapted to other values according to the
particular traveling behavior of each city. The underlying idea is to define a desired
distance value for traveling on a daily basis. The higher the number of activities
reachable within the distance X, the smaller the average traveling distances. This
is explained – for most of the cases – due to the assumption that more the activity
opportunities lie nearby, the lower the need to travel long distances on a regular (i.e.
daily) basis. An example of accessibility output is depicted in Figure 4.27.

Parallelization of computations The overall process implicates a heavy com-
putational load – relative to the other indices of urban sprawl. For this reason its
implementation was parallelized, and thus accelerating the process.

In the following, we highlight the most important characteristics of the parallelized
implementation of the accessibility index calculation:
• Required data structures (i.e. grid-points and street network graph with the

activity land uses associated to their closest nodes) are divided in chunks and
serialized (i.e. stored) using the pickle Python standard library module.
• The subprocess standard library is employed to create several sub-processes,

which will process each a chunk of the grid-points and calculate their associated
accessibility measure.
• Sub-processes are spawn, ensuring that:

– Each sub-process loads only the required data to process a specific chunk
of the grid-points, and the required libraries to carry out the procedure,
minimizing the memory consumption.

– Due to the processor-intensive nature of the calculation, the number of
created sub-processes is lower or equal to the available number of processor
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 4.26: Accessibility indices calculation for the city of Lyon, France; (a)-(b)
node-creation process on the drivable street-network. (c) buildings, and (d) Points
of interest with an activity land use, which will be associated to their closest node in
the graph.
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Figure 4.27: Accessibility indices calculated for the city of Lyon, France.

cores.
– Swap-memory usage is avoided (i.e. avoid creating additional sub-processes

if this is the case), since it would significantly slow down the overall pro-
cedure.

• When all chunks have been processed (i.e. all sub-processes finished the com-
putations), the different chunks are merged into the final result.

4.2.3 Examples

In this section, we carry out the calculation of sprawl indices for several cities, followed
by an analysis and interpretation of the obtained results. Given the current lack of
ground truth data for assessing urban sprawl, there exists no obvious methodology
for validating these indices. Consequently, validation is currently done via manual
inspection. To this end, we compute sprawl indices for both cities recognized to
comprehend low and high degrees of sprawl. Each dimension of sprawl is analyzed
separately.

In order to evaluate the results different cities are included. Foremost, in order to
carry out the evaluation, a city needs to comprise enough OpenStreetMap data so as
to obtain meaningful results. All of the indices are calculated on regular grids with a
resolution (i.e. step) of 200m. Details regarding the computational time involved in
each index are shown in Table 6.3 in page 133.

First, the inverse of sprawling cities are considered. Therefore, the cities of Paris
(France) and Manhattan (New York, US) are included. These cities depict a compact
urban development, a high degree of mixed-uses, and very good accessibility.

Second, medium-sprawling cities are treated – e.g. cities with a sprawling periph-
ery, but with a compact, mixed-use and accessible centre. This type of cities is a
remarkable case demonstrating the need for applying spatial analysis. Aggregating
the spatial indices is particularly counter-productive in this case, frequently leading
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(a) Mays Chapel (Maryland), US (b) Randallstown (Maryland), US

Figure 4.28: Buildings with their (blue) residential and (red) activity use. For these
cities, activity-based buildings are located along the main road axes leading to neigh-
boring big cities.

to contradictory results – as it has been already documented in the literature – given
the fact that the resulting values will greatly rely upon the aggregation methodol-
ogy, easily conducting to dissimilar outcomes. For this reason, reducing the degree of
sprawl to a single numerical value does not yield useful information due to potential
confusion and/or misleading results – for many cases, and in particular for this type of
cities. The cities employed for this reason are Grenoble (France) and Lyon (France).
For instance, Grenoble is a European city typically depicting a non-sprawling city
center (i.e. mixed-uses, accessible and compact), with sprawling villages around its
mountain-bordered surroundings.

Third, sprawling cities were incorporated to the analysis. To this end, Randall-
stown (Maryland, US) and Mays Chapel (Maryland, US) were chosen to be evaluated.
These cities depict an “American Dream” style of development, encompassing a high
degree of sprawl. Therefore, we analyze their sprawling condition according to each
defined dimension of sprawl.

Built-up dispersion Figure 4.29 visually depicts the spatial dispersion indices for
the different cities. As expected, Manhattan and Paris depict a very low degree
of built-up dispersion, given their typical compact form. The cases of Lyon and
Grenoble demonstrate the importance of delivering spatially fine-grained dispersion
indices. The cores of both cities are compact, but the built-up environment tends to
be far more dispersed in the periphery. In the case of Grenoble, this augmentation
of dispersion goes hand in hand with the topography of the city, i.e. its mountainous
surroundings.

Mays Chapel is located north of Baltimore and features a typical residential-
sprawling pattern. The built environment at some distance to the highway axis is
found to be increasingly dispersed. This results in a typical pattern of the “American
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Dream” residential development, most often accepted as representing a sprawling
urban development. Both Mays Chapel and Randallstown denote a high degree of
scatteredness, which is particularly high for most of their residential development
zones.

Histograms computed from the built-up dispersion values are presented in Fig-
ure 4.30. In agreement with the spatial indices, the most compact cities depict his-
tograms that are strongly concentrated near 0 meters. On the contrary, the most
sprawling cities depict histograms where larger distances are found to be predomi-
nant. In between, intermediate dispersed cities can also be discovered by means of
their histogram. Nonetheless, spatial information is lost hereby, as one can no longer
distinguish the dispersed from the compact zones of a city.

Not without its flaws, considering dispersion of built-up area faces its limitations
when analyzing some particular cities. For instance, some types of urban planning4

have depicted a housing development featuring large tower blocks – characterized
by their big footprint area and its multi-storey condition – surrounded by parks.
This setting poses an inconvenience to the methodology based on closest-distance
values, given the fact that very large buildings are located at least several meters
away from each other, and a high population density can be hereby encountered. In
practice, a very similar housing development is generally found across a large number
of countries, where several smaller and multi-storey buildings are located next to each
other.

In consequence, for relatively similar housing developments, dissimilar dispersion
indices could be found. To deal with this aspect, either the building’s footprint area
or its population density (or both) could be taken into account in order to enhance
the methodology. The limitations of the presented metric shall be taken into account
when carrying out studies depicting a housing development of the mentioned kind.

As well, it is important to mention that population densities have not been consid-
ered in the measurement of sprawl. Though, population count data at a fine-grained
resolution is not available for a broad coverage. For this reason, they are not consid-
ered in the study of sprawl.

Despite its flaws, the main advantage of the developed indices is their capability
of capturing the degree of scatteredness of the built-up area without penalizing open
spaces and parks. The idea is that for a park with buildings lined up around, each
building will compute a small distance for its closest neighbor, thus the computation
of the indices for points in the park will receive a small dispersion value as well. As
it has been mentioned before, a large number of related works tend to penalize these
open spaces and parks, resulting in a severe conflict; as reviewed in Section 2.2.3, the
lack of open spaces and parks is one of the substantial recognized reasons for which
residents move to the periphery, creating more urban sprawl.

Accessibility Results on the accessibility to opportunities are shown in Figure 4.31.
We recall that during the calculation of these indices, if there exists no access to the
street-network nearby the value is not calculated for a particular point. This can
be typically seen for Grenoble, where often there exists no nearby access to streets
around steep mountainous landscapes.

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_planning_in_communist_countries
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(a) Manhattan, New York, US (b) Paris, France

(c) Lyon, France (d) Grenoble, France

(e) Mays Chapel, US (f) Randallstown, US

Figure 4.29: Urban sprawl indices: Built-up dispersion. Under a dispersion angle,
the degree of sprawl is shown to be low (first row), medium (second row), and high
(third row) depending on the selected city.
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(a) Manhattan, New York, US (b) Paris, France

(c) Lyon, France (d) Grenoble, France

(e) Mays Chapel, US (f) Randallstown, US

Figure 4.30: Urban sprawl histogram analysis: Built-up dispersion. A city’s overall
degree of scatteredness can be depicted through an analysis of the histogram of its
dispersion indices. 103



Accessibility to nearby activity opportunities is topmost within Paris and Man-
hattan. Accessibility is high along Grenoble’s valley, whereas it is greatly reduced as
one shifts to its mountainous surroundings. In practice, very often residents living
within these mountainous zones drive to the city in order to reach a different number
of activity-based uses – e.g. job-based commuting, access to leisure activities, etc.
– due to the limited existing options around their living area. Similar findings are
reported for the city of Lyon, whereas the degree of very good accessibility comprises
a larger area, gradually reducing as one shifts away to its periphery.

A particular case is Mays Chapel, where accessibility values are generally low in
the city core and higher along the highway axis which leads to Baltimore, where
an increased number of activity uses are found, visually depicted in Figure 4.28.
This happens frequently in cities of a kind, where activity uses choose to locate
around the main urban axes which lead to big cities. This is mainly explained due to
their desire of maximizing the affluence of customers, which might stop-by in these
places during their daily job to residence – or the other way round – trips. For
instance, Brooklandville is located southwest of Mays Chapel, where many offices,
shops, restaurants, banks and indoor sport facilities are found. Elsewhere, the degree
of accessibility is drastically reduced, in a similar way to the city of Randallstown.

In a similar fashion to the dispersion-based histograms, Figure 4.32 depicts the
same in the context of accessibility. For the most accessible cities – i.e. Paris and
Manhattan – there are 250 or more activity uses within the chosen limit of travel
distance for nearly all locations in the city. On the contrary, Mays Chapel, Ralldas-
town, and Grenoble depict for most of the analyzed area no nearby activities. In
practice, residents living in these places are forced to drive long distances in order to
access to different activity opportunities, their jobs and everyday purchases (i.e. gro-
ceries) being the most frequently accessed activities. Also, sprawl is a multi-faceted
phenomena, where Grenoble and Mays Chapel depict similar histograms under an
accessibility to activity opportunities point of view.
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(a) Manhattan, New York, US (b) Paris, France

(c) Lyon, France (d) Grenoble, France

(e) Mays Chapel, US (f) Randallstown, US

Figure 4.31: Urban sprawl indices: Accessibility. Under an accessibility angle, the
degree of sprawl is shown to be low (first row), medium (second row), and high (third
row) depending on the selected city. 105



(a) Manhattan, New York, US (b) Paris, France

(c) Lyon, France (d) Grenoble, France

(e) Mays Chapel, US (f) Randallstown, US

Figure 4.32: Urban sprawl histogram analysis: Accessibility. The frequency of the
degree of accessibility within cities indicate their condition of sprawl under this angle.
The last bin stands for values greater than or equal to the same.
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Chapter 5

Contributions to disaggregated
population estimates

This chapter first presents the motivation for carrying out disaggregated population
estimates, followed by a review of related work. Then, the employed data-sets are
described, followed by the presentation of two different approaches to carry out the
population mapping. Finally, experimental results are presented for the proposed
approaches.

5.1 Motivation
As often shown in the literature, numerous urban-related activities, such as business
development evaluation, demographic studies, disaster prevention, and urban plan-
ning, require population data at a fine resolution (Lu et al., 2010; Ural et al., 2011;
Langford, 2013; Sridharan and Qiu, 2013).

Transportation models also require population data, mainly describing both house-
holds and activities locations, in order to compute realistic origin-destination matrices
(Jifeng et al., 2008). Indeed, the main demand for commuting nowadays is explained
through residents’ daily journeys between their residence and their jobs. To this ef-
fect, population estimates at a fine resolution are of paramount importance for these
models (Waddell, 2002).

Additionally, as shown in Section 4.2.1, several works employ population density
data to describe sprawl. Thus, for these works, capturing population densities at
the neighborhood scale is of great importance to determine low-density sprawling
patterns. Nonetheless, census tract data is generally delivered at a coarse-grained
resolution. To this end, there exists a demand for methods able to disaggregate
population data into a more fine-grained resolution.

5.2 Related work
The idea of using ancillary data to perform disaggregated population estimates is
common to all frameworks we are aware of. A comprehensive review on disaggregated
population estimates has been carried out by (Langford, 2013). In the following, we
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Related work typically used ancillary data examples; (a) Land cover data
depicting (yellow and brown) fields, (blue) water, and (red) urban surfaces (MRLC
2001 Consortium, 2008), (b) LIDAR data covering the Great Serpent Mound and
gorge in Adams County, Ohio, USA (GRASS Development Team, 2009).

review related works according to the ancillary data employed.
Census data yields the essential data of population count, which are often available

as gridded data. However, they rarely – if ever – provide a fine enough resolution for
several data-demanding applications. Low temporal resolution (i.e. infrequent data
collection) and low spatial resolution have been recognized as two major drawbacks of
this data source (Lu et al., 2010). Consequently, one needs to perform disaggregated
mapping estimations of census tract data at higher resolutions than provided, by
means of using ancillary data (Bakillah et al., 2014).

To help this process, LiDAR data are often used as additional topology-related
data. LiDAR stands for Light Detection and Ranging, and it is categorized as a
remote-sensing methodology which employs pulsed laser-based light in order to mea-
sure ranges of distances. Thus, it is able to retrieve three-dimensional information, as
shown in Figure 5.1b. However it remains costly to acquire, and requires dedicated
measurement campaigns which remain limited to some geographical regions.

Alternatively, survey data built for example from user interviews, are frequently
used in the context of transportation models. Yet, they are expensive to obtain, and
above all represent only a small percentage of the overall population.

Land Use and Land Cover (LULC) data have commonly been used as auxiliary
information to carry out disaggregated population estimates at a fine resolution (Men-
nis, 2003; Reibel and Agrawal, 2007; Gaughan et al., 2013). Generally, this type of
data is inferred from satellite imagery using remote sensing techniques. Nonetheless,
it has already been documented that these methods are better suited for land-cover
estimations (i.e. physical material at the surface of the earth) rather than for land-
use estimation (i.e. for a same land-cover, either a residential or activity-related –
commercial, industrial, shop, leisure, amenities, etc – usage) (Rodrigues et al., 2013).
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This is notably relevant in those cases where a differentiation between residential
and activity land uses is necessary, e.g. disaggregated population mapping. Further,
information on the intensity of a land use type is not retrieved by any means, which
is a crucial aspect towards computing realistic employment and residential usage es-
timations. An example of land cover data is shown in Figure 5.1a.

More generally, it is recognized that the application of techniques using satellite
imagery is increasingly problematic with increasing population density (Danoedoro,
2006). Thus, in all likelihood, the retrieval of building heights remains challenging
without the aid of complementary sources of data. This is done for instance in (Ural
et al., 2011), where “building footprints and heights are first determined from aerial
images, digital terrain and surface models”. However, availability of this type of data
is very limited, restricting the geographical coverage of their application.

Still, population density estimations have been carried out using satellite im-
agery and census data (Liu et al., 2008). The relation between population and the
area/volume of buildings has also been studied in the context of satellite imagery and
with the aid of LiDAR data (Lu et al., 2010). In this particular context, popula-
tion estimation was found to be better using an area-based approach rather than a
volume-based one. This can be explained due to the homogeneity of single-residential
housing for the employed case study, and might not hold for other regions.

In (Lu et al., 2010), authors used remote-sensing-based approaches to estimate
local population by: (1) identifying the number of dwelling units, (2) extracting im-
pervious surfaces in residential areas, (3) classifying land-use types and (4) directly
relating spectral reflectance to population values. A more detailed review of popula-
tion estimation methods using remote sensing in the context of geographic information
systems (GIS) is available in (Wu et al., 2005).

With the increasing availability of urban data, it is tempting to try to learn how
to infer high-resolution population data from coarser measures. Such an approach for
disaggregating population data has been performed using random forests, a machine
learning approach (Stevens et al., 2015). By combining remotely-sensed and geo-
spatial data, the method builds population density grids at the fine resolution of ∼
100m.

Finally, a first attempt on performing population mapping applying areal inter-
polation at building level using VGI (i.e. volunteered geographic information) data –
OpenStreetMap – has been made recently (Bakillah et al., 2014). However, valuable
information related to the number of floors and/or height of buildings is not exploited.
In the following, we propose two approaches for disaggregated population estimates
using VGI data.

5.3 Data
In this section, the data-sets used to carry out the disaggregated population mapping
are presented. First, gridded population data is employed to perform the population
mapping – from a coarse-grained resolution to a finer one. In order to do so, urban
data is also employed, in order to guide and enhance the overall procedure.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: French census tract data provided by INSEE; (a) Paris and (b) Lyon.
Each cell comprises 200m by 200m.

Population data

Coarse grained gridded population data is necessary to provide a basis from which
we compute population count estimates at a finer level. Also, fine-grained population
data is needed at a certain point, in order to validate – and train if needed – our
approach.

INSEE. Fine-grained census population data is used for the country of France.
INSEE is the French national statistics institute, which provides gridded population
data1 for the whole country with a resolution of 200m × 200m. While a very fine
resolution is provided, its drawback is the geographical scope of applicability – limited
to France. Therefore, this data is employed here to validate – and train if needed
– the proposed approaches. An example of this data-set is visualized in Figure 5.2.
INSEE provides open source data, authorizing the re-use of its data, including for
commercial purposes.

Gridded Population of the World. Once an approach has been trained and/or
validated, one can further study its applicability to other countries, by leaning on
other sources of data proper to each country. To this end, the Gridded Population of
the World (GPW) dataset2 (Center for International Earth Science Information Net-
work - CIESIN - Columbia University, 2016) is employed, which provides population
data with a complete world-wide coverage at a resolution of ∼ 1km × 1km.

This data-set is regularly updated improving its quality, whereas it counts on more
than 20 years of development. In the following, we make use of the fourth version

1https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/2520034
2http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/collection/gpw-v4
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Gridded population of the world (GPW) data; (a) London, UK, and (b)
Paris, France.

– the latest available to date. This source of data is licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International scheme (CC BY 4.0), thus free to use. A
visual illustration of this data-set is shown in Figure 5.3.

Data on the urban context

Urban structural data is employed in order to guide the population mapping. To do
so, OpenStreetMap data is used as input. This data is extracted and generated as
detailed in Section 3.2.

For any of the following presented approaches, urban data availability is a key ele-
ment to consider. Thus, the appropriateness of application relies upon the availability
of data for the desired region of interest.

Replicability: a good degree of replicability – as detailed in Section 3.1.5 – is
ensured for the below presented approaches, due to the following:
• Open source: Code is freely available to use
• Open data: OpenStreetMap, INSEE, and GPW are all open data
• Geographical scope of applicability: GPW ensures world-wide coverage, and

OpenStreetMap in principle too but relying on zones where sufficient data exists.
However, using as input population data with a given granularity, one should consider
that the higher the intended resolution (i.e. downscaling procedure), the higher the
error one generally should expect. As for the geographical scope of applicability, its
main impediment is related to urban data availability, in a similar way to the spatial
indices developed in Section 4.1 and 4.2.
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5.4 Approach based on the surface of residential use
Contribution: In this section, we provide an area-based method to calculate popu-
lation estimates at building level using solely open source data. To do so, residential
surfaces calculated from buildings are employed to distribute gridded population data
across all buildings.

Overview: First, all buildings and their associated meta-data are retrieved from
the OSM database, as done in Section 3.2. The buildings associated to a residential
or mixed land use are kept – filtering out activity buildings – and the total surface as-
sociated to residential use is calculated for each building. Finally, gridded population
data is employed to perform the population mapping to each building, proportionally
to its residential use surface.

In this approach, a constant residential surface consumption per person across
buildings is assumed. This assumption is made given the context of missing data
related to the type of housing and socio-economic data.

The applicability of the approach relies upon the existence of appropriate data.
Most often it will rely upon the existence of sufficient OSM – urban – data, due
to the fact that the GPW data-set depicts a world-wide coverage (Doxsey-Whitfield
et al., 2015) at an average grid-cell resolution of 1km2. Further below the presented
approach is validated by means of using fine-grained data for cities in France, depicting
a grid-cell resolution of 200m× 200m.

Implementation: The goal is to distribute gridded population count data to the
different buildings contained within the study area. This population mapping is
carried out proportionally to the total residential surface contained within each grid-
cell, where population count data exists. Very often buildings lie across the borders
between two or more grid-cells. In this case, a percentage of its total residential surface
is distributed to each touching grid-cell.This percentage is calculated according to the
ratio of inclusion of the building’s footprint to each grid-cell.

Let φ be the operator which retrieves a polygon’s area, and ∩ the geometrical
intersection operator between two geometries. As well, let R(•) and P (•) be functions
that determine respectively, the total amount of residential surface, and total amount
of population, within •.

The contributing residential surface area of a building Bj to grid-cell Gi – either
by means of lying completely within the same, or being partially contained – is
determined as follows:

R(Bj, Gi) = R(Bj)×
φ(Bj ∩Gi)

φ(Bj)
(5.1)

Thus, as a matter of validation, the total residential surface associated to a build-
ing will be the same as the sum of the contributing residential surfaces to all inter-
secting grids:

R(Bj) =
∑
i

R(Bj, Gi) (5.2)
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Then, the total amount of residential surface – by means of considering all build-
ings – within grid-cell i is computed as:

R(Gi) =
∑
j

R(Bj, Gi) (5.3)

Once the total residential surface has been associated to each grid-cell, the popu-
lation is disaggregated as follows. For a grid-cell i, its population count is distributed
across each building intersecting it, according to the percentage of their contributing
residential surface (i.e. constant per-capita residential surface consumption):

P (Bj, Gi) =
R(Bj, Gi)× P (Gi)

R(Gi)
(5.4)

The final population estimate for each building j is determined as the sum of the
contribution estimates provided for each of its intersecting grid-cells:

P (Bj) =
∑
i

P (Bj, Gi) (5.5)

The main limitation of this approach is related to the strong assumption of con-
stant residential surface consumption. It is widely known that this does not hold true
for any city across the globe. Nonetheless, it provides an approximation without the
need of retrieving additional data.

5.5 Learning-based approach exploiting fully convo-
lutional neural networks

In this section, we present an approach for performing disaggregated population es-
timates through the employment of fully convolutional neural networks. The disag-
gregation is guided by means of using urban descriptors or features extracted and
generated from OpenStreetMap data, in a similar way to (Bakillah et al., 2014).

Contribution: We present an end-to-end framework for performing disaggre-
gated population mapping employing convolutional neural networks (CNN). To this
end, a set of urban features are calculated using OpenStreetMap data in order to
describe the urban context, and are later employed to guide the population densi-
ties downscaling procedure. The census tract data allows to estimate the effective
population count within the higher resolution grid-cells.

Overview: The main steps consist of 1) creating an appropriate neural network
architecture to achieve our goal; 2) generating training data by means of extracting
urban features for a set of cities; and 3) performing disaggregated population mapping
from census tract data into a finer-grained resolution.

Notwithstanding, urban data availability is a key element to consider. Thus, the
applicability of the present work relies upon the availability of data for the desired
region of interest.
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5.5.1 Urban features extraction

Urban structural data provides the context from which we will learn the features
explaining the local variations of population, and guides the disaggregated population
mapping. This urban data is extracted from the OpenStreetMap database, from
which both its data and meta-data are extracted, as shown in Section 3.2. Then, a
set of urban descriptors are generated which will later drive the population mapping
procedure.

First, we sample a regular grid at a given spatial resolution, and for each of the
grid-cells we compute a set of urban features. The list of features to compute is
shown in Table 5.1. A large number of features are chosen to be extracted, given the
hypothesis that in the end all of them will provide an augmented set of information
about differing urban aspects, which will eventually better guide the disaggregating
procedure.

In order to calculate the different urban features for a region of interest, first
all outputs depicted in Section 3.2 are retrieved. In addition, we choose to include
urban sprawl indices into the urban features which will later guide the disaggregated
population procedure due to the fact that sprawl is directly related to the notion of
population density. It is well-known that very sprawling neighborhoods most often
depict low population densities. Thus, we claim that including information about the
sprawling condition of a local neighborhood will significantly aid during the procedure
of population distribution estimation.

To this end, all of the outputs generated in Section 4.1 and 4.2 are incorporated
to the set of urban descriptors. Hereby, a particular advantage of the developed
framework is exploited, related to the free choice of the granularity and scope of
analysis. The granularity is defined so as to match the input gridded population data,
whereas the different spatial indices are calculated for the centroid-point location of
each population grid-cell. As well, the scope of analysis is the same as the chosen
extract of gridded population data – i.e. region of interest. The complete set of urban
features, calculated for each grid-cell, is shown in Table 5.1.

All urban features are normalized on a per-city basis, due to the feature-scaling
requirement of machine learning algorithms (Gurney, 2014). For an urban feature
computed within a region of interest (i.e. city), the values are divided by the maximum
found value, thus scaling them between 0 and 1. This normalization is not carried
out on a global basis due to the fact that values computed within a city would in the
end be sensitive to the values encountered elsewhere (e.g. different cities). Thus, it is
important to point out that values encountered for different urban features may vary
significantly from one city to another.

The resolution used for creating training and validation samples is guided by the
input data. The gridded population data available world-wide (GPW) consists of
grids of ∼ 1km × 1km. The census tract data grid-cells available for France – used
to generate the ground-truth during the supervised learning – are of a resolution of
∼ 200m × 200m.

A ground-truth sample consists thus of 25 grid-cells of ∼ 200m × 200m, namely 5
by 5 cells, which aggregated represents the same resolution as GPW. The set of urban
features is computed for each of the grid-cells within the finer grid, where population
count data is available. Additionally, the total population count for the complete
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Urban feature Description
M2 total residential usage α Total squared meter surface dedicated to a resi-

dential use (includes building levels information)
M2 total activity usage α Total squared meter surface dedicated to any ac-

tivity use (includes building levels information)
M2 footprint residential usage α Total squared meter footprint dedicated to resi-

dential use
M2 footprint activity usage α Total squared meter footprint dedicated to any

activity-related use
M2 footprint mixed usage α Total squared meter footprint dedicated to mixed

uses (both residential and activity within a build-
ing)

Number of residential buildings α Residential-use buildings count
Number of activity buildings α Activity-use buildings count
Number of mixed buildings α Mixed-use buildings count (both residential and

activity)
Number of activity POIs α Count of Points of Interest related to an activity

use
Total number of building levels α Count (sum) of available levels for all buildings

lying in the grid-cell
Total number of buildings α Count of buildings
Built-up footprint relation α Percentage of buildings built-up area in relation

to the grid-cell area
Sprawl indices: Dispersion γ Degree of built-up dispersion
Sprawl indices: Land use mix β Degree of mixed-uses (residential and activity

uses)
Sprawl indices: Land use intensity β Intensity of usage (related to dedicated surface)

for residential and activity land uses
Densities estimation: Residential
use

β Intensity of usage (related to dedicated surface)
to a residential use

Densities estimation: Activity use β Intensity of usage (related to dedicated surface)
to any activity use

Densities estimation: Commer-
cial/industrial activity type use

β Intensity of usage (related to dedicated surface)
to commercial and industrial uses

Densities estimation: Shop activ-
ity type use

β Intensity of usage (related to dedicated surface)
to shop uses

Densities estimation:
Leisure/amenity activity type
use

β Intensity of usage (related to dedicated surface)
to leisure and amenity uses

Table 5.1: Set of urban features calculated for each grid-cell’s centroid point. α, β,
and γ features are extracted respectively from the outputs of Sections 3.2, 4.1 and
4.2.
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sample is calculated, as well as the population density associated to each cell.
It is to be noted that the resolution of a sample containing the 25 grid-cells

corresponds to the resolution available in the world-wide gridded population data.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that they are not aligned due to the usage of different
geographical coordinate systems.

The population data used to generate the ground-truth samples – INSEE’s fine
grids – for several French cities are depicted in Figure 5.11 on page 127. As well,
several calculated urban features for the city of Paris are shown in Figure 5.12 on
page 128.

5.5.2 Convolutional neural networks

Our goal is to conceive an easy-to-use end-to-end framework to perform population
densities downscaling using urban contextual information. Convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) are employed to learn a function such that population densities are
distributed among finer grids using as input urban descriptors.

In machine learning, a convolutional neural network is a class of deep, feed-forward
artificial neural networks, most commonly applied to analyzing visual imagery3. A
feedforward neural network is an artificial neural network wherein connections be-
tween the nodes do not form a cycle as in the case of recurrent neural networks4.

A neural network is composed of layers. In a fully-connected layer, each neuron
receives input from every element of the previous layer (i.e. the entire previous layer).
On the contrary, in a convolutional layer, neurons receive input only from a restricted
subarea of the previous layer. This input area of a neuron is called its receptive field.

When dealing with high-dimensional inputs (e.g. images), it is often impractical
to connect neurons to all neurons in the previous volume. Instead, we often connect
each neuron to only a local region of the input volume. Thus, the receptive field
stands for the spatial extent of this connectivity (i.e. filter size). The convolutions
take as input a small receptive field (i.e. a region in the input space that a particular
CNN feature is looking at) and extend through the full depth of the input volume.

CNNs consist of a stack of learnable convolutional filters (or kernels) that are able
to extract hierarchical contextual features. Their architecture is composed by a stack
of distinct layers which transform the input volume of data into an output volume,
by means of employing differentiable functions.

Feeding a convolutional neural network with an input volume of data basically
means applying a set of functions from the first layer to the input. Then, its generated
output will serve as input to the following (i.e. second) layer, and so on. Ultimately,
the last layer will generate the final output of the CNN.

During the forward pass procedure, each filter convolves across the width and
height (i.e. in the case of a two-dimensional convolution) of the input volume and
compute dot products between the entries of the filter and the input at any position.
As the filter is slided over the width and height of the input volume, two-dimensional
activation maps are produced which yield the responses of that filter for every spatial
position. In practice, the network learns filters which are activated whenever an

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feedforward_neural_network
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Figure 5.4: Neurons of a convolutional layer (blue), connected to their receptive field
(red) (Wikimedia Commons, 2015a).

important type of feature (e.g. edges) is detected in the input. An example of a
convolutional layer is depicted in Figure 5.4.

Convolutional layers have fewer connections and a reduced number of trainable
parameters compared to fully connected layers (i.e. connected to all the outputs of
the previous layer). Moreover, given the fact that the same filter is applied to each
input location, translational invariance is ensured. They represent a popular form of
deep learning networks that outperform other approaches in several domains, such
as digit recognition (Ciregan et al., 2012), natural image categorization (Krizhevsky
et al., 2012), and remote sensing image analysis (Makantasis et al., 2015).

We favored the use of a fully convolutional architecture over fully connected layers
for two reasons. First, it reduces the number of parameters to learn, a desirable aspect
whenever vast amounts of data are not available. The complexity of a neural network
can be expressed through its number of parameters, where the larger this number,
the larger the amounts of data needed to correctly train the model.

Second, the context of disaggregated population estimates urges for learning a
location-invariant function. While it is possible to obtain such a function with fully
connected layers, this could end up not occurring even with vast amounts of data.
For this reason we prefer to conceive an architecture which imposes restrictions on
the neural connections and explicitly encodes translational invariance.

To this end, the developed model can be described as:

f(X1, X2, ..., XN) =< Y1, Y2, ..., YN > (5.6)

where Xi denotes a set of urban features associated to grid-cell i, and Yi its esti-
mated population density. In brief, the function f allows to perform disaggregated
population estimates into N finer grid-cells. Let P be the population count obtained
from the coarse-grained input gridded data. The estimated population count for the
higher-resolution cell i is directly obtained as Yi ∗ P . Naturally, one needs to ensure
that

N∑
i=1

Yi = 1
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The convolutions can have different dimensionality. There exists one-dimensional
convolutions (i.e. 1D), two-dimensional (i.e. 2D), and so on. A typical 2D convolution
applied to RGB images would consists of filters which combine information from all
channels into a 2D output. Thus, these filters will convolve along the width and height
of the image. Essentially, an n−D convolution is when two functions or tensors are
convolved along n axes. In any case, the dimensionality of the convolution must be
coherent with the dimensions of the input volume (i.e. data).

The developed architecture consists of convolutions made in the 1D domain. An
analogue reasoning is made in the context of remote sensing, where convolutions are
frequently made in the 1D domain of the spectrum of each pixel, namely for the bands
of multi-spectral images. Thus, in our case each pixel – representing the finer grids –
contains a set of urban features.

The developed structure of the CNN consists of three consecutive layers, each
one performing 1-dimensional convolutions on its input. These convolutional layers
contain respectively 10, 5, and 1 filter/s. As well, each of these convolutions depicts a
kernel size and stride of 1. Following each layer, a Rectified Linear Units (i.e. ReLU)
activation function is employed. The ReLU function is defined as:

f(x) = max(x, 0) (5.7)

where x is the input to a neuron.
Finally, after the output layer a normalized exponential function is employed,

i.e. softmax activation function, which directly associates the estimated population
densities to each grid-cell i. The softmax function is defined as:

S(Yi) =
eYi∑
j e

Yj

and thus ensures:

0 ≤ Yi ≤ 1 and
N∑
i=1

Yi = 1

The number of weights (i.e. parameters) employed on a one-dimensional convo-
lutional layer is calculated as D× F + F , where D indicates the input volume depth
and F the number of convolutional filters. The last component of the sum stands
for the biases, existing one for each filter. In our case, the input volume consists of
25 × 20, given 25 grid-cells, and 20 urban features for each (i.e. depth). At each
one-dimensional convolutional layer, the output dimension consists of 25× Fi where
Fi indicates the number of filters in layer i. The total number of parameters are
calculated as follows:
• 1st layer: 20× 10 + 10 = 210 weights
• 2nd layer: 10× 5 + 5 = 55 weights
• 3rd layer: 5× 1 + 1 = 6 weights

Thus, the proposed structure yields a total number of 271 parameters. These param-
eters are determined during a training step.

Additionally, we point out that we explicitly choose to perform 1-dimensional
convolutions rather than 2-dimensional ones. Given the intended usage of this ap-
plication, there exists an important motivation of developing a model which is as
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generalizable – to be applied for heterogeneous cities – as possible, rather than being
too specific for a limited region but poorly applicable elsewhere.

Deep-learning methods are well-known for their capabilities of learning hierar-
chical contexts in order to enhance their performance. To this end, there are good
reasons to believe that the application of convolutions in the 2D domain would im-
ply including information of the neighboring urban context. Nonetheless, this would
be undesirable in our particular context, given the fact that this type of context is
specific to cities within a certain type of urban development generally found within
countries. But we argue hereby that this context can be completely different across
countries, so we rather avoid including this type of contextual information in the
model. Nonetheless, we shall point out that tests to confirm this hypothesis have not
been carried out.

5.6 Experiments
In this section different proposed approaches are evaluated. First, the residential
surface based approach is assessed, followed by the convolutional neural networks
one. Both approaches employ fine-grained – i.e. INSEE – population count data in
order to carry out their evaluation, and in the case of the CNNs, their training.

Later, it is possible to perform disaggregated population estimates for any desired
region of interest, taking advantage of the GPW data-set. Nonetheless, the accuracy
will depend on the assumptions made for each approach and their capacity of gen-
eralization. It is important to note that neither of the employed sources of data are
error-free. Thus, in the case of forcing an overlap between the two sources of data,
the population count will not necessarily match for a region of interest.

5.6.1 Residential surface approach

The residential surface approach to perform population downscaling is evaluated for
the following French cities: Paris, Lyon, Toulouse, and Grenoble. Given the fact that
population count data at building-level is not available by any means, the evaluation
is carried out as follows. The coarse resolution population data – i.e. 1km × 1km – is
simulated using the fine resolution – i.e. 200m × 200m – by means of aggregating at
most 5 × 5 cells. Note that in the case of missing data – i.e. whenever no population
is referenced – the aggregation is done using only the available cells.

Once the complete aggregation has been carried out, the population mapping is
performed using the generated coarse grid-cells. Afterwards, the population estimates
per building are aggregated according to the fine ground-truth resolution. Note that
very often buildings intersect two or more fine grid-cells. In this case, a proportional
population distribution to each grid-cell is done according to its belonging foot-print
percentage, as done in Equation 5.1.

France Several cities have been processed for France, ranging from big cities like
Paris or Lyon, the mid-size city of Toulouse, to the smaller city of Grenoble. Figure 5.5
shows all the buildings retrieved from the OSM database, depicting their classified
land use, as well as the fine-grained population count data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Rows: Cities of Grenoble, Lyon, Paris and Toulouse. Columns: (a)
Buildings depicting their classified land use: (blue) residential, (green) mixed, and
(red) activity uses, (b) reprojected gridded population data, with yellowish color
denoting high population density. 120



City Mean relative error Median relative error Median absolute error

Grenoble 124% 42.1% 12.08
Lyon 187% 47.3% 36.92
Paris 355% 41.7% 215.17
Toulouse 208% 47.3% 35.78

Table 5.2: Different errors metrics for the residential surface approach.

Table 5.2 shows the median relative and absolute errors between the population
estimates obtained by disaggregating the coarse-grained data and the fine-grained
ground truth data. It can be seen that relative errors are similar across cities even with
different population densities. It is likely to be due to the limitations of considering
a constant surface consumption per person across all households. As well, the mean
relative errors are shown, ranging between 124% and 355%. Figure 5.6 depicts the
absolute error histograms for each city. It can be noted that Paris has the highest
median absolute error (mainly due to its higher population density) even if its median
relative error is the smallest of all the evaluated cities.

Manhattan, New York Data availability on building height or number of levels
is variable, yet an outstanding example is shown in Figure 5.7. It clearly shows that
exploiting building levels information is imperative for cities like Manhattan. Their
usage will allow to evaluate more precisely the real area associated to residential
usages for each building, and therefore greatly improve population mapping to each
building. As well, the figure shows the retrieved buildings with their classified land
use, and the coarse-grained world-wide available gridded population data.

5.6.2 Neural networks approach

In order to carry out the model training and validation using the neural networks
approach, the following French cities were processed:
• Rennes, Montpellier, Nice, Saint-Etienne, Bordeaux, Dijon, Marseille, Reims,

Toulouse, Paris, Nantes, Lyon, Toulon, Strasbourg, Grenoble
During this procedure, samples are created which will be employed to train and
validate the model. A sample consists of 25 aggregated grid-cells – i.e. 5 × 5 fine
grid-cells, each one consisting of 200m × 200m – depicting a total spatial resolution
of 1km × 1km. For each of the composing fine-grained cells, the urban features are
calculated. Finally, the total population of the samples is computed. All of these
cities sum up to a total number of 96,972 samples.

The neural network is trained by back-propagation using a certain amount of sam-
ples. The remainder of the samples are used in the validation procedure. A stochastic
gradient descent optimizer is employed for training with the following parameters:
• learning rate of 0.01
• learning rate decay of 1e− 6
• momentum of 0.9
• mean absolute error employed as loss function
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(a) Grenoble (b) Lyon

(c) Paris (d) Toulouse

Figure 5.6: Absolute error histograms employing the residential surface approach.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.7: City of Manhattan, New York; (a) height information availability, build-
ings with(out) height or levels information are depicted in blue (red), and (b) buildings
with classified land use: (blue) residential, (red) activity and (green) mixed land uses,
and (c) coarse-grained gridded population data overlapping the buildings. Yellow
color denotes high population density. The images illustrate a potential applicability
outside France.

The training procedure consists of 100 epochs using a batch size of 32 samples.
In the literature of population density estimation, both the root mean squared

error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) are well-known and typically used
accuracy measures to carry out the evaluation procedure (Langford, 2013; Liu et al.,
2008). Thus, those are the chosen metrics to evaluate our proposed method.

A leave-one-out cross-validation was carried out. The obtained mean across the
mean absolute errors consists of 2.53%, where the root mean squared error was com-
puted to 4.62%. Computed errors for each city are visually depicted in Figure 5.8.

The running time in order to train and validate each city (i.e. leave-one-out)
consisted of ∼ 15 minutes. Besides, the data processing in order to create the 96,972
samples for the considered cities took ∼ 10 days.

In addition, the stand-alone validation for the city of Lyon is analyzed, employing
a total number of 10,068 samples to validate the model. Thus, the rest of the samples
– exactly 86,904 – are used during the training procedure. Respectively, 1.83% and
3.44% errors were computed for the MAE and RMSE respectively. Training and
validation errors across iterations are depicted in Figure 5.9. Thus, the histogram of
errors are shown in Figure 5.10.

There exists no way to determine the minimum amount of samples required to
effectively train a neural network. Nonetheless, a basic rule of a thumb states to have
at least Q2 samples to train where Q represents its number of parameters. In the case
of Lyon, Q2 = 73, 441 given Q = 271, thus the 86,904 samples minus the samples left
out for validation yield enough data for the training procedure.

The results exhibit clear-cut improvements in comparison to related works. In the
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Figure 5.8: Leave-one-out cross-validation using (top) MAE and (bottom) RMSE,
where 0.01 indicates 1%.
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Figure 5.9: Training and validation mean absolute error, per-iteration for the city of
Lyon.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: (a) Mean absolute error and (b) root mean squared error histograms for
the city of Lyon. X-axis denotes the computed error (i.e. 0.01 mean absolute error is
equivalent to 1% error), and the Y-axis depicts its frequency.
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case of (Stevens et al., 2015), population mapping is performed for the countries of
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Kenya. The root mean squared error varies between 38.84%
and 146.11% – depending on the country and method employed – against 4.62% for
our proposed method.

Another related work has been applied for Hamburg, Germany. Though within a
different context of disaggregation, the mean absolute error for population estimates
varies between 8.5% and 49.8% according to the chosen method (Bakillah et al., 2014),
against 2.53% with the presented approach.

As well, a more direct comparison can be made with the previously presented
residential surface approach, given the fact that population mapping is made using the
same input dataset and also applied to specific cities rather than whole countries. The
proposed convolutional neural network approach also outperforms this method whose
mean relative error varies between 124% and 355% depending on the analyzed city.
Note that the median relative error of the residential surface approach is equivalent to
the mean absolute error of the neural networks approach, given that this las method
disaggregates densities (i.e. percentages).

On the one hand, we claim that Land Use and Land Cover data lack sufficient
information to guide the disaggregated population estimation. Accordingly, the ex-
tracted urban features – serving as descriptors of a number of urban aspects – have
the benefit of an augmented expressiveness to better determine the disaggregation of
population.

On the other hand, it is well-known that deep-learning based approaches are out-
performing alternative methods in several domains. Nonetheless, within the context
of population disaggregation, one needs to comprehensively generate a set of urban
features which are relevant and hence accurately guide the disaggregation procedure.
Otherwise, without enough information describing the urban context, deep learning
based approaches, like other methods, will ultimately fail to be accurate.
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(a) Paris (b) Lyon (c) Toulouse

(d) Saint Étienne (e) Rennes (f) Reims

(g) Nice (h) Nantes (i) Dijon

(j) Bordeaux (k) Grenoble (l) Toulon
Figure 5.11: Population densities using INSEE data for different French cities.
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(a) Built-up relation (b) Land use mix (c) Num. of building levels

(d) Activities use (e) Residential use (f) Num. mixed buildings

(g) Commercial/industrial (h) Shops use (i) Leisure/amenities use

(j) M2 residential footprint (k) M2 total residential (l) Num. resid. buildings
Figure 5.12: Several computed urban features for the city of Paris.
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Chapter 6

Software implementation

In this chapter, details regarding the software implementation of proposed approaches
are introduced. First, highlights of the developed package are presented and analyzed.
Second, the overall parameters which guide the different processes are shown, includ-
ing a brief description of each one. Third, details regarding the step of downloading
OpenStreetMap data are inspected, followed by a presentation of the data size down-
loaded and computational running times required for each process. Finally, the overall
package utilization is presented through code-notebooks.

6.1 Highlights
The source code of the complete software implementation is publicly available1. The
Python programming language was chosen due to its simplicity and ease of integra-
tion with other modules, such as GIS software. The contributions are articulated in
different Python notebooks brought together with comments to allow any user, to
evaluate and employ the framework, even with minimal programming knowledge.

As it has been explained in detail in Section 3.1.6, in this section we review an
important set of characteristics relative to the developed package:
• Open source: The developed software is free and open source in order to aid its

adoption among researchers.
• Open data: We rely solely on open data, ensuring a better replicability – there

exists no need to buy private nor commercial data-sets.
• Geographical scope of applicability: World-wide – the same methodology can

be applied to a large number of cities in the world, as long as sufficient data
exists (refer to Section 3.2.1).
• Selection of granularity and spatial extent of analysis: Both can be arbitrarily

chosen according to the users needs.
• Usability: The framework is fully-developed using the Python programming

language – known for its versatility and ease of use – whereas Jupyter Notebooks
are employed to show examples of usage.
• Output format: The output consists of GIS layers – easy to integrate with other

frameworks.
1https://github.com/lgervasoni/urbansprawl
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In addition, given the modular software development adopted, it is relatively easy
to:
• Integrate other metrics to evaluate their behavior in terms of land use mix

and/or urban sprawl.
• Develop other methodologies to carry out disaggregated population estimates
• Reuse generated data – street network, buildings, land use information, urban

descriptors – for different purposes and applications.
For instance, it has been shown that several metrics exist in order to formalize

measurements of land use mix. In this sense, the developed step of land use intensity
estimation enables to effortlessly plug-in other metrics, such as those reviewed in
(Song et al., 2013). A similar reasoning can be applied to the different urban sprawl
dimensions, as well as the disaggregated population estimates method.

6.2 Parameters
A set of parameters are used to guide the overall procedure. These parameters can be
modified, in order to test and evaluate the behavior of the framework with respect to
different guidelines. In a keyword-arguments fashion, each parameter guides a part
of the process and can be easily modified.

First, the region of interest in order to extract the required data is set, followed
by the pre-processing step. Once the required data is available, land use mix and/or
sprawl indices can be calculated, as well as the disaggregated population estimates.
The whole procedure, ranging from the data-extraction to the generation of different
outputs is parameterizable.

As detailed in Section 3.2.3, a region of interest for urban studies can be designated
in any of the following ways:
• Polygon: A geographic shape (latitude and longitude coordinates)
• Place: The OSM administrative boundary related to an input place.
• Point: Latitude-longitude coordinates for a center point and a radius-distance

around it.
• Address: Retrieve the address from OSM as central point and a radius-distance

around it.
• Bounding box: Coordinates defining a bounding box (latitude and longitude

coordinates).
Additionally, the following parameters can be used:
• City’s name: If a name is given to the city or region of interest, all data either

retrieved and/or generated will be stored locally. This allows for a later re-usage
of the processed data.
• Date: Optionally, the data retrieved from OSM can be extracted for a specific

time-stamp.
The parameters relative to the urban data pre-processing step, as detailed in

Section 3.2.4, are the following:
• Default building height: Value in meters to depict the height of buildings under

missing data context.
• Height per level: Number of meters assumed to be used per level for buildings

– equivalence between height and number of levels.
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• Mixed buildings with first-floor activity uses: In the case of mixed-use buildings,
one can assume the first floor to be related to activity uses, whereas the rest
is used for residential purposes. Elsewhere, the building’s surface is evenly
distributed between activity and residential uses.
• Minimum m2 building area: Threshold surface to filter out small buildings.
Later, the generation of spatial indices is also guided by different parameters.

Spatial indices are calculated on a regular grid. The grid’s spatial extent will be the
entire region of interest. However, the granularity or resolution of the grid can be
arbitrarily chosen, given the following parameter:
• Step: Value in meters to depict the spacing between points in the regular grid
First, land use mix indices are governed by the following values:
• Walkable distance: The distance value, in meters, in order to carry out the

different land uses density estimations.
• Weighted approach for density estimations: Indicate whether the classic or

weighted-based kernel density estimation is to be applied.
• Weight of points of interest: Surface – squared-meter – equivalence of a point

of interest with respect to buildings.
Second, the dispersion of the built-up environment is associated to the following

parameters:
• Search radius: Value in meters to draw a circle around a point and include their

values to calculate the dispersion index.
• Median or average utilization: Indicates whether to adopt the median or average

as statistics to represent the dispersion values.
• K: Number of nearest neighbors to consider in order to calculate the effective

closest distance for each building.
Third, accessibility parameters:
• Maximum edge length: Value in meters to allow for edges of the graph without

cutting them, creating new nodes.
• Maximum node distance: Maximum distance in meters between a point of the

grid and a node of the graph in order to calculate the accessibility index. If the
distance is higher than this value, the accessibility is not calculated – setting
Not a Number as value.
• Maximum travel distance: Maximum distance in meters to travel in order to

calculate the accessibility index
• Maximum number of activities: Once a large – threshold – number of activities

have been reached, set this maximum value.

6.3 Data extraction from OSM Overpass API
The framework retrieves the data from the main Overpass API instance2. This in-
stance depicts world-wide coverage. In terms of data throughput, it has a total
capacity of ∼ 1,000,000 requests per day. In their Wiki, it is affirmed that one can
safely assume not to disturb other users if, on a per-day basis, less than 10,000 queries
are carried out and less than 5GB data is downloaded.

2https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_API
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City Downloaded data (MB)

Buildings Building
parts POI Land

use
Street
network Total

Manhattan 48.37 9.85 3.5 1.23 5.7 68.65
Paris 445 5.31 15.96 11.7 28.48 506.45
London 121.69 5.93 8.26 14.72 29.78 180.38
Lyon 221.15 0.59 4.23 11.02 22.95 259.94
Grenoble 124.19 0.67 2.61 11.17 18.3 156.94
Mays Chapel 38.2 0.002 0.18 1.84 7.57 47.79
Randallstown 29.97 0.0003 0.053 1.2 5.13 36.35

Table 6.1: OpenStreetMap downloaded data size.

Exceeding the data and queries limits per day is quite unusual under a classic usage
of the framework. Table 6.1 shows the amount of data downloaded for several cities.
However, requesting all the needed data can sometimes be time-demanding. For this
reason, the framework has the possibility to cache locally all the data retrieved from
a query. Therefore, whenever a same query is placed, if it has been previously cached,
the result is available instantaneously.

All information relevant to each step – action being performed, running times,
data-downloaded, etc – are recorded via a log. It can be configured to log via the
standard console output, and as well to a text file.

By default, all data extracted from OSM as well as its later pre-processing output
is stored into GeoJSON files. By means of using the Geopandas3 Python library, any
of these outputs as well as the spatial indices can be easily stored into GIS shape-files,
GeoJSON, or similar formats.

The running time required to compute each step of the data pre-processing, as
shown in Section 3.2.4, is depicted in Table 6.2. Afterwards, urban spatial indices
make use of this output. Computational times required to calculate the different land
use mix and urban sprawl indices are shown in Table 6.3. All tests were carried out
using an Intel Xeon E5-2609 2.40 GHz with 4 cores under a typical operating system
load.

6.4 Notebooks
The overall package utilization is shown via Jupyter notebooks. A Jupyter note-
book is an interactive computing environment that enables users to author notebook
documents that include various features – e.g. live code, interactive widgets, plots
visualization, narrative text, display of equations, images and video. They provide a
complete and self-contained record of a computation that can be converted to various
formats and shared with others.

These tools are intended to be used as an aid during the decision-making procedure
of urban planners. In this process, discussion is a vital practice towards reaching a
consensus. Therefore, the employment of Notebooks allow to enhance the discussion,

3https://github.com/geopandas/geopandas
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City Pre-processing step
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 Total

Manhattan 6s 25s 2m 10s 6s 25s 6m 4s 43s 9m 59s
Paris 1m 43s 3m 1s 175m 1m 4s 3m 1s 65m 5m 57s 255m
London 47s 1m 15s 23m 22s 1m 24s 23m 7m 12s 57m
Lyon 35s 1m 39s 63m 50s 1m 48s 27 5m 54s 100m
Grenoble 20s 57s 19 26s 57s 14m 3m 34s 39m
Mays Chapel 2s 17s 3m 8s 1s 13s 3m 27s 1m 22s 8m 30s
Randallstown 2s 15s 2m 38s 1s 13s 3m 25s 59s 7m 33s

Table 6.2: Pre-processing running time once the OpenStreetMap data has been ex-
tracted. Respectively, the steps indicate 1) Filtering out data and building levels
retrieval, 2) land use tags classification, 3) small buildings filtering and data re-
projection, 4) land use inference, 5) building parts association and activity type
categorization, 6) land use surfaces calculation, 7) street-network retrieval. Hours,
minutes, and seconds are denoted respectively as h, m, and s.

City LUM W-LUM Acc Disp

Manhattan 25s 20s 5m 52s 4m 27s
Paris 3m 43s 2m 64s 53m 50s 31m 48s
London 1m 58s 1m 32s 1h 13min 13m 43s
Lyon 3m 27s 2m 46s 1h 26m 21m
Grenoble 2m 36s 2m 29s 1h 33m 12m 52s
Mays Chapel 32s 18s 6m 7s 3m 14s
Randallstown 11s 9s 3m 36s 2m 59s

Table 6.3: Computational time employed for the urban sprawl indices calculation;
LUM, W-LUM, Acc, and Disp, stand respectively for classical and weighted-based
approaches of land use mix, accessibility, and dispersion indices. Hours, minutes, and
seconds are denoted respectively as h, m, and s.
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easily parameterizing the framework in order to test different hypotheses. This could
provide a support towards reaching an augmented understanding of the underlying
urban context under a sprawling lens. In the following, we describe the created
Jupyter notebooks, each one of them documenting a particular case of use of the
developed package. Some parts of the different notebooks are shown in Figure 6.1.

6.4.1 OpenStreetMap cities

This notebook visually depicts the different possibilities for choosing a region of inter-
est and its later data-retrieval made from OpenStreetMap. As shown in Section 3.2.3,
the desired region of interest can be defined in several ways. This is shown in the
notebook with practical examples of some cities. As well, the way of retrieving the
data for a city for a certain time-stamp is demonstrated, allowing for time-series
analysis. However, we recall that OSM data in the past is still – nowadays – very
limited.

6.4.2 Sprawl indices: Overview

A detailed overview, step by step, of the calculation of sprawling indices is presented
in this notebook. An example of city is provided in order to depict its region of interest
and extract and process its respective data. Then, for each of the dimensions related
to urban sprawl, their required data are visually shown, followed by the calculation
and demonstration of the sprawl indices. It should be noted that land use mix is
included in the urban sprawl definition, thus it is comprised in this notebook.

6.4.3 Sprawl indices: Batch mode

Particularly aimed at urban planners and researchers, this notebook shows a typical
usage for calculating sprawl indices for several cities in a batch mode. Therefore,
a simple way of calculating sprawl indices for a large number of cities is possible,
illustrated hereby.

6.4.4 Population mapping: OpenStreetMap based urban de-
scriptors

This notebook is applied in the context of disaggregated population estimates. First,
the data needs to be extracted and prepared in order to perform the disaggregated
estimates. The required gridded population data extraction for a city of interest is
shown, depicting examples for several cities. Then, the set of urban features calculated
for French cities is performed – used in the context of the neural networks approach.

6.4.5 Population mapping: Residential surface approach

The residential surface approach to perform disaggregated population estimates is
presented hereby. First, input urban data extracted and processed in the previous
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corresponding notebook is retrieved. Then, by means of employing a constant resi-
dential surface consumption per-capita, the population mapping procedure is carried
out.

6.4.6 Population mapping: Neural networks approach

The neural networks based approach to perform disaggregated population estimates
is presented in this notebook. All input data previously processed on a previous
notebook is retrieved, including the generated urban descriptors. Then, making use
of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) the population mapping is performed. Later,
the validation results – leave-one-out cross-validation – are shown.
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(a) OSM data retrieval and processing (b) Sprawl indices: dispersion of built-up area

(c) Processing sprawl indices in a batch mode
(d) Convolutional neural network structure

(e) Population count data aggregation

(f) Retrieval of OSM data for Paris

Figure 6.1: Visualization of some fragments of the different Jupyter notebooks.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and perspectives

The main objective of this thesis was to create decision-support tools relying on urban
analyses – namely of land use mix and urban sprawl. To properly create such tools,
it is required to comprehensively understand the urban phenomena which impede
sustainable development. To this end, a review of the effects of both mentioned
urban processes was carried out. Later, an analysis of the formalization of urban
sprawl was realized, given the lack of consensus upon its definition.

Before proceeding to calculate spatial urban indices in the context of decision-
support tools, relevant data needs to be retrieved. To do so, a procedure to extract
data from OpenStreetMap – crowd-sourced and open source – was developed, re-
questing required data from Overpass API servers. Then, a series of pre-processing
steps are applied, in order to generate ready-to-use data for a region of interest – i.e.
buildings, their land uses, number of levels and footprint, points of interest, and the
drivable street-network.

First, a framework for capturing spatial land use mix in cities was presented. A
procedure of land use density estimations – for residential and activity uses – based
on either a classical or a weighted-based approach of Kernel Density Estimation was
presented. This density estimation is used to calculate the mixed-use development
indices by means of employing the Entropy Index. As well, density estimation for
different activity types are proposed, depicting in the results a clear pattern of lo-
calization according to the type of activity. The visualization of the indices is made
by means of including a fourth dimension, the land use intensity, which provides in-
formation about the relative importance of local neighborhoods upon the computed
land use mix degree. The provided spatial indicators are an asset particularly for
urban planners, supporting and aiding their decision-making procedure – specially in
relative comparison to aggregated measures.

Second, the previous work was extended for calculating spatial urban sprawl in-
dices. The proposed approach formalizes sprawl under a sustainable development
angle, into three dimensions: land use mix, dispersion of built-up area, and accessi-
bility. This results in a manageable number of dimensions, where each dimension is
formalized in an easy to interpret way, and in particular pertinence to the aspects of
sprawl which impede sustainable development. The proposed approach opens up the
possibility to perform inter-continental sprawl comparisons, which has rarely been
done in the literature.

Both land use mix and urban sprawl indices can be calculated at an arbitrary
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user-defined resolution, allowing to cope with the Modifiable areal unit problem. As
well, their scope of applicability is in principle world-wide, whereas it relies upon
OpenStreetMap’s data availability for the region of interest. It should be noted that
missing data still exist for a large number of cities in the world. The developed
approaches ensure an easy replicability by means of using open source data, and
given its publicly available implementation. In addition, an augmented comparability
is provided given its broad scope of applicability, which is particularly important in
the case of urban sprawl – where no consensus exists yet on its formal definition.

Third, two approaches for performing disaggregated population estimates were
presented. The first one exploits information on residential surfaces, assuming a
constant residential surface consumption per-capita. By means of employing gridded
– i.e. aggregated – census tract data, a fine disaggregation is carried out to distribute
population count data into buildings.

The second one consists of a fully convolutional neural network that maps coarse-
grained to fine-grained population data. We use the OpenStreetMap database to
extract a set of urban features that describes a local urban context and which guides
the disaggregation procedure. Population densities are estimated for grids 25-times
finer than the input resolution.

The evaluation of both approaches was carried out by simulating population data
at the resolution of the GPW data, and later employing the fine-grained ground-
truth data provided for French cities. As for the neural networks approach, training
is carried out by means of processing 15 French cities – the most densely populated
– and employing a leave-one-out validation procedure to ensure that data used for
training is not considered during the validation step.

Perspectives
The developed framework opens a list of possibilities which can extend the presented
approaches, detailed in the following.

Time-series analysis can be conducted for the spatial urban indices. Given the
fact that OpenStreetMap data is relatively young, it is not yet possible to acquire his-
torical urban data reaching far back in time. Still, the evolution of urban settlements
which have undergone rapid changes in the last few years can be analyzed. Urban
sprawl indices can be calculated for different time-stamps, allowing improvements or
worsening for each sprawling angle to be studied.

The spatial urban indices can be extended by means of including measurements
based on related works. To this end, direct comparisons between the metrics can be
carried out. In addition, each of the metrics can be analyzed through a large number
of cities, enabling for an in-depth analysis of their advantages and shortcomings. This
will open space for more pertinent conclusions on the appropriateness of application
of different metrics.

The application of transportation models using generated output data could be
studied. On the one hand, density estimations on residential and activity uses are
generated. In addition, the drivable street-network, as well as particular information
on the specific activity uses is provided. The main demands for transportation arise
from journeys between residences (i.e. households) and activity uses (i.e. jobs, grocery
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stores, etc). Thus, the possibility of estimating transportation journeys from outputs
generated by methods proposed in this thesis can be studied.

Besides, the effects of land use mix and urban sprawl with respect to different
aspects related to sustainable development can be explored. In the literature, a large
number of effects have been attributed to sprawl. Whereas a consensus exists for
some of them, others remain fuzzy. By means of employing replicable studies and
spatial data, the idea is to validate the existence and degree of sprawl with respect
to the different effects.

An important aspect not considered in this thesis is the public transportation.
The notion of accessibility in the context of sprawl is different whenever mass transit
is available nearby. For example, both vehicle particle emissions and car dependency
are generally reduced whenever mass transit is available nearby and fulfills travel
demands. The notion of distance becomes relative, since it is not the same concept
to travel long distances by car or by public transportation. To this end, this can be
addressed by means of developing isochronic maps – public transportation data is
available in OpenStreetMap.

On the other hand, the methodology for performing disaggregated population es-
timates can still be enhanced. First, given the fact that fine-grained data exist for
the whole French country, training (for neural networks) and validation of both ap-
proaches can be carried out by means of processing the entire country – i.e. enlarging
the training and validation size.

Second, fine-grained census tract data exist for other countries. Thus, the gen-
eralization capability of both approaches can be evaluated by means of performing
disaggregated population estimates for cities outside France. Eventually, census tract
data for other countries will depict a different resolution, so the structure of the neural
network might have to be adapted accordingly.

Third, and specific to the neural networks approach, additional urban features can
be computed and included in the procedure, evaluating if improvements are observed.
Considering the rich urban data available throughout OpenStreetMap, generation of
supplementary urban features is attainable. Contrarily, the exclusion of urban fea-
tures can be investigated. The behavior of the overall model by means of considering
a reduced set of urban features is worth to inspect, eventually analyzing its capability
to generalize to cities in other countries.

Fourth, and still in the context of neural networks, one can further analyze the
trained model in order to understand the meaning of the functions learned by the
layers. In the field of computer vision this kind of study is often done, which for
example leads to conclusions such as having the first layer calculating edges (e.g.
contours), and successive layers highlighting higher level features. Thus, understand-
ing the learned models is a key-aspect towards further enhancing them.

Finally, all of the approaches developed in the thesis rely on data retrieved from
OpenStreetMap. As a consequence, appropriateness of its application relies on count-
ing with sufficient data for a desired region of interest. In this sense, an automatic or
semi-automatic methodology to evaluate existing data for a desired area could be de-
veloped. Potentially, this assessment can be carried out by including remote-sensing
techniques. For instance, buildings can be automatically retrieved from satellite im-
agery. Even though this type of methodology is prone to error, it can still give an
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insight on the existence of buildings. Later, a combination can be made with Open-
StreetMap data, automatically denoting the cases where missing data – buildings –
occurs frequently. Similarly, a methodology can be carried out to determine if land
use data on buildings is missing frequently.
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Appendix A

Land use classification

In the following, Tables associated to the classification and categorization of the
different land uses are shown. They correspond to the processing of urban data
obtained from OpenStreetMap, as detailed in Section 3.2.

Key Value
Residential classification

building apartment, apartments, bungalow, detached, dormitory, farm, hotel,
house, houseboat, residential, retirement_home, static_caravan, terrace

building:use apartment, apartments, bungalow, detached, dormitory, farm, hotel,
house, houseboat, residential, retirement_home, static_caravan, terrace

building:part apartment, apartments, bungalow, detached, dormitory, farm, hotel,
house, houseboat, residential, retirement_home, static_caravan, terrace

Land use classification to infer
building yes

Other land use classification
building barn, bridge, bunker, cabin, cowshed, digester, farm_auxiliary, garage,

garages, greenhouse, hut, roof, ruins, service, shed, stable, sty, trans-
former_tower

man_made flagpole, adit, beacon, breakwater, bridge, bunker_silo, cam-
panile, chimney, clearcut, communications_tower, crane, cross, cut-
line, dovecote, dyke, embankment, gasometer, groyne, lighthouse,
mast, mineshaft, obelisk, petroleum_well, pier, pipeline, pump-
ing_station, reservoir_covered, silo, snow_fence, snow_net, stor-
age_tank, street_cabinet, surveillance, survey_point, telscope, tower,
water_tap, water_tower, water_well, watermill, wildlife_crossing,
windmill

Table A.1: Mapping of urban objects to their corresponding land use classification
except for activity uses.
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Key Value
Activities classification

amenity bar, pub, restaurant, biergarten, cafe, fast_food, food_court, ice_cream,
pub, restaurant, college, kindergarten, library, public_bookcase, school, mu-
sic_school, driving_school, language_school, university, fuel, bicycle_rental,
bus_station, car_rental, taxi, car_wash, ferry_terminal, atm, bank, bu-
reau_de_change, baby_hatch, clinic, dentist, doctors, hospital, nurs-
ing_home, pharmacy, social_facility, veterinary, arts_centre, brothel, casino,
cinema, community_centre, fountain, gambling, nightclub, planetarium, so-
cial_centre, stripclub, studio, swingerclub, theatre, animal_boarding, ani-
mal_shelter, courthouse, coworking_space, crematorium, dive_centre, dojo,
embassy, fire_station, gym, internet_cafe, marketplace, police, post_office,
townhall

shop agrarian, alcohol, anime, antiques, art, baby_goods, bag, bakery, bath-
room_furnishing, beauty, bed, beverages, bicycle, bookmaker, books, bou-
tique, brewing_supplies, butcher, camera, candles, car, car_parts, car_repair,
carpet, charity, cheese, chemist, chocolate, clothes, coffee, collector, computer,
confectionery, convenience, copyshop, cosmetics, craft, curtain, dairy, deli,
department_store, doityourself, drugstore, dry_cleaning, e-cigarette, electri-
cal, electronics, energy, erotic, fabric, farm, fashion, fireplace, fishing, florist,
frame, free_flying, fuel, funeral_directors, furniture, games, garden_centre,
garden_furniture, gas, general, gift, glaziery, greengrocer, hairdresser, hair-
dresser_supply, hardware, hearing_aids, herbalist, hifi, houseware, hunt-
ing, ice_cream, interior_decoration, jewelry, kiosk, kitchen, lamps, laundry,
leather, locksmith, lottery, mall, massage, medical_supply, mobile_phone,
model, money_lender, motorcycle, music, musical_instrument, newsagent,
nutrition_supplements, optician, organic, outdoor, paint, pasta, pastry,
pawnbroker, perfumery, pet, photo, pyrotechnics, radiotechnics, religion,
scuba_diving, seafood, second_hand, security, shoes, shop, spices, sports,
stationery, supermarket, swimming_pool, tailor, tattoo, tea, ticket, tiles, to-
bacco, toys, trade, travel_agency, trophy, tyres, vacant, vacuum_cleaner, va-
riety_store, video, video_games, watches, weapons, window_blind, wine

leisure adult_gaming_centre, amusement_arcade, beach_resort, dance, es-
cape_game, fitness_centre, hackerspace, horse_riding, ice_rink, minia-
ture_golf, pitch, sauna, sports_centre, stadium, summer_camp, swim-
ming_area, swimming_pool, water_park

man_made kiln, monitoring_station, observatory, offshore_platform, wastewater_plant,
water_works, works

building cathedral, chapel, church, civic, commercial, construction, cowshed, digester,
hangar, hospital, industrial, kiosk, mosque, office, port, public, retail, school,
shop, shrine, stable, stadium, synagogue, temple, train_station, transporta-
tion, university, warehouse

building:use cathedral, chapel, church, civic, commercial, construction, cowshed, digester,
hangar, hospital, industrial, kiosk, mosque, office, port, public, retail, school,
shop, shrine, stable, stadium, synagogue, temple, train_station, transporta-
tion, university, warehouse

building:part cathedral, chapel, church, civic, commercial, construction, cowshed, digester,
hangar, hospital, industrial, kiosk, mosque, office, port, public, retail, school,
shop, shrine, stable, stadium, synagogue, temple, train_station, transporta-
tion, university, warehouse

Table A.2: Mapping of urban objects to an activity land use classification.
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Activity land use classification
adult_gaming_centre, agrarian, alcohol, amusement_arcade, animal_boarding, ani-
mal_shelter, anime, antiques, art, arts_centre, atm, baby_goods, baby_hatch, bag,
bakery, bank, bar, bathroom_furnishing, beach_resort, beauty, bed, beverages, bi-
cycle, bicycle_rental, biergarten, bookmaker, books, boutique, brewing_supplies,
brothel, bureau_de_change, bus_station, butcher, cafe, camera, candles, car,
car_parts, car_rental, car_repair, car_wash, carpet, casino, cathedral, chapel, char-
ity, cheese, chemist, chocolate, church, cinema, civic, clinic, clothes, coffee, collector,
college, commercial, community_centre, computer, confectionery, construction, con-
venience, copyshop, cosmetics, courthouse, coworking_space, cowshed, craft, crema-
torium, curtain, dairy, dance, deli, dentist, department_store, digester, dive_centre,
doctors, doityourself, dojo, driving_school, drugstore, dry_cleaning, e-cigarette,
electrical, electronics, embassy, energy, erotic, escape_game, fabric, farm, fash-
ion, fast_food, ferry_terminal, fire_station, fireplace, fishing, fitness_centre, florist,
food_court, fountain, frame, free_flying, fuel, funeral_directors, furniture, gambling,
games, garden_centre, garden_furniture, gas, general, gift, glaziery, greengrocer,
gym, hackerspace, hairdresser, hairdresser_supply, hangar, hardware, hearing_aids,
herbalist, hifi, horse_riding, hospital, houseware, hunting, ice_cream, ice_rink, in-
dustrial, interior_decoration, internet_cafe, jewelry, kindergarten, kiosk, kitchen,
lamps, language_school, laundry, leather, library, locksmith, lottery, mall, market-
place, massage, medical_supply, military, miniature_golf, mobile_phone, model,
money_lender, mosque, motorcycle, music, music_school, musical_instrument,
newsagent, nightclub, nursing_home, nutrition_supplements, office, optician, or-
ganic, outdoor, paint, pasta, pastry, pawnbroker, perfumery, pet, pharmacy, photo,
pitch, planetarium, police, port, post_office, pub, public, public_bookcase, pyrotech-
nics, quarry, radiotechnics, religion, restaurant, retail, salt_pond, sauna, school,
scuba_diving, seafood, second_hand, security, shoes, shop, shrine, social_centre,
social_facility, spices, sports, sports_centre, stable, stadium, stationery, stripclub,
studio, summer_camp, supermarket, swimming_area, swimming_pool, swinger-
club, synagogue, tailor, tattoo, taxi, tea, temple, theatre, ticket, tiles, tobacco,
townhall, toys, trade, train_station, transportation, travel_agency, trophy, tyres,
university, user, defined, vacant, vacuum_cleaner, variety_store, veterinary, video,
video_games, warehouse, watches, water_park, weapons, window_blind, wine

Residential land use classification
residential

Other land uses classification
allotments, basin, cemetery, conservation, farmland, farmyard, forest, grass, green-
field, greenhouse_horticulture, landfill, meadow, orchard, pasture, peat_cutting,
plant_nursery, railway, recreation_ground, reservoir, village_green, vineyard, wa-
ter

Table A.3: Polygon’s classification according to their input land use key-associated
value.
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Leisure and amenity activity type
adult_gaming_centre, amusement_arcade, animal_boarding, animal_shelter,
arts_centre, atm, baby_hatch, bank, bar, beach_resort, bicycle_rental, biergarten,
brothel, bureau_de_change, bus_station, cafe, car_rental, car_wash, casino, cathe-
dral, chapel, church, cinema, civic, clinic, college, community_centre, courthouse,
coworking_space, crematorium, dance, dentist, dive_centre, doctors, dojo, driv-
ing_school, embassy, escape_game, fast_food, ferry_terminal, fire_station, fit-
ness_centre, food_court, fountain, fuel, gambling, gym, hackerspace, horse_riding,
hospital, ice_cream, ice_rink, internet_cafe, kindergarten, language_school, library,
marketplace, miniature_golf, mosque, music_school, nightclub, nursing_home,
pharmacy, pitch, planetarium, police, post_office, pub, public, public_bookcase,
restaurant, sauna, school, shrine, social_centre, social_facility, sports_centre, sta-
dium, stripclub, studio, summer_camp, swimming_area, swimming_pool, swinger-
club, synagogue, taxi, temple, theatre, townhall, train_station, transportation, uni-
versity, veterinary, water_park

Shop activity type
agrarian, alcohol, anime, antiques, art, baby_goods, bag, bakery, bath-
room_furnishing, beauty, bed, beverages, bicycle, bookmaker, books, boutique, brew-
ing_supplies, butcher, camera, candles, car, car_parts, car_repair, carpet, charity,
cheese, chemist, chocolate, clothes, coffee, collector, computer, confectionery, conve-
nience, copyshop, cosmetics, craft, curtain, dairy, deli, department_store, doityour-
self, drugstore, dry_cleaning, e-cigarette, electrical, electronics, energy, erotic, fabric,
farm, fashion, fireplace, fishing, florist, frame, free_flying, fuel, funeral_directors, fur-
niture, games, garden_centre, garden_furniture, gas, general, gift, glaziery, greengro-
cer, hairdresser, hairdresser_supply, hardware, hearing_aids, herbalist, hifi, house-
ware, hunting, ice_cream, interior_decoration, jewelry, kiosk, kitchen, lamps, laun-
dry, leather, locksmith, lottery, mall, massage, medical_supply, mobile_phone,
model, money_lender, motorcycle, music, musical_instrument, newsagent, nutri-
tion_supplements, optician, organic, outdoor, paint, pasta, pastry, pawnbroker, per-
fumery, pet, photo, pyrotechnics, radiotechnics, religion, scuba_diving, seafood,
second_hand, security, shoes, shop, spices, sports, stationery, supermarket, swim-
ming_pool, tailor, tattoo, tea, ticket, tiles, tobacco, toys, trade, travel_agency, tro-
phy, tyres, user defined, vacant, vacuum_cleaner, variety_store, video, video_games,
watches, weapons, window_blind, wine

Commercial and industrial activity type
commercial, construction, cowshed, digester, hangar, industrial, kiln, military,
monitoring_station, observatory, office, offshore_platform, port, quarry, retail,
salt_pond, stable, warehouse, wastewater_plant, water_works, works

Table A.4: Proposed specialization of activity types according to activity input value.
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Resumé étendu

Le nombre de personnes vivant en ville a considérablement augmenté depuis 1950,
passant de 746 millions à 3,9 milliards en 2014. La croissance démographique et
l’urbanisation devraient ajouter 2,5 milliards de personnes à la population urbaine
mondiale d’ici 2050. Cette situation pose de nouveaux défis sur la manière de
concevoir des villes qui accueillent de telles quantités de population d’une manière
durable, qui devrait aborder plusieurs aspects, allant des questions économiques aux
questions sociales et environnementales.

Les processus urbains sont la conséquence de différents facteurs d’interaction, liés
entre eux de telle sorte que le processus qui en résulte est complexe à mesurer et à
comprendre. Étant donné le nombre croissant de personnes vivant en ville, il devient
urgent de comprendre la complexité subjacente de ces modèles urbains. A cette fin,
nous proposons dans cette thèse des outils d’aide à la décision appliqués dans le
contexte de l’analyse urbaine, qui permettent d’étudier les phénomènes de mixité des
usages de sol et d’étalement urbain.

Tout d’abord, un cadre permettant de saisir la répartition spatiale de l’utilisation
des terres dans les villes est présenté. En premier lieu, les données urbaines sont
extraites d’OpenStreetMap. En utilisant les techniques d’estimation de densités par
noyau, des estimations de la densité d’utilisation des terres sont ensuite effectuées
pour les usages résidentiels et les activités. Les résultats sont utilisés pour calculer les
indices de développement spatial mixte. En outre, des estimations de densité pour
différents types d’activités sont proposées, qui décrivent un modèle clair de localisation
dans les villes en fonction de leur type. Nous fournissons les résultats sous forme de
système d’information géographique (SIG), ce qui s’avère être un atout, en particulier
pour les urbanistes, en soutenant et en facilitant leurs processus de prise de décision
- surtout en comparaison avec des mesures agrégées.

Deuxièmement, les travaux susmentionnés ont été étendus pour le calcul des
indices d’étalement urbain. L’approche proposée formalise l’étalement urbain sous
l’angle du développement durable, selon trois dimensions : la mixité de l’utilisation
des sols, la dispersion des zones bâties et l’accessibilité aux opportunités d’activités.
Il en résulte un nombre gérable de dimensions, où chaque dimension est formalisée
d’une manière facile à interpréter, et en particulier une pertinence par rapport aux
aspects de l’étalement urbain qui entravent le développement durable.

Troisièmement, nous proposons deux approches pour effectuer des estimations
désagrégées de la population. La première exploite l’information sur les surfaces
résidentielles, en supposant une consommation de surface résidentielle constante par
habitant. Grâce à l’utilisation de données maillées - c’est-à-dire agrégées - sur les
secteurs de recensement, une désagrégation fine est effectuée pour répartir les don-
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nées démographiques dans les bâtiments. La seconde approche repose sur un réseau
de neurones entièrement convolutif qui désagrège les données de population. Nous
utilisons la base de données OpenStreetMap pour extraire un ensemble de caractéris-
tiques urbaines qui décrivent un contexte urbain local et guident la procédure de
désagrégation. Les densités de population sont estimées pour des mailles 25 fois plus
petites que la résolution d’entrée, c’est-à-dire 200m par 200m.

R.1 Introduction
Le nombre de personnes vivant en ville a considérablement augmenté depuis 1950,
passant de 746 millions à 3,9 milliards en 2014. Plus de 66 % de la population
mondiale devrait vivre en milieu urbain d’ici 2050, contre 30 % en 1950. Même
si la population rurale mondiale ne devrait que légèrement diminuer d’ici 2050, la
croissance démographique et l’urbanisation devraient ainsi ajouter 2,5 milliards de
personnes à la population urbaine mondiale d’ici 2050. Cette situation pose de nou-
veaux défis sur la manière de concevoir des villes qui accueillent de telles quantités de
population d’une manière durable, qui devrait aborder plusieurs aspects, allant des
questions économiques aux questions sociales et environnementales, entre autres.

Les processus urbains sont la conséquence de différents facteurs d’interaction, liés
entre eux de telle sorte que le processus qui en résulte est complexe à mesurer et
à comprendre. Néanmoins, étant donné le nombre croissant de personnes vivant en
ville, il devient urgent de comprendre la complexité subjacente de ces modèles urbains.
En raison de la disponibilité croissante de quantités massives de données urbaines,
il est maintenant possible d’analyser la façon dont les citoyens interagissent au sein
des villes. En conséquence, des efforts considérables ont émergé récemment, visant
à comprendre la relation entre les différents modèles urbains et leur impact sur la
durabilité.

Dans ce qui suit, nous exposons brièvement certaines questions liées à la mesure
et à la modélisation des processus urbains qui sont pertinentes pour l’état durable
des villes.

Mix d’utilisation des terres Mesurer le degré de développement mixte dans les
villes est d’une importance primordiale pour les urbanistes, principalement lors de
la prise de décision. Les efforts de mesure de la composition de l’utilisation des
terres abondent dans la littérature. Les mesures s’inspirent largement des mesures
de l’écologie des paysages et de l’analyse des statistiques spatiales, alors que chacune
a ses propres forces et faiblesses. Les logiciels associés à ces mesures sont rarement
rendus publics - malgré le grand nombre de contributions faites dans la littérature.
Pire encore, dans certains cas, des ensembles de données commerciales ou privées sont
utilisés, ce qui soulève des inquiétudes quant à leur reproductibilité. Pour cette raison,
il existe un besoin explicite d’outils capables de calculer des indices de développement
à usage mixte qui sont accessibles au public et faciles à utiliser.

L’étalement urbain Ce phénomène a été lié à de nombreux impacts environ-
nementaux et socio-économiques négatifs. Entre-temps, les zones urbaines se sont
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développées à un rythme alarmant, poussant à évaluer l’étalement urbain en vue
d’un développement plus durable.

L’étalement urbain est un terme insaisissable, et des approches différentes pour
le mesurer ont conduit à des résultats hétérogènes. En outre, dans la littérature,
plusieurs solutions ad hoc ont été employées, qui se sont avérées efficaces pour analyser
des régions particulières, mais peu applicables ailleurs. De plus, des comparaisons
entre les contributions sont rarement faites.

De plus, la plupart des études s’appuient sur des ensembles de données privées
et commerciales, comme dans le cas de l’utilisation mixte des terres. Les logiciels
associés aux études sont régalement rarement rendus publics, ce qui empêche la re-
productibilité des recherches et la comparabilité d’un phénomène important de nos
jours. En outre, de nombreux travaux donnent comme résultat une valeur unique
pour une région d’analyse, rejetant de l’information spatiale vitale - spécialement
pour les urbanistes et les décideurs politiques.

Analyse spatiale D’autre part, le problème des unités aréolaires modifiables -
un biais statistique introduit dans le contexte de l’analyse spatiale en raison de
l’utilisation des données aréolaires - est un problème récurrent dans ces travaux -
à la fois la mixité de l’utilisation des terres et l’étalement urbain. En particulier,
les résultats dépendent de la géographie de la division utilisée pour les ensembles
de données d’entrée. Par exemple, l’échelle d’analyse (c’est-à-dire la taille des zones
spatiales élémentaires dans l’analyse) est souvent un facteur sensible. De plus, ce
fait n’est pas souvent discuté dans les différentes contributions, alors qu’il représente
potentiellement un biais important sur leurs résultats. C’est pourquoi il faut trouver
des alternatives capables de résoudre ce problème.

Estimation désagrégée de la population De nombreuses activités de planifica-
tion urbaine et similaires, telles que l’évaluation du développement des entreprises,
les études démographiques, la prévention des catastrophes, les modèles de transport
et la planification urbaine, entre autres, nécessitent des données démographiques à
une résolution fine. Néanmoins, les données de recensement de la population existent
généralement à des résolutions à grain grossier, ce qui est insuffisant pour bon nombre
de ces applications.

Dans la littérature, plusieurs contributions ont été faites afin de réaliser des esti-
mations de population désagrégées, en utilisant différents types de données auxiliaires.
Étant donnée la difficulté du problème, les erreurs de validation ont tendance à être
relativement élevées.

Parmi les données auxiliaires utilisées dans les travaux connexes, les techniques
de télédétection se révèlent être les approches les plus courantes, utilisant l’imagerie
satellitaire pour déduire les densités de population à une résolution plus fine. Ensuite,
il suit l’utilisation des ensembles de données sur l’utilisation et la couverture du sol
(LULC), ainsi que des données LiDAR fournissant des modèles 3D des villes. En
outre, certains travaux ont eu recours à des enquêtes statistiques et à des données
urbaines collaboratives.
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Objectifs Comme la durabilité est en train de devenir une question centrale dans
plusieurs domaines scientifiques, nous préconisons que les outils informatiques peuvent
aider à mieux comprendre la dynamique des processus urbains en cours. Ensuite,
la prise de décision dans le contexte d’une compréhension accrue des phénomènes
complexes subjacents est souhaitable pour améliorer la durabilité et la résilience des
villes.

L’objectif de cette thèse est de développer un ensemble d’outils informatiques qui
aideront, en premier lieu, à mieux comprendre les phénomènes urbains complexes en
cours. Plus précisément, l’objectif est d’abord de fournir un cadre d’évaluation de
l’utilisation des terres et de l’étalement urbain. Une deuxième contribution consiste
à effectuer des estimations démographiques désagrégées. Les outils développés sont
destinés à servir de support à la prise de décision des urbanistes et des décideurs
politiques.

Pour ce faire, un ensemble d’outils open source qui utilisent des données open
source sont développés. Le premier permettra d’adopter et d’étendre facilement les
contributions fournies, tandis que le second permet une réplicabilité accrue - en évitant
les contraintes d’accès aux données.

Étant donné le désir d’une large applicabilité, l’ensemble de données d’entrée
choisi représente une couverture mondiale - évitant les contraintes d’application géo-
graphique. Ainsi, l’intention est de développer un cadre qui assure la reproductibilité
des résultats, en fournissant les moyens d’augmenter les discussions de recherche.

R.2 Contributions
Dans ce qui suit, nous présentons l’organisation et un résumé des contributions faites
dans cette thèse.

Chapitre 2 Les concepts d’occupation des sols et d’étalement urbain ainsi que leur
contexte historique sont présentés. Une série de faits sont présentés, illustrant la
motivation d’étudier les deux concepts sous l’angle du développement durable. Pour
chaque concept, les effets entravant le développement durable sont passés en revue.
Ensuite, les causes de l’étalement urbain sont résumées et le chapitre se termine par
une discussion sur la formalisation de ce dernier.

Chapitre 3 Nous passons en revue une série de caractéristiques communes aux
études spatiales urbaines, qui sont ensuite analysées en fonction des contributions
apportées dans cette thèse. Plus tard, l’ensemble des données utilisées est décrit, la
procédure d’extraction des données est présentée, et des détails sur son prétraitement
sont donnés.

Chapitre 4 Nous présentons deux contributions principales concernant l’évaluation
de la répartition de l’utilisation des terres et de l’étalement urbain. Les contributions
consistant dans le calcul d’indices spatiaux pour ces deux phénomènes urbains sont
expliquées, suivies de la présentation de résultats numériques pour un ensemble de
villes.
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Chapitre 5 De nombreuses applications liées à l’analyse des objectifs de développe-
ment durable nécessitent des données de comptage de population à grain fin. Cepen-
dant, ces données sont le plus souvent disponibles dans des résolutions à grain grossier.
Nous présentons donc deux méthodes pour effectuer des estimations désagrégées de la
population. La première approche consiste à effectuer une réduction d’échelle propor-
tionnelle des données de population grossières guidées par les surfaces résidentielles.
La deuxième approche utilise un réseau de neurones convolutif pour apprendre un
modèle de réduction d’échelle à l’aide de descripteurs urbains. Leur évaluation est
réalisée à partir des données à grain fin disponibles sur les villes françaises.

Chapitre 6 L’ensemble des logiciels développés - c’est-à-dire les contributions faites
par la présente thèse - est présenté et examiné sous différents angles. La mise en œuvre
est accessible au public et est faite de manière à permettre même aux utilisateurs
ayant des compétences minimales en programmation d’évaluer et d’utiliser le cadre
d’analyse proposé. A cette fin, nous espérons que ce logiciel sera particulièrement
utile pour les urbanistes et les géographes, entre autres.

Chapitre 7 Enfin, les remarques finales sur les contributions apportées sont présen-
tées, suivies d’une discussion sur les travaux futurs possibles.

R.3 Conclusions et perspectives
L’objectif principal de cette thèse était de créer des outils d’aide à la décision ap-
pliqués dans le contexte de l’analyse urbaine, à savoir la mixité de l’utilisation des
sols et l’étalement urbain. Pour créer correctement de tels outils, il est nécessaire
de comprendre globalement les phénomènes urbains qui entravent le développement
durable. A cette fin, un examen des effets des deux processus urbains mentionnés a
été effectué. Plus tard, une analyse de la formalisation de l’étalement urbain a été
réalisée, étant donnée l’absence de consensus sur sa définition.

Avant de procéder au calcul des indices spatiaux urbains dans le contexte des
outils d’aide à la décision, il est nécessaire de récupérer les données pertinentes. Pour
ce faire, une procédure d’extraction de données à partir d’OpenStreetMap – source
publique et ouverte – a été développée, demandant les données requises des serveurs
de l’API Overpass. Ensuite, une série d’étapes de prétraitement sont appliquées, afin
de générer des données prêtes à l’emploi pour une région d’intérêt - c’est-à-dire les
bâtiments, leur utilisation du sol, le nombre de niveaux et d’empreintes, les points
d’intérêt et le réseau routier.

Tout d’abord, on a présenté un cadre pour saisir la répartition spatiale de l’utilisation
des terres dans les villes. Une procédure d’estimation de la densité d’occupation des
sols – pour les utilisations résidentielles et les activités – fondée sur une approche
classique ou pondérée de l’estimation de la densité par noyaux a été présentée. Cette
estimation de densité est utilisée pour calculer les indices de développement à us-
age mixte au moyen de l’indice d’entropie. De plus, l’estimation de la densité pour
différents types d’activités est proposée, décrivant dans les résultats un modèle clair
de localisation selon le type d’activité. La visualisation des indices se fait au moyen
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d’une quatrième dimension, l’intensité d’utilisation des terres, qui fournit des informa-
tions sur l’importance relative des quartiers locaux sur le degré calculé d’utilisation
des terres. Les résultats des SIG fournis constituent un atout, en particulier pour
les urbanistes, en soutenant et en facilitant leur processus de prise de décision - en
particulier en comparaison relative avec les mesures agrégées.

Deuxièmement, les travaux précédents ont été prolongés pour le calcul des indices
d’étalement urbain. L’approche proposée formalise l’étalement urbain sous l’angle du
développement durable, en trois dimensions : la mixité de l’utilisation des sols, la
dispersion des agglomérations et l’accessibilité. Il en résulte un nombre gérable de
dimensions, où chaque dimension est formalisée d’une manière facile à interpréter, et
en particulier une pertinence par rapport aux aspects de l’étalement urbain qui entra-
vent le développement durable. L’approche proposée ouvre la possibilité d’effectuer
des comparaisons d’étalement intercontinental pour toutes ses dimensions, ce qui a
rarement été fait dans la littérature.

Les indices d’occupation des sols et d’étalement urbain peuvent être calculés à une
résolution arbitraire définie par l’utilisateur, ce qui permet de faire face au problème
des unités de surface modifiables. De plus, leur champ d’application est en principe
mondial, alors qu’il dépend de la disponibilité des données d’OpenStreetMap pour
la région d’intérêt. Il convient de noter qu’il manque encore des données pour un
grand nombre de villes dans le monde. Les approches mises au point garantissent une
reproductibilité aisée grâce à l’utilisation de données de source ouverte, et compte
tenu de leur mise en œuvre accessible au public. En outre, une comparabilité accrue
est fournie étant donné son large champ d’application, ce qui est particulièrement
important dans le cas de l’étalement urbain - pour lequel il n’existe pas encore de
consensus sur sa définition formelle.

Troisièmement, deux approches pour effectuer des estimations désagrégées de la
population ont été présentées. La première exploite l’information sur les surfaces
résidentielles, en supposant une consommation de surface résidentielle constante par
habitant. Grâce à l’utilisation de données maillées - c’est-à-dire agrégées - sur les
secteurs de recensement, une désagrégation fine est effectuée pour répartir les données
démographiques dans les bâtiments.

La seconde consiste en un réseau de neurones entièrement convolutif qui cartogra-
phie les données de population à grain grossier à fin. Nous utilisons la base de données
OpenStreetMap pour extraire un ensemble de caractéristiques urbaines qui décrit un
contexte urbain local et qui guide la procédure de désagrégation. Les densités de
population sont estimées pour des grilles 25 fois plus fines que la résolution d’entrée.

L’évaluation des deux approches a été réalisée en simulant la résolution disponible
pour les données de population maillée à l’échelle mondiale et en utilisant les données
de vérité de terrain fournies pour les villes françaises. Quant à l’approche des réseaux
de neurones, l’entraînement est assuré par le traitement de 15 villes françaises - les
plus densément peuplées - et par l’utilisation d’une procédure de validation de type "
leave one out " pour s’assurer que les données utilisées pour l’entraînement ne soient
pas prises en compte lors de l’étape de validation.

Perspectives Le cadre développé ouvre une liste de possibilités qui peut étendre
les approches présentées, détaillées dans ce qui suit.
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Les indices spatiaux urbains peuvent être étendus en incluant des mesures basées
sur des travaux connexes. A cette fin, des comparaisons directes entre les métriques
peuvent être effectuées. De plus, chacune des métriques peut être analysée à travers
un grand nombre de villes, ce qui permet une analyse approfondie de leurs avantages
et de leurs inconvénients. Cela permettra de tirer des conclusions plus pertinentes
sur la pertinence de l’application de différents paramètres de mesure.

L’application de modèles de transport en utilisant les données de sortie générées
pourrait être étudiée. D’une part, des estimations de densité sur les usages résidentiels
et d’activité sont générées. En outre, le réseau de rue, ainsi que des informations
particulières sur les utilisations spécifiques de l’activité, sont fournis. Les principales
demandes de transport proviennent des déplacements entre les résidences (c.-à-d. les
ménages) et les activités (c.-à-d. les emplois, les épiceries, etc.). Ainsi, la possibilité
d’estimer les trajets de transport à partir des résultats générés par les méthodes
proposées dans cette thèse peut être étudiée.

En outre, les effets de la mixité et de l’étalement urbain sur les différents aspects
liés au développement durable peuvent être explorés. Dans la littérature, un grand
nombre d’effets ont été attribués à l’étalement urbain. Alors qu’un consensus existe
pour certains d’entre eux, d’autres restent flous. En utilisant des études et des données
spatiales reproductibles, l’idée est de valider l’existence et le degré d’étalement en ce
qui concerne les différents effets.

Un aspect important qui n’est pas abordé dans cette thèse est le transport en
commun. La notion d’accessibilité dans le contexte de l’étalement urbain est différente
lorsque le transport en commun est disponible à proximité. Par exemple, les émissions
de particules des véhicules et la dépendance à l’automobile sont généralement réduites
lorsque les transports en commun sont disponibles à proximité et répondent à la
demande de déplacements. La notion de distance devient relative, car ce n’est pas
le même concept de parcourir de longues distances en voiture ou en transport en
commun. À cette fin, il est possible d’y remédier en élaborant des cartes isochroniques
– les données sur les transports publics sont disponibles dans OpenStreetMap.

D’autre part, il est encore possible d’améliorer la méthodologie utilisée pour ef-
fectuer des estimations ventilées de la population. Tout d’abord, compte tenu de
l’existence de données à grain fin pour l’ensemble du territoire français, la formation
(pour les réseaux de neurones) et la validation des deux approches peuvent s’effectuer
par le traitement de l’ensemble du territoire, c’est-à-dire l’élargissement de la taille
de l’entrainement et la validation.

Deuxièmement, il existe des données à grain fin sur les secteurs de recensement
pour d’autres pays. Ainsi, la capacité de généralisation des approches présentées
peut être évaluée par la réalisation d’estimations démographiques désagrégées pour
les villes hors de France. Éventuellement, les données des secteurs de recensement
d’autres pays présenteront une résolution différente, de sorte que la structure du
réseau neuronal devra être adaptée en conséquence.

Troisièmement, et spécifique à l’approche des réseaux de neurones, des caractéris-
tiques urbaines supplémentaires peuvent être calculées et incluses dans la procédure,
pour évaluer si des améliorations sont observées. Compte tenu de la richesse des
données urbaines disponibles dans OpenStreetMap, il est possible de générer des de-
scripteurs urbaines supplémentaires. A l’inverse, l’exclusion des éléments urbains peut
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être étudiée. Le comportement du modèle global en considérant un ensemble réduit
de caractéristiques urbaines vaut la peine d’être inspecté, en analysant éventuellement
sa capacité à généraliser à des villes d’autres pays.

Quatrièmement, et toujours dans le contexte des réseaux de neurones, on peut
analyser plus avant le modèle formé afin de comprendre le sens des fonctions apprises
par les couches. Dans le domaine de la vision par ordinateur, ce type d’étude est
souvent effectué, ce qui conduit par exemple à des conclusions telles que le fait d’avoir
la première couche calculant des bords ou contours, et les couches successives mettant
en évidence les caractéristiques de niveau supérieur. Ainsi, la compréhension des
modèles appris est un aspect clé pour les améliorer davantage.

Enfin, toutes les approches développées dans la thèse reposent sur des données
extraites d’OpenStreetMap. Par conséquent, la pertinence de son application repose
sur le comptage avec suffisamment de données pour une région d’intérêt donnée.
Dans ce sens, un méthodologie automatique ou semi-automatique d’évaluation de la
complétude des données existantes pour une zone désirée pourrait être développée.
Cette évaluation peut éventuellement être effectuée en utilisant des techniques de la
télédétection. Par exemple, les bâtiments peuvent être automatiquement récupérés à
partir des images satellites. Même si ce type de méthodologie est sujette à l’erreur,
il peut tout de même donner une approximation sur l’existence de bâtiments. Plus
tard, une combinaison peut être faite avec les données OpenStreetMap, indiquant
automatiquement les cas où il y a des données manquant, à cause des bâtiments pas
renseigné dans la basse de données.
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